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EARLY CHRISTIAN RESPONSES TO PERSECUTION AND THEIR 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIANS IN NORTHERN NIGERIA 
 
Christian Persecution is a growing phenomenon worldwide and in Nigeria, persecution 
has had immense impact on the religious, economic and social life of Nigerians especially in the 
Northern part. The purpose of this study was to investigate the experiences of persecution of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria, their responses to persecution, and the effect responses to 
persecution had on evangelism and discipleship. The researcher also investigated the response of 
the early church to persecution to provide information that would enable him to make 
recommendations for a response to persecution that would have a positive impact on evangelism 
and discipleship. To effectively compare the responses to persecution by Christians in Northern 
Nigeria and the early church, Glenn Penner’s framework of responses to persecution of Fight, 
Flight, and Fortitude was used. 
Data from field research revealed the types of persecution experienced by Christians in 
Northern Nigeria which ranged from mild to extreme persecution. Mild forms of persecution 
included discrimination in places of work, denial of government services, denial of rights, and 
oppression of ethnic minorities in Northern Nigeria who are mainly Christians. Extreme 
persecution included mass murder by Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen as well as widespread 
destruction of church buildings, houses, and businesses. 
Data from research found that Christians in Northern Nigeria overwhelmingly agree 
pacifistic responses had a positive impact on evangelism and discipleship while attacks and 
vengeance had a negative impact. Negative Christian responses to persecution have brought 
 iii 
about enmity, suspicion, and broken relationships to the extent that in some quarters, Christians 
and Muslims live in separate communities. There is also an emerging discussion among 
Christians about whether defense is an appropriate response for Christians especially to protect 
the weak and vulnerable in the context of mass murder or genocide. 
The early church’s responses to persecution were also examined to provide an example to 
Christians in Northern Nigeria and to spot the pitfalls in their responses to persecution that 
should be avoided. It was discovered in the study that the majority of early Christians were 
pacifists. There was never a response to fight against the aggressor except in the case of the 
Catholic-Donatist schism, which was an internal crisis within Christianity. In early Christian 
experiences, the patient endurance through suffering and even death had a positive impact on 
evangelism while those who denied the faith had a negative impact on evangelism and 
discipleship. Self-defense was also evident in the early church through the defense of the faith by 
apologetics in which apologists presented a case for Christianity.  
Based on the study on early Christians and the responses of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria, this study concludes that, to have positive impact on evangelism and discipleship, and 
also have improved community relations in Northern Nigeria, pacifism is recommended. Self-
defense is still an ongoing conversation among Christians, especially as a Christian duty to 
protect the weak and vulnerable.
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THE CHALLENGE  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Experiencing persecution is not new to the church. It has always been with the church in 
varying degrees. The persecution of Christians attracts much attention when it involves a 
massive loss of lives and property. This research focuses on how Christians’ proper response to 
persecution impacts their evangelism and discipleship within the context of persecution. 
Luke, in the Acts of the Apostles, recorded several experiences of persecution of the 
apostles and early disciples of Christ. Persecution for the Christian faith in the first three hundred 
years of the existence of the church was mostly sporadic and sometimes sponsored by the state. 
Roman persecution of the early church is traditionally accepted to have taken place under ten 
emperors.1 The persecutions resulted in the martyrdom of thousands of Christians. Constantine 
ended the persecutions by making Christianity a legal religion. 
In Northern Nigeria, there has not been official, state-sponsored persecution of 
Christians, but Muslim traditional rulers and government officials have directly or indirectly 
supported the efforts of fundamentalist Muslims to persecute Christians. Muslims have used the 
political power at their disposal to maltreat, marginalize, and oppress Christian minorities in 
Northern Nigeria.2 These attacks have claimed the lives of thousands of Christians in the region.3 
 
1 The Emperors who are known to have persecuted Christians include; Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, 
Septimus Severus, Decius, Valerian, Maximus the Thracian and climaxed with Diocletian and Galerius. 
2 Ibrahim Bitrus, “The Persecution of the Church in Northern Nigeria: A theological Response” in Word and World. 
Vol 36, No 4 (Fall 2016), 380-381. Religious Intolerance: A Threat to Nigeria’s Unity by Stephanos Foundation 
pages 55-214 documented examples of such maltreatment and marginalization by Muslims on Christian minorities 
in Northern Nigeria with the involvement of traditional rulers and government officials. 
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The introduction of the Shari’a legal system in twelve of the nineteen states of the northern part 
of Nigeria, the emergence of Boko Haram, and the deadly Fulani herdsmen who are ravaging 
and destroying Christian villages4 introduces a new dimension to the persecution of Christians in 
Northern Nigeria. The researcher is in agreement with Bishop Joseph Bagobiri who has stated 
that this new dimension is a systematic attempt by some groups of Muslims to wipe out 
Christianity in Northern Nigeria.5  
The persecution of Christians is a growing phenomenon throughout the world.6 The need 
to prepare the Church for proper responses to this development cannot be overemphasized. The 
researcher feels when Christians properly respond to persecution that evangelism, discipleship, 
and the growth of the church will thrive in the context of persecution. 
Statement of the Problem 
Nigeria in West Africa has a population of about 180 million people, covering 923,768 
sq. km land area. While English is the official language used in the country, there are about 520 
spoken languages in Nigeria. Hausa is widely spoken in the North, Igbo in the East, and Yoruba 
in the West. The northern part of Nigeria is predominantly Muslim and the southern part consists 
mainly of two groups; Christians and followers of the African traditional religion. Christians are 
51.26 percent of the total population of Nigeria according to Operation World.7 Christians in 
Northern Nigeria have been oppressed by Muslim traditional institutions and Muslim 
 
3 Philip Oluwole Ukanah, In God’s Name: The Story of Nigeria’s Religious War and its Brutal Killings. (Ibadan: 
Divine Press, 2011), xii 
4 Joseph Bagobiri, “A Press Statement on the Asso Village Massacre in Southern Kaduna” a Press Statement made 
by the Catholic Diocese of Kafanchan, Kaduna State (April 18, 2017), 1-3 
5 Ibid. 
6 Paul Marshall, “Persecution of Christians in the Contemporary World.” International Bulletin of Missionary 
Research Vol. 22 Issue 1 (Jan. 1998), 2-7 
7 Patrick Johnstone, “Nigeria” Operation World www.operationworld.org/ngri Accessed 10/14/17 
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government officials.8 Muslims have inflicted harsh treatments such as denial of land for places 
of worship, denial of certificates of occupancy for church buildings, ridicule as infidels, 
confiscation of land and property, denial of promotions, forceful marriage of Christian girls to 
Muslims, persecution of Muslim converts to Christianity, and destruction of church buildings.9 
The rise of Islamic fundamentalism and fanaticism from the 1970s has grossly increased 
persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria.10 Christian persecution in Northern Nigeria 
assumed a new dimension in the 1980s with the Kafanchan religious crisis in 1987, Reinhard 
Bonnke riot in Kano in 1991, and the Zangon Kataf crisis in 1992, followed by many other crises 
in different parts of the north. An uncountable number of church buildings, Christian homes and 
businesses worth billions of Naira (the Nigerian currency) have also been destroyed, and several 
thousands of lives wasted.11 
The introduction of Shari’a (the Islamic legal system) in twelve out of nineteen states of 
Northern Nigeria in the year 2000 introduced another dimension to the persecution of Christians 
in the affected areas; being subjected to living under Islamic rules. This development provided a 
suitable environment for the emergence of the Boko Haram insurgency, which is now fighting 
for an Islamic state in Nigeria. This dimension has introduced massive killings of Christians, 
bombing and destruction of church buildings, and other crimes.12 Recent massive killings by 
 
8 Jonathan Ishaku, Boko Haram: How Religious Intolerance Threatens Nigeria (Jos: Courier Communications 
Limited, 2009), 175-180 
9 Musa A. B. Gaiya, “A History of Christian-Muslim Relationship in Nigeria.”  In Creativity and Change in 
Nigerian Christianity. David O. Ogungbile and Akintunde E. Akinade eds. (Ibadan: Malthouse Press Limited, 
2010), 299-300 
10 Dogara J. Gwamna, “The Turning Tides of Religious Intolerance in Nigeria: The External Connections.” In 
Creativity and Change in Nigerian Christianity. David O. Ogungbile and Akintunde E. Akinade eds. (Ibadan: 
Malthouse Press Limited, 2010), 271 
11 Ibid., 278 
12 Philip Maigamu Gaiya, Religion and Justice: The Nigerian Predicament (Kaduna: Espee Printing and 
Advertizing, 2004), 77-78 
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Fulani herdsmen, who target predominantly Christian villages, are alarming.13 These experiences 
of persecution are affecting social relationships between Christians and Muslims as well as the 
theology of many Christians. This development is also making missionary activities more 
difficult in Northern Nigeria. 
The researcher has observed a trend in the responses to persecution by Christians in 
Northern Nigeria. In the 1980s, the Christians were pacifists; they left vengeance to God. When 
the violence increased in the 1990s, Christians saw the need to defend their lives and property; 
therefore, self-defense became another option of their response to persecution. In the 2000s, 
occasional vengeance became a response in some areas. These developments have created in the 
researcher a concern for the future of Christianity in Northern Nigeria. 
Christians in Northern Nigeria want to know whether it is appropriate for them to take 
vengeance after an attack since the attackers view the nonresistance pacifism of the Christians as 
weakness. These Christians ask the following questions: What about self-defense since the 
government is not adequately protecting the Christians in Northern Nigeria? Is there any biblical 
and/or theological justification for self-defense? However, a more fundamental question that the 
church in Northern Nigeria needs to address is how to respond to persecution in a way that 
positively impacts evangelism and discipleship. The question that this dissertation seeks to 
address is: “How have different Christian responses to persecution in post-colonial Northern 
Nigeria impacted evangelism and discipleship, and how do these compare to the historical 
accounts of early Christians’ responses to persecution? 
 
13 Ukanah, In God’s Name: The Story of Nigeria’s Religious War and its Brutal Killings, 296-300. The Fulani 
herdsmen killers have targeted Christian villages in the part of Northern Nigeria referred to as the Middle Belt where 
Christianity is stronger in Northern Nigeria. The states most affected include Plateau, Kaduna, Benue, Taraba, 




This study has attempted to answer the question, “How have different Christian responses 
to persecution in post-colonial Northern Nigeria impacted evangelism and discipleship, and how 
do these compare to the historical accounts of responses to persecution in the early Christian 
church?” This study has explored types, nature, and reasons for persecuting Christians and 
Christian responses to persecution with the aim of identifying how these responses affect 
evangelism and discipleship in order to develop a framework for Christian response to 
persecution in Northern Nigeria. Below are the specific research questions that guided this study. 
1. What are the root causes of conflicts in Northern Nigeria? The researcher attempted to 
examine factors such as legacies of colonialism, Shari’a, religion and politics, Islamic 
fundamentalism and radicalism, and other ethnic, socio-cultural, and economic factors 
which trigger the conflicts experienced and how they connect with Christian persecution 
in the region. 
 
2. What were early Christian responses to persecution, and what impact did they have on 
evangelism and discipleship? This question seeks to investigate persecution of early 
Christians, including ways they were persecuted and reasons for the persecution as well 
as early Christian responses to persecution and how their responses effected evangelism 
and discipleship. 
 
3. What has been the Nigerian Christian response to persecution since post-colonial era, and 
how has it impacted evangelism and discipleship? The researcher attempted to trace the 
history of persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria, reasons for persecution, types of 
persecutions, extent of persecution, responses to persecution by Christians in Northern 
Nigeria, and effects of these responses on evangelism and discipleship. 
 
4. What are the biblical/historical bases for Christian responses to persecutions? This 
question sought to find out whether scripture provides specific type(s) of response to 
persecution. The researcher explored whether there are biblical and historical grounds for 
self-defense and/or vengeance and to understand what happens when there are conflicts 
between contextual and biblical responses to persecution. 
 
Significance of the Study 
Persecution has been a part of the experience of many Christians in post-colonial 
Northern Nigeria. As evidenced by the early church, believers experiencing persecution can still 
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live out their life as light and salt in the world. Learning from the responses of the early church 
may bring encouragement to Christians in Northern Nigeria to remain steadfast and faithful in 
the faith in spite of difficult times. 
The need for promotion of peaceful coexistence between Christians and people of other 
faiths in Nigeria cannot be overemphasized. In cities like Kaduna and Jos, communities are 
segregated by two faiths, Islam and Christianity, because of their bitter experiences of religious 
violence. This sort of balkanization is not healthy for evangelism and discipleship. This research 
may benefit those who seek to mediate peace and reconciliation. Proper responses to persecution 
may help build bridges and improve interfaith relationships. 
Extreme persecution of Christians is no longer just the experience of early Christians, but 
a reality in many Christian communities today. The persecution of Christians is growing globally 
and there is a need to prepare the church on how to respond to it. Jesus prepared his disciples for 
persecution (Mark 13:9-13), and the contemporary church should be prepared. This work will 
contribute to preparing Christians to respond to persecution with positive attitudes. 
Although the goal of persecution is to weaken the church, the church often flourishes as a 
result of the persecution. Learning from the early church and contemporary experiences on how 
the church grew in the context of persecution will be of great benefit to Christians in Northern 
Nigeria. Early Christians were not altogether perfect in their responses, and this research will 
seek to uncover the pitfalls in their responses in order to help the contemporary church avoid 
them. 
This work is of significance to the researcher and his teaching ministry in Northern 
Nigeria. The deeper insight that he will gain on persecution and how to respond to it will prepare 
him for future challenges of persecution and will be a tool to prepare other Christian leaders as 
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he trains pastors and Christian leaders in the Baptist Theological Seminary, Kaduna, Nigeria. 
The leaders trained by this researcher will in turn prepare other Christians in different 
communities in Northern Nigeria. 
The work will be an additional contribution of resources in the area of Christian 
persecution. This resource is unique in the sense that it focuses on responses to persecution and 
their effects on Christian life and ministry. 
Scope and Delimitation 
It is a very enormous task to study persecution in the early church; therefore, the 
researcher has specifically narrowed the scope of the study of early Christian persecution to their 
responses. This narrowed scope is provided to make it easier for application of lessons learned to 
the practice of Christianity in Northern Nigeria in the context of persecution. 
Nigeria covers a land area of 923,768 sq.km, and the population is about 180 million.14 
As such, it is difficult within the scope of this paper and limited resources—human, material, and 
financial—available to the researcher to be able to carry out thorough research on the whole of 
Nigeria. Thus, the researcher has limited this study to Northern Nigeria, and in Northern Nigeria, 
he has taken samples from Kaduna and Borno States, which are major areas of persecution of 
Christians in Nigeria. 
Another limiting factor is security. The researcher could not go to all of the places that he 
wanted to research because of security issues caused by Boko Haram, Fulani herdsmen, and 
kidnappers. He narrowly escaped a major crisis that took place in Kaduna, which led to the 
imposition of a 24-hour curfew on the city on October 21, 2018. On his way back from 
 
14 Ian Fleck, Bringing Christianity to Nigeria: The Origin and Work of Protestant Missions (Jos: Africa Christian 
Textbooks, 2013), 27, 28 
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Maiduguri, he was delayed for three days in Kano until there was a report that it was safe to 
travel to Kaduna. The first trip scheduled for Gwantu in Southern Kaduna was cancelled because 
of a report of an impending attack on some communities by Fulani herdsmen, which actually 
took place that very weekend. The trip to Chibok in Borno State was like going into the lion’s 
den and coming out alive due to frequent attacks of Boko Haram in that area. 
An additional limiting factor is the level of education of some leaders as evidenced in 
their responses on some of the questionnaires that lacked sufficient information. The research 
assistants were instructed to explain the questions or administer the Hausa version to those who 
could not understand English well. Fear of attacks or victimization in places of work prevented a 
few from responding even with the codes assigned in place of their names in order to hide their 
identities. Other factors such as bad roads, erratic power supply, poor internet services, health 
issues, and lack of cooperation from some respondents (i.e., failure to complete questionnaires or 
to return questionnaires) all acted as limitations to the research. 
Definition of Key Terms 
The following key terms are defined in this research as follows: 
Discipleship: The process of maturing new believers who agree to follow Jesus on his 
terms, which are to grow into his image and to reflect his glory. W. Jay Moon defined 
intercultural discipleship as “a transforming process whereby people center their lives on the 
Kingdom of God (Matt 6:33), such that they obey Christ’s commands in the cultures in which 
they live (Matt 28:19-20).”15 The emphasis on obedience to Jesus’ commands in cultures where 
the disciples live is unique to this definition. For Christianity to truly take root in cultures, it must 
 
15 W. Jay Moon, Intercultural Discipleship: Learning from Global Approaches to Spiritual Formation (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2017), 50 
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be the type that emphasizes discipleship within that culture wherein the new believer grows and 
matures his/her faith and commitment to Christ and his causes. Following Christ in the context of 
persecution may include suffering, shame, reproach, pain, and even death. Many have failed to 
become disciples because they want to follow Jesus on their own terms. In discipleship there is a 
willing submission to Christ with the goal of becoming like him (II Corinthians 3:18). 
 
Early Christians: Followers of the Christian religion in the first four decades of the 
existence of Christianity. Sometimes the term “early church” may be used to denote early 
Christians in this work. 
 
Evangelism: Scott Jones defined evangelism as “that set of loving, intentional activities 
governed by the goal of initiating persons into Christian discipleship in response to the reign of 
God.”16 In this definition, Jones made a strong connection between evangelism, discipleship, and 
the kingdom. In this research, evangelism is defined as the practical expression of the love of 
God for the dying world in that God uses believers as instruments for the completion of His 
divine purpose of saving and bringing men/women into the Kingdom. In the context of 
persecution, this love is expressed through loyalty to Christ in spite of the suffering and pain 
endured as well as through acts and words of love from the persecuted to the persecutor(s). 
 
Fundamentalism: R. M. Burrell attempted defining fundamentalism as “an assured and 
unwavering conviction that a certain body of beliefs, usually derived from ‘sacred’ writings and 
often associated with the life and teaching of a particular personality, unquestionably represents 
 




the truth, and that it is the duty of all the faithful to live their lives and direct their activities in 
accordance with those beliefs.”17 This definition is important to this paper in the sense that it 
takes care of the key elements of fundamentalism: the believer, a body of beliefs, an unwavering 
conviction, a sense of duty, and commitment to persuade other believers to share their 
convictions. Fundamentalism is not limited to religion. There are political, economic, and 
ethnic/racial fundamentalists. Fundamentalism taken to its extremes is radicalism. This paper is 
dealing specifically with religious fundamentalism and radicalism within a geographical area – 
Northern Nigeria. 
 
Northern Nigeria: Nigeria in West Africa is the largest black nation in the world with a 
population of about 180 million people. The 1914 amalgamation of Nigeria into a British 
protectorate gave Nigeria the three distinct regions of North, West, and East. The northern part is 
hereby called Northern Nigeria. Northern Nigeria is predominantly Muslim, and the vernacular 
language widely spoken is Hausa. 
 
Persecution: A form of inconvenience, suffering, or pain inflicted intentionally upon a 
person on account of his/her opinion, beliefs, or affiliation. Charles Tieszen defines Christian 
persecution as “Any unjust action of varying levels of hostility perpetrated primarily on the basis 
of religion and directed at Christians, resulting in varying levels of harm as it is considered from 
the victim’s perspective”18. Tieszen’s definition addresses the experiences of both extreme 
persecution and those who endure mild hostility. This definition also makes it clear that the 
 
17 R. M. Burrell, Islamic Fundamentalism (London: The Royal Asiatic Society, 1989), 5 
18 Charles L. Tieszen, Re-Examining Religious Persecution: Constructing a Theological Framework for 
Understanding Persecution (New Haven: OMSC Publications,2006), 48 
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persecution is directed at Christians, and it also distinguishes political or ethnic persecution, 
which Christians who belong to such groups may suffer. Sometimes, Christian persecution in 
Nigeria may stem from a combination of religious, political, and ethnic reasons. In this paper, 
Tieszen’s approach will be used to define Christian persecution. 
 
Responses to Persecution: Actions, reactions, or inaction by the person being persecuted 
and caused by internal influences, external influences, or both. 
Literature Review on Responses to Persecution 
The purpose of this research project is to examine the Christian responses to persecution 
and their impact on evangelism and discipleship. In order to achieve this purpose, literature that 
examines responses to Christian persecution was reviewed. In his book In the Shadow of the 
Cross: A Biblical Theology of Persecution and Discipleship, Glenn Penner examines the 
theology of persecution in both the New Testament and Old Testament. Penner outlines the three 
kinds of responses permitted in scripture, which he called Fight, Flight, and Fortitude.19 Each of 
these types of responses—vengeance (fight), pacifism (flight), and defense (fortitude)—has been 
part of the conversation on how Christians in Northern Nigeria should handle persecution. This 
framework of responses provides the structure for analysis of the data. 
Fight 
The first type of response to persecution, as outlined by Glenn Penner, is Fight. This 
response has found support in the Just War Theory. The Just War Theory of St. Augustine sets 
the background for Christian involvement in war when doing so has proper justification. Philip 
 
19 Glenn M. Penner, In the Shadow of the Cross: A Biblical Theology of Persecution (Bartlesville, OK: Living 
Sacrifice Books, 2004), 132-133 
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Wynn contends that Augustine did not originate the idea of “just war.” He insists that there were 
other voices such as those of Origen and Ambrose.20 Wynn maintains that Augustine was just the 
major voice but not the only voice. Although Augustine was not a pacifist, he saw “war at times 
as a harsh necessity.”21 
 The Summa Theologica of St. Thomas Aquinas, Part II, elaborates on the Just War 
Theory. Aquinas approves of Christian involvement in military service as soldiers can defend 
divine worship, ensure public safety, and protect the poor and the oppressed.22 In Aquinas’ 
opinion, Christians can only get involved in war on the authority of the sovereign or of the 
church.23 In The Nature and Destiny of Man, Reinhold Niebuhr agrees with the idea of Just War 
but cautioned that “not all wars are equally just and not all contestants are equally right.”24 
Jay Beaman argues that early Pentecostals were pacifists. Pacifism was closely related to 
their eschatological worldview. He states that “change in status since the world wars affected 
Pentecostal thinking about pacifism.”25 The movement from poverty to religious and social 
mainstream changed their values and ethics. Beaman gives this vivid example: “In 1953, the 
Assemblies of God statement on military service was altered without comment. Reference to the 
Decalogue (Ex. 20:13) as a reason for not participating in bloodshed during time of war was 
removed.”26 In The Weight of Glory, C. S. Lewis argues that the audience of the Sermon on the 
Mount did not take “turning the other cheek” literally. He insists that “the audience were private 
people in a disarmed nation; it seems unlikely that they would ever suppose our Lord to be 
 
20 Philip Wynn, Augustine on War and Military Service (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2013), 134 
21 Wynn, 135 
22 The “Summa Theologica” of St. Thomas Aquinas. Translated by Fathers of the English Dominican Province 
(Chicago: Benziger Brothers, 1922), 268 
23 Ibid, 269 
24 Reinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man (New York: Charles Scriber’s Sons, 1949), 283 
25 Jay Beaman, Pentecostal Pacifism: The Origin, Development, and Rejection of Pacific Belief among the 
Pentecostals (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1989), 107 
26 Ibid, 114 
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referring to war. They would not have been thinking of war. The friction of daily life among 
villagers was more likely to be in their minds.”27 
Just War Theory is about the justification of Christian involvement in war declared by the 
state or the church, which has a different context than religious persecution in Nigeria. Though it 
is hard to find Christian literature that encourages vengeance, there is evidence of vengeance by 
Christians in Africa and in Northern Nigeria in particular. Daniel Philpott and Timothy Shah 
reported how Christians in Central African Republic, who suffered violence at the hands of 
Muslims, in turn massacred their persecutors.28 
In Nigeria also, there have also been instances where Christians murdered Muslims in 
retaliation for Christians killed. A vivid example is that of Christians in Yelwa Shendam in 
Plateau State, Nigeria, who killed hundreds of their Muslim persecutors in 2004.29 Sunday Bobai 
Agang reported about a Christian militia poised for vengeance in Northern Nigeria as he said, “A 
northern Christian militia named Akhwat Akwop emerged in September 2011 vowing to match 
‘blood for more blood, violence for more violence, and life for more lives.’”30 Writing from the 
perspective of a pacifist, he lamented the advice given to him by some retired pastors who said to 
him, ‘Sunday, make sure when Muslims burn two churches, you burn four mosques.”31 Agang 
did not discuss the reason for this attitude toward violence. 
Although there are works written by Christians discouraging vengeance, this does not 
mean that this approach is not used as a response to persecution. Why Christians being 
 
27 C.S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory (New York: HarperCollins Publishers,2001), 86-87 
28 Daniel Philpott and Timothy Samuel Shah, “In Response to Persecution: Essays from the Under-Caesar’s Sword 
Project” The Review of Faith and International Affairs Vol.15 Issue 1 (2017), 8  
29 Ime A. John, Aminu Z. Mohammed, Andrew D. Pinto, and Celestine A. Nkanta, “Gun Violence in Nigeria: A 
Focus on Ethno-Religious Conflict in Kano” Journal of Public Health Policy (2007), 425  
30 Sunday Bobai Agang, No More Cheeks to Turn? (Bukuru, Jos: Africa Christian Textbooks, 2017), 47 
31 Ibid, 46 
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persecuted resort to vengeance needs to be examined, which is an important perspective that this 
study fills. 
Flight 
The second response to persecution is Flight. Pacifism has been an age-old response to 
persecution based on an understanding of the pacifist teachings of Christ in the Sermon on the 
Mount and some of Paul’s pacifist teachings on the treatment of the enemy. Sampling church 
traditions that are pacifist, the literature of writers who are Mennonites were examined. Daniel 
A. Dombrowski argues that early Christians were universally pacifists, as he notes “The first 
Christians who were known to be soldiers are not found until A.D. 177”32 In reaction to Just War 
Theory, Dombrowski concludes that “the ‘just war theory’ is practically dead.”33 Pacifism, in the 
context Dombrowski discusses, is whether Christians can serve in the military or not, which is 
different than the context of mob violence against Christians with little or no protection by the 
Nigerian government. 
Howard Yoder in his book Reinhold Niebuhr and Christian Pacifism took a look at 
Niebuhr’s concepts of Impossibility, Necessity, and Responsibility, which he uses to argue in 
support of America’s involvement in World War II.34 Yoder argues for pacifism and the law of 
love as he examines the teachings of Christ on treatment of the enemy. He sees in Niebuhr’s 
position a contradiction to the love ethics of the New Testament. Yoder further sees Jesus’ 
pacifism as an intensification of the nonviolence that the prophets of Israel proclaimed. 
Interestingly here, Yoder is trying to strike a balance by saying, “…just war theory and pacifism 
 
32 Daniel A. Dombrowski, Christian Pacifism (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 1991), 13 
33 Ibid, 21 
34 John H. Yoder, Reinhold Niebuhr and Christian Pacifism (Zeist, The Netherlands: De-BUSSY, 1953), 18 
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should not be seen as enemies but as complementary.”35 He further argues that the two “battle 
side by side against the usual war ethic, which is either crusade or justification of whatever wars 
the state decides to wage.”36 
Another discussion on pacifism as the proper Christian response to persecution is 
Jonathan Dymond’s article “An Inquiry into the Accordancy of War with the Principles of 
Christianity,” which provides the official position of Quakers on pacifism. The basic argument of 
Quakers is that they cannot reconcile the life and teachings of Jesus and Christian principles with 
war.37 To buttress the claim of Quakers’ position, Margaret E. Hirst said that the Society of 
Friends (Quakers) have stood for their conviction on pacifism not only in the time of peace, but 
also in time of war when they were left to stand alone. Hirst wrote this about the Quakers: “Our 
conviction of the unlawfulness of war to the Christian, which prevents us from giving to our 
country the military service willingly rendered by many, should specially call us to voluntary 
service in other ways, even at the cost of much personal sacrifice.”38 
There are examples of outstanding Christian leaders and theologians who follow the 
Christian pacifism as described above. These leaders include Martin Luther King Jr. who wrote 
about nonviolent action: “Nonviolence is a powerful and just weapon. It is a weapon unique in 
history, which cuts without wounding and ennobles the man who wields it. It is a sword that 
heals.”39 He argues for the effectiveness of nonviolent resistance and cites as evidence “the 
 
35 John H. Yoder, The War of the Lamb: The Ethics of Nonviolence and Peacemaking. Edited by Glen Stassen, Mark 
Thiessen Nation and Matt Hamsher (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2009), 20 
36 Ibid. 
37 Lurting Dymond ed., The Historical Writings of Quakers against War (Farmington, ME: Quakers Heritage Press, 
n.d.), 174 
38 Margaret E. Hirst, The Quakers in War and Peace: An Account of their Peace Principles and Practices (New 
York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1972), 487 
39 Martin Luther King Jr, Why We Can’t Wait (New York: The New American Library, 1964), 26 
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nonviolent actions of early Christians…and the nonviolent actions of Mahatma Gandhi and his 
followers in India.”40 
King also did not support self-defense as a response to persecution, because it often 
included violence. If it included violence, he wrote, “…it is extremely dangerous to organize a 
movement around self-defense. The line between defensive violence and aggressive or 
retaliatory violence is a fine line indeed.”41 He further stresses that “When violence is tolerated 
even as a means of self-defense there is grave danger that in the fervor of emotion the main fight 
will be lost over the question of self-defense.”42 King has a valid argument for nonviolent 
resistance, the context of violence Martin Luther King Jr. and the African Americans had to 
contend with is comparably similar to that which Northern Nigerian Christians are experiencing. 
In Northern Nigeria, the Shari’a law is used as an instrument of persecution of Christians and 
other religious minorities compared to the Jim Crow law in the Southern part of the United States 
that was used to marginalize, segregate and persecute blacks and people of color.43 Other 
similarities include the denial of justice to their victims, the use of mob violence for wanton 
destruction and the use of terrorist groups to achieve their aims.44 In the South of America, the 
Ku Klux Clan was used while in Northern Nigeria is Boko Haram and Fulani Herdsmen. 
However, there is a difference in the sense that the persecution in Northern Nigeria is primarily 
religious with sometimes ethnic undertone, while in the Southern States of America, it was 
 
40 Ibid, 37 
41 James M. Washington ed., A Testament of Hope: The Essential Writings and Speeches of Martin Luther King Jr 
(New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1986), 57 
42 Ibid. 
43 Anonymous, “A Brief History of Jim Crow” Constitutional Rights Foundation n.d crf-usa.org/black-history-
month/a-brief-history-of-jim-crow Accessed 04/18/2020  
44 Melvin I. Urofsky, “Jim Crow Law: United States- 1877-1954” Encyclopaedia Britannica. March 13, 2020 
britannica.com/event/Jim-Crow-law Accessed 04/18/2020 
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primarily racism which in some ways affected religion. This unique difference this research will 
seek to cover. 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer was also a pacifist. In his teaching on discipleship, he advocated 
pacifism as the only right way to adhere to the teachings of Jesus on how to react to evil. He 
wrote, “The only way to overcome evil is to let it run itself to a standstill because it does not find 
resistance it is looking for.”45 He added, “Resistance merely creates further evil and adds fuel to 
the flames.”46 The pacifist Bonhoeffer later turned to become a champion of violent resistance to 
the extent of involving himself in the attempt to assassinate Adolf Hitler. Eberhard Bethge, who 
was a close disciple of Bonhoeffer, claims that “Bonhoeffer introduced us in 1935 to the problem 
of what we today call political resistance.”47 Bonhoeffer’s concern about the escalation of the 
persecution of the Jews in Germany turned him from pacifism to resistance. The ideas of 
Bonhoeffer will be used as a case study in the discussion of persecution in the context of 
Northern Nigeria. 
Ibrahim Bitrus also argues that the appropriate response to persecution in the context of 
Northern Nigeria is nonviolent resistance. He states that “neither armed struggle nor reverting to 
traditional worship of the ancestral gods is a valid response to such persecution.”48 He discusses 
the theology of the cross as a basis for the understanding of the theology of suffering and 
proposes for the Christians in Northern Nigeria “an unwavering faith rooted in the liberating 
presence of the crucified God in the midst of God’s suffering people.”49 He claims that this 
response will bring victory to the Christians in Northern Nigeria more than armed resistance. In 
 
45 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (New York: Touchstone Books, 1995), 141 
46 Ibid. 
47 Eberhard Bethge, Friendship and Resistance: Essays on Dietrich Bonhoeffer (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1995), 
24 
48 Ibrahim Bitrus, “The Persecution of the Church in Northern Nigeria: A Theological Response” Word and World 
Vol. 36 No 4 (Fall 2016), 381 
49 Ibid, 385 
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accordance to Bitrus’ views, Musa Adziba Mambula observes that the Ekklesiyar Yanuwa a 
Nigeria (EYN) practices pacifism. With roots from the Church of the Brethren, the EYN is one 
of the dominant Christian denominations in the northeast of Nigeria, which probably accounts 
for the Christians in the northeast tending toward pacifism. He argues that the pacifism of the 
EYN church will bring a lasting solution to the problem of persecution in Northern Nigeria.50 
Similarly, Agang also from the Middle Belt of Nigeria wrote in support of pacifism and 
advocated the continual turning of the cheek in his book No More Cheeks to Turn? He contends, 
“In teaching about turning the other cheek, Jesus was essentially stating the obvious to help them 
understand a not so obvious principle of life in a violent context.”51 Agang further explains that 
turning the other cheek “does not mean that we simply accept any injustice done to us. It does 
mean that we respond with dignity and are free to appeal to the law and to injustice.”52 Agang 
believes that Christians can and should practice nonviolent self-defense as a more biblical way of 
response to persecution.53 
Joseph Bagobiri adds to this discussion on “turning the other cheek” by considering 
various contexts. He argues that “There are instances that call us to turn the other cheek. But 
there are others that doing so or taking to flight instead of fight will amount to a betrayal of the 
gospel of Christ.”54 Bagobiri insists that both the use of force to repel the persecutor and 
exhibition of the pacifistic character are valid options for Christians in their response to 
persecution. However, he argues that Christians need to be prayerful and discern which approach 
 
50 Musa Adziba Mambula, Nigeria: Ethno-Religious and Socio-Political Violence and Pacifism in Northern Nigeria 
(New York: Page Publishing, Inc., 2016), 123 
51 Agang, 57-58 
52 Ibid, 58 
53 Ibid, 31 
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the Lord is leading him/her to employ.55 While Bagobiri accepts Tertullian’s maxim that the 
“blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church,” he also argued that “in many other places 
discrimination, violence and martyrdom have been reason for the death of the church and 
Christian communities.”56 The case of the church in the Middle East and North Africa examples 
in Tunisia, Libya, and Yemen give evidence to Bagobiri’s claim. 
In conclusion, many of those who write in support of pacifism are often writing in a 
reaction to the Just War Theory, which seeks to justify the prohibition of Christians participating 
in military service. This is different from the context of persecution in Northern Nigeria 
involving mob violence and genocide. The researcher does not know of any Christian tradition in 
Nigeria that is opposed to military service. In fact, Nigerian Christians serve in the military. 
Important questions to be considered in support of pacifism as the only option for Christians in 
Nigeria include: If all Christians in Nigeria flee from Muslim persecution and flight is the only 
option, where will over seventy million people go? Will the multitudes of people that move out 
of Nigeria result in a major humanitarian disaster on the African continent? Will nonviolent 
resistance work with Muslim persecution, which has an agenda of displacing religious groups 
and cultures? Will pacifism work where persecution has developed to the level of terrorism? Is 
nonviolent resistance reconcilable with genocide as in the case of Fulani herdsmen killings in 
Christian villages in Northern Nigeria? Will nonviolent resistance work in the context of 
injustice like that in Nigeria where demonstrations and cries from the oppressed masses seem to 
be falling on deaf ears? These questions lead us to further examine whether the age-old tradition 
of pacifism should be the only option in responding to persecution. Consequently, there are gaps 
in the literature that need to be filled on how Christians should respond to persecution. 
 
55 Ibid, 119 




So far, Fight and Flight have been discussed as responses to persecution. Are they the 
only options for Christians responding to persecution? What about self-defense? There has been 
less discussion on whether it is a valid option for a Christian to defend him/herself when attacked 
as in the case of mob violence and genocide in Northern Nigeria and elsewhere. In his article 
“No Cheeks Left to Turn” in Christianity Today, Sunday Oguntola reported a meeting where 
Christian leaders argued for and against self-defense. The former national president of the 
Christian Association of Nigeria, Pastor Ayo Oritsejafor, stated that he has the “responsibility to 
defend himself and his family.”57 Bishop John Praise of Dominion Chapel called on churches to 
“raise young people to defend the church.”58 Praise further commented, “People say, ‘when they 
slap your cheek, you turn the other.’ We have turned both, and they have slapped us. There is 
nothing else to turn.”59 
In contrast, Bishop Wale Oke, the vice president of Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria, 
South West, argues that Christians should not yield to such temptation. He stresses that “To fight 
back is contrary to the position of our Lord Jesus Christ.”60 He emphasizes the continual turning 
of the cheek as a way to conquer the battle as Christ did the same and conquered the world. 
On the other hand, Ephraim Kadala, discussing persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria, included self-defense as a viable response to the persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria. In his opinion, pacifist Christians take “turning the other cheek” to the extreme. He 
advocated that Christians should be prepared to defend their lives and the lives of their loved 
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ones against evil doers.61 However, he cautions that self-defense should not degenerate to 
vengeance. In Religious Intolerance: A Threat to Nigeria’s Unity, Stefanos Foundation also 
suggests that victims of religious violence can undertake self-defense if well-coordinated.62 
Another writer, Gary Corwin, counsels Christians in Nigeria on using self-defense as a 
response to persecution. He wrote, “I cannot help wondering if the answer does not lie in 
encouraging the development of local but well-disciplined Christian self-defense forces in each 
vulnerable community.”63 He cautioned that they should be defensive only and not attack 
innocent civilians. He concludes his article with a question: “While turning the cheek is an 
appropriate and godly personal response to unjust behavior toward oneself, is it the only 
appropriate community response to genocide?”64 This question is important in the conversation 
on self-defense. 
Bagobiri is in full support of self-defense as well. He says that “Self-defense is an act of 
love toward oneself, and in defense of God’s gift of life.” To support this viewpoint, he cites  
I Timothy 5:8 that “Anyone who does not look after his own relations, especially if they are 
living with him, has rejected the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” to argue that the 
protection and defense of one’s family against harm is a religious duty.65 
Dialogue with the aggressor is seen in this paper as self-defense because of its preventive 
and/or curative potentials. It takes boldness to confront an opponent and engage him/her in 
dialogue. Since the source of persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria is largely from 
Muslims, interreligious dialogue may be a valid form of response in Nigeria. John Onaiyekan 
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believes that in order to achieve peace in Africa, religions must dialogue and also live up to their 
founding principles.66 He further reiterates that “the purpose of dialogue is to be able to 
understand one another, dissolve suspicion and prejudices, and so pave the way for collaboration 
and mutual respect.”67 If Nigerian Christians and Muslims are able to work together toward 
understanding and mutual respect for each other, there will probably be less violence. 
An example of this type of working together is seen in Badru D. Kateregga and David W. 
Shenk’s book A Muslim and a Christian in Dialogue. In the book, a Christian and Muslim each 
present his views of his religion on certain theological issues, and responses are made in a 
respectful manner on each issue. They note that there are areas of agreement in the beliefs of 
both Christians and Muslims, and there are areas where Christianity and Islam disagree.68 They 
have worked together to present a model of dialogue which promotes openness and respect for 
the other’s religious beliefs. 
Marinus Iwuchukwu advocates a similar view to that of Kateregga and Shenk on “respect 
for religious freedom and appreciation for each other’s cultural and religious differences.”69 He 
believes that mutual respect and understanding is a way out of the Nigerian predicament. 
Iwuchukwu adds the important observation that “It is both imperative and possible that Muslims 
and Christians collaborate to not only talk the talk of faith but also walk the walk of the faith 
traditions.”70 Adherence to faith traditions is essential for progress in the context of dialogue in 
Nigeria. 
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Bagobiri looks at dialogue in a new perspective as he introduces the evangelistic 
dimension in the discussion on dialogue. He writes, “Dialogue with other religions, especially 
Islam and African traditional religion, is an integral part of the proclamation of the gospel and 
the church’s pastoral activity on behalf of reconciliation and peace.”71 Many advocates of 
dialogue—even Christians—often miss or downplay the importance of the gospel in bringing 
lasting peace among peoples, groups, and/or nations. 
The “Bad Urach, Statement,” a document produced as a result of a consultation held in 
Bad Urach, Germany, to address the problem of suffering and persecution of Christians, also 
recommended that the option of self-defense “should be examined and compared critically with 
the alternative of pacifistic resistance.”72 The document observed that self-defense has been 
“insufficiently studied and researched.”73 This study will make significant contributions in 
examining the option of self-defense more deeply as a response to persecution by Christians. 
Conclusion 
The literature reviewed has focused on response to persecution using the framework of 
Fight, Flight, and Fortitude. The literature covered themes such as pacifism, nonviolence 
resistance, self-defense, and vengeance, which will help in understanding the ongoing 
conversation on how Christians in Nigeria should respond to persecution. This research will 
advance the discussion of when self-defense is a viable response to persecution. It will also 
contribute to the conversation by examining the effects of responses to persecution on 
evangelism and discipleship both in the early church and contemporary churches in Northern 
Nigeria.  
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Christians in Northern Nigeria and their counterparts in places such as Sudan, Somalia, 
Iraq, Afghanistan, North Korea, Syria, and Kenya share similar experiences of persecution as the 
early Christians in the first three centuries of the Christian era. Of the persecution of Christians, 
Paul Marshall in 1998 wrote, “In the last five years, the persecution of Christians has taken place 
in approximately forty countries, and legal repression and discrimination in an additional thirty 
countries.”74 The change in the response of Christians in Northern Nigeria from pacifism to 
occasional vengeance and how it affects evangelism and discipleship is of great concern to the 
researcher. 
The researcher’s desire for peace, the continual growth of the church, and the hope that 
Christians live and serve their communities as salt and light in the world in spite of the 
persecutions are his motivations in conducting this research. He believes that the study of early 
Christian responses to persecution and how they impacted evangelism and discipleship can 
provide guidance for Christians in Northern Nigeria in their response to persecution. This was 
the motivation for this research on “Early Christian Responses to Persecution and Their 
Implications for Christians in Northern Nigeria.” 
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I, Yakubu Tanko Jakada was born on February 12, 1967, to the family of Ishaya Jakada 
in Wuroko, Lere Local Government in Kaduna State in Northern Nigeria. I work with the Baptist 
Theological Seminary in Kaduna, Nigeria, where he teaches missions and evangelism. I am 
married to Yagana, and the marriage is blessed with four children: Gamaliel, Comfort, Irene, and 
Karen. My location in work and ministry and personal experiences as an insider who has 
experienced ethno-religious violence contributes uniquely to this research. 
My first encounter with ethno-religious violence was in 1975 when the Muslims of 
Kayarda village came to my village Yalwa with weapons of war to fight during the planting 
season of that year, which resulted in the destruction of some farmlands. This incident is known 
as “Kubaje,” named after the slogan chanted by the Muslims of Kayarda. Kubaje means 
“scatter.” The Christians of Yalwa restrained from any negative reactions due to their Christian 
values. One of the leaders of the community, Siman, went to the local government (county) 
headquarters and reported the incident. The police made several arrests, and the perpetrators 
were prosecuted. The violence was religious because it involved Kayarda, a Muslim community, 
and Yalwa, a Christian community. It was ethnic because Kayarda is a Hausa community while 
Yalwa is a Kurama community. A land dispute was the main basis for the squabble. 
I grew up with stories and experiences of marginalization and oppression of non-
Muslims, which characterized the relationships between the non-Muslims of the Middle Belt of 
Nigeria and the Hausa-Fulani Muslims and rulers of Northern Nigeria. I and my siblings were 
told stories of slave raiding and slavery of ethnic minorities by the Hausa-Fulani Muslims; 
similar stories are passed down to children in different contexts among diverse communities in 
the Middle Belt of Nigeria. Our forefathers were levied heavy taxes, and those who could not 
pay were sent to prison or sold as slaves. When Muslim rulers visited non-Muslim communities, 
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they often rode on horses and insisted that their horses not eat straw. Therefore, the non-Muslims 
had to feed them with their grain from their food stores. During the visit, they chose the women 
to sleep with, even if those women were married. Early in life, I grew up being referred to as an 
infidel by Muslims. I started experiencing discrimination on the basis of religion from primary 
school in the posting of grades and class position. In most instances, at the end of school term I 
knew that I would have topped the class if not for my religion or ethnicity. 
I experienced religious persecution when I attended the College of Education Kafanchan 
shortly after the 1987 crisis when tension was still in the air. I was in Kaduna in 1992 during the 
Zangon Kataf violence that spilled over to Kaduna. Then I was a student of Kaduna Polytechnic 
on the Tudun Wada campus. The Tudun Wada community was where the deadliest massacre of 
Christians took place. I was in Kano in 2001 when there was a reprisal attack on Yoruba people, 
who are mostly Christians, because of the crisis that took place that year between Hausa-Fulani 
and the Yoruba of Shagamu in the southwest. An evangelist, a close friend of mie, was killed in 
that violent attack. During this crisis, I returned from a trip unaware of the situation and 
discovered that my house had been vandalized. I had to take refuge in the church for a couple of 
weeks along with others who lost houses and properties. 
In 2004, I was in the city of Kano where there was a massacre of Christians. This 
massacre was masterminded and supported by the then governor of Kano State to revenge the 
killings of Hausa-Fulani Muslims in Yelwa Shendam in Plateau State. There were several crises 
and threats in Kano against Christians, which I experienced. In those days, Christians were 
attacked when there was a lunar eclipse, a fight between Israel and the Palestinians, the United 
States attack on Afghanistan, and so on. 
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I answered the call to ministry on August 2, 1996, in Kano, Nigeria, where Christians 
experience extreme persecution as noted above. My primary assignment was to reach the 
Maguzawa people in the rural areas with the gospel by training indigenous workers and planting 
churches from 1996 to 2010. Three of the rural churches among others planted as a result of my 
ministry in Hatsai, Banaka, and Tsoro were demolished by Muslim fanatics. We went to court as 
part of our response to persecution. The injustices mirrored in the courts were reflections of this 
ongoing persecution experience. Other forms of persecution that have been my experience and 
those I have witnessed in Northern Nigeria are: the refusal to sell land to Christians to build 
churches; confiscation of inherited land of Christian converts; abduction and forceful marriage of 
Christian girls to Muslims; destruction of church buildings, houses, and business areas belonging 
to Christians; severe persecution of Muslim converts to Christianity, including death threats 
hanging on each of them; denial of admission to schools, scholarships to children who are 
Christians, and jobs to Christian graduates and promotions for Christians; and outright 
humiliation of workers who are Christians, even those who are employed to work in the Federal 
Service in Muslim areas. 
I moved to Kaduna in 2010 to teach at the Baptist Theological Seminary. The seminary 
was completely burned down by Muslims in the Shari’a crisis of 2000. I was in the city of 
Kaduna when the post-election violence took place in 2011. I witnessed the mayhem that took 
place against Christians because a Christian, Dr. Goodluck Jonathan, won the presidential 
election. In the summer of 2013, there was a bomb blast some 200 meters away from a 
classroom where I was teaching and also a few meters from my home, which left our young 
daughter struggling with the trauma for months. 
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My desire for peaceful coexistence in Nigeria and the need for the salvation of Muslims 
inspired my involvement in ministry to Muslims, which includes Christian-Muslim dialogue. I 
was involved with the “Truth Seekers” Muslim group in Kano. In 2013-14, I went to Hartford 
Seminary in Hartford, Connecticut, USA to study Christian-Muslim relationships in their 
International Peacemakers’ Program (IPP). I hope that this study on Christian response to 
persecution will further equip me to effectively mediate in Christian-Muslim conflicts in Nigeria. 
As a teacher, leader, and minister of the gospel in Northern Nigeria where there is 
ongoing persecution, this research will benefit me as I gain deeper insights on how responses to 
persecution impacts evangelism and discipleship. 
Procedure for Data Gathering 
The researcher traveled to Nigeria to conduct his field research, arriving in Kaduna state 
on the September 11, 2018. He took some time to connect with family members and friends. 
Also, he attended meetings as a participant-observer to listen informally to ongoing discussions 
by Christians and even non-Christians in meetings about Christian persecution in Northern 
Nigeria. Even non-Christians refer to the current violence as religious violence. 
To gather data through the participation-observation method, the researcher joined the 
Christian clergy on September 27, 2018, at the Inter-Religious Harmony Committee Meeting, 
organized and chaired by the executive governor of Kaduna State, Malam Nasir El-Rufa’i. The 
writer was privileged to listen to the discussions on incessant killings and kidnappings in Kaduna 
State and possible solutions. On September 28, he had a meeting and orientation with the 
research assistants for Kaduna State. The research assistants were duly informed on how to 
perform their duty and their responsibility to keep all research information confidential. 
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As part of participant observation the researcher attended the Northern Baptist Pastors’ 
Conference on October 8-13, 2018, hosted by the Baptist Theological Seminary, Kaduna. The 
conference attracted Baptist pastors from different parts of Northern Nigeria and beyond. He was 
able to listen to informal discussions from Baptist pastors on the ongoing Christian persecution. 
The conference also gave him the opportunity to connect with many pastors who supported him 
in different ways during the research process. 
The researcher commenced interviews in Kaduna city on October 23-25 (see Figure 1 
below for map of locations). He moved to Maiduguri to begin the interviews in Borno State on 
October 26 and continued until October 29. He had a meeting and orientation with the research 
assistants that helped him in Borno State on October 27, 2018. The research assistants were 
briefed on how to perform their duty and their responsibilities regarding confidentiality. They 
were given the questionnaires to start distribution. 
The researcher moved from Maiduguri to Kafanchan in Southern Kaduna on October 29 
and stayed until November 3. Kafanchan is a major town in Kaduna State that has suffered many 
bloody and violent religious crises since 1987. He conducted some interviews, and 
questionnaires were distributed in Kafanchan, Gwantu, and Godgodo. He stayed in Kaduna city 
November 4-11, and within this period, he conducted some interviews and also renewed his visa 
at the U.S. Embassy in Abuja, Nigeria. November 12-14, he returned to Southern Kaduna and 
particularly Gwantu for interviews and follow-ups in Kafanchan. He went back to Kaduna 




Figure 1. Map of Research Locations 
 
On November 19, 2018, he set out again for the northeast and headed to the Chibok area. 
This was the most dangerous and strenuous trip he had during the research. This involved going 
around the Sambisa forest, which is the stronghold of Boko Haram. He was in Chibok  
November 20-22, 2018. He interviewed Christian leaders in Chibok town, Mbalala, and 
Kautikari villages and collected the completed questionnaires. This trip was interesting because 
he had a meeting with 32 parents of the abducted Chibok girls. He had the privilege of 
encouraging, praying, and sharing in these parents’ pain. He went back to Maiduguri from 




After the trip to Chibok and Maiduguri, he took ill, probably because of stress. Therefore, 
he took time to rest and take some medications between November 28 and December 8. He 
continued interviews in Kaduna from December 9-16. He moved to Godogodo village and from 
December 17-19 conducted interviews and collected questionnaires for a few days. December 
20-26, he followed up on the remaining questionnaires in Kaduna and prepared for his return to 
the United States. 
Participants 
To represent the view of Christians in Nigeria on responses to persecution, this research 
on “Early Christian Responses to Persecution and Their Implications to Christians in Northern 
Nigeria” drew participants from two states in Northern Nigeria, Kaduna and Borno States. 
Kaduna has been selected from the northwest geopolitical zone of Nigeria because of its 
place as the former capital of the northern region during the colonial era and because it still 
retains its position as the political center of Northern Nigeria. It has been a flashpoint of religious 
persecution since the 1980s. Kaduna State is divided along religious lines—the Muslim north 
and the Christian south. Religious crises and violence have further divided Kaduna city, the state 
capital, into the Muslim north and Christian south, and there are communities in the north where 
Christians do not live. Conversely, there are communities in the south where Muslims do not 
live, which made the study of Kaduna more interesting. Borno State is the birthplace of Boko 
Haram and the center of this group’s activities. Sambisa forest, the stronghold of Boko Haram is 
in the state. Chibok, where the Christian schoolgirls were abducted, is also in Borno State. About 
80 percent of the attacks of Boko Haram in Nigeria are in Borno State; hence, Borno is 
significant in this study. 
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The researcher also selected Kaduna and Borno States because of his existing network of 
relationships. He was born, raised, and had all of his early education in Kaduna State. This has 
given him the advantage of networks of kinship relationships and friends all over the state, which 
provided some participants. His teaching ministry at Baptist Seminary Kaduna provided a 
network of former students and their friends across many church denominations in the state, who 
became informants as well as helpers. The General Secretary of the Kaduna State branch of the 
Christian Association of Nigeria, Rev. Sunday Ibrahim, is his friend. With his connection to 
Ibrahim, he had access to leaders across denominations that are affiliated with the ecumenical 
body. 
In addition as a student, the researcher was the president of the Fellowship of Christians 
Students (F.C.S.), the largest Christian student movement in Northern Nigeria, in Kaduna 
Polytechnic and the coordinator of the Postsecondary F.C.S. groups in Kaduna State (1993-
1994). Most of the Christian students he led are now leaders. These networks of relationship 
afforded him participants that he believes provided credible information. 
In Borno State, he has family relationships. His wife is from Borno State, and he used the 
kinship relationships of his wife, her friends, and ministry and church relationships to obtain 
credible data. The immediate past chairman of the Christian Association of Nigeria Borno 
branch, Rev. Titus Pona, and the current chairman, Bishop Mohammed Naga were his 
schoolmates and friends. He used these connections to access leaders across church 
denominations that are affiliated with the Christian Association of Nigeria. Rev. Pona was 
particularly helpful in the research process. As an indigene of Chibok, he went with the 
researcher to Chibok, used his connections to obtain the interviews, and also provided free 
accommodation and meals for the period of their stay in Chibok. As a faculty member of the 
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Baptist Seminary Kaduna, the researcher also had connections with his former students that 
extended into Borno State. The Baptist Seminary Kaduna is the major training institution for the 
Nigerian Baptist Convention in Northern Nigeria. These connections provided participants that 
the researcher believes gave him credible information for data. 
Another reason for selecting Kaduna and Borno was based on the leaders’ opposing 
responses to persecution. In the northeast where Borno is located, the Christians seem pacifists. 
In Kaduna, which is in the northwest, the Christians are defensive with occasional vengeance. 
This sharp difference was of particular interest to the researcher for the purpose of comparison 
and contrast. 
The researcher interviewed and administered questionnaires to Christian leaders. These 
leaders include elders/deacons, pastors, evangelists, missionaries, and denominational and 
ecumenical Christian leaders. Also, the leaders of non-church-based Christian ministries were 
included as participants. These leaders were ages 25 years and above. Elderly men, young men, 
and women leaders were also interviewed. The researcher had several criteria for the selection of 
people who were interviewed. First, they were people of influence in their communities, 
churches, or Christian organizations. This criterion includes Christians who were leaders in their 
local churches or ecumenical bodies or Christians involved in community leadership. He also 
selected Christian leaders who were involved in issues of social justice, those advocating for the 
oppressed. 
The choice of these leaders as participants was for two reasons. First, was the fact that 
leaders are often targeted for persecution, and the second reason was for proper engagement with 
the participants because of their level of awareness on the subject matter with the hope of getting 
optimum results. The researcher carried out research in two cities, two towns, and four villages 
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across the two selected states: in Kaduna State—Kaduna, Kafanchan, Gwantu, and Godgodo—
and in Borno State—Maiduguri, Chibok, Mbalala, and Kautikari. Two hundred questionnaires 
were administered, one hundred in each state. He is confident that the information gathered in 
the selected areas represents the opinions of the Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
Research Methodology 
The researcher reviewed literary research on responses to persecution to see what other 
writers have written on the subject, which has enabled him to discover something unique that 
will add to the existing knowledge on the subject of Christian persecution. 
Since persecution in Northern Nigeria is ongoing, it was necessary to carry out field 
research. The researcher used both qualitative and quantitative approaches to research. 
Questionnaires and interview questions were designed and used for gathering data for the 
research. Quantitative research enabled the researcher to reach a wider audience within a short 
period of time. Qualitative research helped the researcher to explore more deeply the issue of 
persecution in Northern Nigeria in order to obtain more information. Since the research involved 
some rural communities, qualitative research was more effective in gathering data from non-
literate or semi-literate participants since most of the clergy in the rural areas have very little 
education. 
Other resources the researcher used to gather information for the research included the 
following: documents, reports, documentaries, publications, photographs, and maps that were 
made accessible to him on the field. The Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) is the voice of 
Christians in Nigeria. Most documents that contain reports, complaints, rejoinders, and other 
resources about the persecution of Christians are sent to the CAN office. The researcher’s 
connection with the leadership of CAN in the two states afforded him access to the resources 
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available to them. The resources from the field and the library sources, together with the results 
of the data collected, were analyzed to form the conclusions of this work, “Responses to 
Persecution in the Early Church and Their Implications on Christians in Northern Nigeria.” 
Research methodology included the process of obtaining both the quantitative and 
qualitative data. The design of the questionnaire and interview questions was presented to the 
researcher’s mentor for approval before production and administration. Relevant introductory 
and/or cover letters were collected before the trip to the field. The most important document that 
was obtained before proceeding for field research was the “Signed Statement of Informed 
Consent,” protecting participants in the research from undue risk, and approved by the 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Research assistants were trained and required to sign a 
confidentiality agreement. The researcher used three types of ethnographic data gathering 
methods: open-ended interviews, questionnaires, and participant observation. 
Open-ended Interviews 
Open-ended interviews were designed to be subject driven and allow the person being 
interviewed to tell his/her observations and experiences with persecution. Interviews were 
conducted, which gave the researcher more in-depth engagement with the participants. The 
researcher personally interviewed thirty Christian leaders across the two selected states within a 
period of four months of field research from September 2018 through December 2018. He was 
able to visit some of the participants two or three times to gather more information about 
responses to persecution in Northern Nigeria. New facts forthcoming from interviews formed the 
basis for revisiting participants for further discussion. In some cases when traveling was 
dangerous because of security issues, the researcher used telephone calls to follow up on some 
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conversations with participants, such as those in Chibok. The researcher recorded interviews and 
from January 2019 to April 2019 transcribed the data gathered therein. 
Examples of question prompts used for these interviews are as follows. (See also the 
Interview Protocol in Appendix D.): 
1. Tell me your experience with Christian persecution. 
2. How have you personally responded to persecution? 
3. How have you observed other Christians respond to persecution in Northern Nigeria? 
4. How have you seen responses to persecution impact your witness to your non-Christian 
neighbors? 
5. What do you think is the best response to persecution that will impact evangelism and 
discipleship positively? 
6. What do you consider as the worst responses to persecution you have observed by 
Christians in Northern Nigeria that will impact negatively on evangelism and 
discipleship? 
7. Tell me some theological issues you struggle with when it comes to response to 
persecution as a Christian in Northern Nigeria 
8. Is there any specific response to persecution required of Christians? 
Questionnaire 
The second methodology that the researcher used was a questionnaire that helped him 
discover a broader range of people’s understanding of responses to persecution and their impact 
on evangelism and discipleship. Two hundred questionnaires were produced and distributed to 
participants in the selected areas using volunteer workers who received tokens of appreciation at 
the end of the exercise. These volunteer workers were Baptist pastors who work in these states 
and were also former students of the researcher. Based on previous relationships with them, the 
researcher appreciated their commitment and sacrifice, which helped him to accomplish the goal 
of his field research within the period of October to December 2018. The researcher, in both 
Borno and Kaduna States, gathered the volunteers and gave them training on how to distribute 
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and collect the questionnaires. Most importantly, they were trained on confidentiality and its 
importance to the participants. Before commencing their work, they were required to sign the 
Research Assistant Confidentiality Form (see Appendix H). Participants were given two weeks 
to complete the questionnaires, and then the completed copies were collected. Challenges 
encountered included participants who delayed beyond the two weeks and had to be followed up 
as well as those who did not return the questionnaires even after follow-ups. 
Participant Observation 
Participant observation was the third method used. This method was used to supplement 
and validate responses from interviews and questionnaires. The researcher included participant 
observation in public places as a means of obtaining data. For instance, he listened to informal 
discussions at the Northern Nigerian Baptist Pastor’s Conference, the Inter-Religious Harmony 
Committee Meeting at the State House in Kaduna, peer group meetings, and village council 
meetings. He targeted the places above because these were where discussions of the problems of 
violence against Christians and possible solutions were taking place. 
Data Analysis 
The data from questionnaires, interviews, and participant observation were collated and 
compiled. The number of questionnaires produced was 200, one hundred sent to each state. In 
Borno State, 78 were filled and returned, representing 78%; one questionnaire was returned 
unfilled, representing 1%; and 21 were not returned, representing 21%. In Kaduna State, 85 were 
filled and returned, representing 85%; one questionnaire was returned unfilled, representing 1%; 
and 14 were not returned, representing 16.4% 
The total number of questionnaires distributed was 200. The total number returned was 
163, representing 81.5%. Two were returned unfilled, representing 1%, and 35 were not 
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returned, representing 17.5%. Recorded data from interviews was transcribed and used as 
evidence on how Christians in Northern Nigeria respond to persecution. 
Qualitative Data Analysis 
This method of data analysis basically involves examining, categorizing, tabulating, and 
combining the data obtained. Coding (open, axial, and selective) and categorizing were used in 
order to make sense and meaning of the phenomenon. “Open Coding” is the organization of data 
in order to try to make sense of it. “Axial Coding” is the interconnecting of the categories of the 
data, and “Selective Coding” is the building of the story that connects the categories.75 
In summary, “Qualitative data analysis is the process in which we move from the raw 
data that have been collected as part of the research study and use it to provide explanations, 
understanding and interpretation of the phenomena, people and situations which we are 
studying.”76 The raw data in recorded form were transcribed and categorized and used to explain 
why Christians in Northern Nigeria choose to respond to persecution in specific ways. In coding, 
the researcher looked for patterns within the data. Interviews about persecution were coded as 
mild to extreme based on the level of violence that occurred. Reponses to persecution were 
coded based on the framework of Fight, Flight, and Fortitude. Responses were also coded based 
on the positive or negative impact they had on evangelism and discipleship. 
Quantitative Data Analysis 
Quantitative data analysis involves data preparation, descriptive statistics and inferential 
statistics. Data preparation includes checking of data for accuracy, transforming data, and 
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developing a database structure that integrates the various measures.77 To describe the basic 
features of the data in the study, descriptive statistics are used. Descriptive statistics, together 
with simple graphic analysis, form the basis of virtually every quantitative data analysis. 78 
Inferential statistics are used to investigate questions, models and hypotheses. They are also used 
to infer from the data what the population thinks and also to make judgments on observations. 
Inferential statistics are also used to describe the results of the data.79 In this research, a large 
sample of 200 questionnaires was administered. The data collected were summarized in tabular 
form and percentages calculated for each category based on the number of respondent in each 
category. The results were taken as representative of the opinions of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria.  
The purpose of the in the research on persecution was to hear from people experiencing it 
and learn their responses. The interviews and participant observations allowed the researcher to 
listen to what people had experienced and what they thought were the appropriate response. He 
also was able to listen to how their responses affected their relationships with their Muslim 
neighbors and other Christians. The geographical areas were specifically chosen for research 
because of the different responses Christians there have had to persecution. Participant 
observation allowed the researcher to hear the debates and conversations that were occurring 
about response to persecution. The data provide a broad cross section of Christians experiencing 
different forms of persecution, different responses and different results. 
 





In order to understand persecution and its different forms that are experienced, it is 
necessary to understand the history of ethnic-religious conflict in the region, the ideology behind 





BACKGROUND OF CONFLICTS IN NORTHERN NIGERIA 
 
Introduction 
Religious conflict has become a great concern to Nigerians across ethnic and religious 
communities because they have resulted in the deaths of thousands of people, destruction of 
multi-billion Naira worth of property, and destroyed relationships between Muslims and 
Christians. These conflicts are often between Christians and Muslims; Christianity and Islam, the 
two largest religious bodies in Nigeria, are often in conflict. This concern about continual 
conflicts and their negative effects have prompted some citizens of Nigeria across faith 
organizations to seek ways that will bring about peaceful coexistence. This research is concerned 
with responses to the persecution of Christians, who suffer the most violent attacks in Northern 
Nigeria, and how to maintain a vibrant Christian witness and discipleship in the context of 
persecution. 
This chapter on the background and development of conflict in Northern Nigeria 
discusses the role that legacies of colonialism have in the current crises and conflicts in the 
region. The structures laid by both Islamic and British colonial systems are considered by some 
scholars to be a major source of conflict between the Muslim Hausa-Fulani and the non-Muslim 
minority tribes of Northern Nigeria. This chapter first discusses the contribution of colonialism 
to the current conflicts in Northern Nigeria. It then examines the background and spread of the 
two major religions in Nigeria, Islam and Christianity, and their influence on politics. Finally, it 
examines how Islamic fundamentalism and radicalism contribute to the conflicts in the region. It 
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discerns how the underlying ideology of an Islamic state governed by Shari’a law, actualized by 
the instrumentality of jihad, is a source of conflict in the region. 
Though economic, social, and ethnic problems are contributing factors to the generation 
of conflicts in the region, they are strongly tied to religion. In the contemporary setting of 
Nigeria, the incompatible ideologies of Shari’a and democracy are one of the main sources of 
conflicts in Northern Nigeria. The desire of Muslims to incorporate Shari’a into the Nigerian 
constitution is antithetical to a secular state. Understanding the background of current conflict in 
Northern Nigeria helps readers understand how to best respond to conflict. 
The Legacies of Colonialism and Neo-colonialism 
Nigeria, the most populous black country in the world, was colonized by the British who 
controlled the area until independence in 1960. The name Nigeria came from two words; “Niger” 
and “area” combined together to form Nigeria. When the British colonialists came to Northern 
Nigeria they found an already existing Islamic colonization system imposed on non-Muslim 
minority tribes and built a system of governing upon it. This attitude of the colonial masters 
further empowered the Hausa-Fulani Muslims and gave them dominance over the non-Muslim 
tribal groups that later accepted Christianity. This section discusses the role the British colonial 
government, through its Indirect Rule policy in Northern Nigeria, played in the expansion of 
Islam and the adverse effect of Indirect Rule on relationships between Muslims and Christians, 
which resulted in several ethno-religious riots in Northern Nigeria. The legacy of colonialism in 
this context helps readers understand how the domination of non-Muslims and Islamization 
agenda were strengthened by British colonialism and are now being resisted by Christians in 
Northern Nigeria. The tension between the oppressor and the oppressed is a source of conflict 
between the non-Muslims and the Hausa-Fulani Muslims of Northern Nigeria. 
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Legacy of British Rule 
Before the arrival of the British colonialists, there existed—in what was later to be known 
as Nigeria—several independent states and/or empires such as the Hausa states, Oyo Empire, and 
Benin Kingdom. The Berlin Conference of 1884 partitioned Africa, and Nigeria fell under the 
British. After the Berlin Conference, Frederick Lugard “paid his first visit to Nigeria to organize 
troops for subjugation on behalf of Royal Niger Company.”80 Lugard proclaimed the protectorate 
of Northern Nigeria on January 1, 1897. The first emirates to be conquered in Northern Nigeria 
were Kabba, Kontagora, and Ilorin. Kano fell in February 1903 and Sokoto, the capital of the 
caliphate, was captured on March 13, 1903.81 
Some argue that Lugard was able to conquer the caliphate because he had superior 
weapons and gun powder. Matthew Kukah and Toyin Falola concur with this argument but add 
the dimension that “the collapse of the emirates was possible because of the decadence and the 
incapacity of the system to sustain itself for things having fallen apart, a weak center could no 
longer hold.”82 This argument is support by Abdullahi, the brother of Usman dan Fodio, who 
four years after the reformation expressed his disappointment that the decadence of the Hausa 
rulers was practiced by the succeeding Fulani rulers.83 
The British created Northern Nigeria in 1900 and Southern Nigeria in 1906. Northern 
Nigeria gained her independence on March 15, 1953, with Sir Ahmadu Bello as its first and only 
premier. Northern and Southern Nigeria were amalgamated in 1914. Chinweizu claimed that in 
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the amalgamation, the British colonial government made “Northern Nigeria ‘the husband,’ who 
‘would financially live off the dowry/revenue/resources of Southern Nigeria, ‘the wife.’84 The 
British Colonial Government handed over power to the Fulani caliphate as her successor.85 
Lugard was compelled by limited resources and manpower to adopt Indirect Rule for Northern 
Nigeria, which later developed into a sophisticated political theory.86 Arguably, Indirect Rule 
became a tool for the expansion of Islam among the non-Muslims of Northern Nigeria. 
The policy of Indirect Rule was a child of necessity that helped the British colonizers to 
cope with the administration of a vast, conquered territory, which they did not have the funds and 
manpower to run. Ricardo Laremont gave a clear picture of the necessity of the policy of Indirect 
Rule and how it was helpful to the colonial administrators in this statement:  
This system in Northern Nigeria was remarkable because in 1906 it enabled seventy-
five British administrative officers, supported by a small but efficient army, to 
control a territory of nearly 300,000 square miles inhabited by approximately seven 
million people, a great convenience for the British who were constrained by limited 
funds and personnel.87 
 
When the British came to Northern Nigeria, they met an effective system of 
administration through which they could easily control the region and collect taxes. The order of 
authority was as follows: sultan, the emirs, the district heads, the Dakatai (village heads), and the 
Maiunguwas (ward heads). Since this system was already working for the caliphate, the colonial 
masters saw no reason of abolishing it. E. P. T. Crampton further commented on Indirect Rule by 
saying, “Lugard and even more so his successor, raised ‘Indirect Rule’ from being ‘just an 
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expedient in times of financial hardship and lack of staff to a complete philosophy of 
government to Britain’s colonial peoples.’”88 
The system was favorable to the Muslim rulers in Northern Nigeria, but it was an 
instrument of oppression for the non-Muslims. Kukah and Falola have this to say: “The non-
Muslims did not fare better. According to the colonial ladder of priorities, it was the emir first, 
the Muslim communities were next and the bottom of the ladder was occupied by non-
Muslims.”89 The British used Indirect Rule to meet their needs at the expense of the rights of the 
non-Muslim minorities in Northern Nigeria. To this, Laremont added that “the British policy of 
Indirect Rule actually buttressed the Islamization of the society in ways that were not replicated 
in adjacent areas…to the former Hausa states that were under French rule just across the border 
in Niger.”90 
From this discussion, it can be argued that the British colonial administration helped the 
expansion of Islam among the non-Muslim tribes and communities of Northern Nigeria and, 
hence, further strengthened the Islamization agenda of Muslims in the region. However, Muslim 
writers view the colonialists in Northern Nigeria as collaborators with Christian missionaries 
towards the proselytism of Muslims to the Christian faith. 
Muslim Views on Colonization 
Muslims view the British conquest as primarily truncating the Islamic agenda as Azumah 
wrote, “Europe is blamed for interrupting and preventing Islam from accomplishing noble 
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tasks.”91 This sentiment about the effect of colonialism on Islam is shared by Muslims in 
Northern Nigeria as Abdulkareem Mohammed in The Paradox of Boko Haram wrote, 
The colonial masters have been known to tamper with the conceptual and operational 
levels of both Islamic faith and religion in the conquered territories of the Muslim 
World. They were known to reduce the religion to secondary position or in some 
incidences to one of total irrelevance. This is why the post political independence era 
of the Muslim territories is marked by ideological efforts to rediscover its battered 
personality. The efforts are geared towards drawing upon Islamic spiritual and 
historical sources so as to develop new attitudes which symbolizes the revivalist 
movement of Islam.92 
 
The Islamic state, already run by the dan Fodio caliphate, was interrupted by the British 
colonial rule though certain elements of it were retained for the purpose of Indirect Rule. 
Mohammed’s comment makes a connection between the effect of colonialism on Islam and its 
culture that produces the ripple effects of violence in the name of Islamic revivalism. Christians, 
other non-Muslims, and even innocent Muslims in Northern Nigeria are at the receiving end of 
what is termed Islamic revivalism. 
Mohammed further sought to justify the Islamic rule under the caliphate over the British 
colonial government as he asserts, “Although Pre-British rule period was characterized by inter-
tribal and inter-state wars, it is noteworthy that people of different socio-cultural identities lived 
more in peace before the advent of colonial rule.”93 The researcher argues that it was the Pax 
Britannica, the Christian message, and the introduction of Western education that reduced inter-
tribal wars and inter-states wars to the barest minimum. Under pre-British rule, non-Muslims 
were considered the “House of War” by the caliphate and a slave raiding field.94 
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Expressing similar sentiments like those of Mohammed, Abdurrahman Doi, alleges that 
“Although Christianity came late, it came, as we have seen with the blessings of Imperial Power 
of Western Europe. Whenever, Christianity came, they were provided with all facilities by the 
former Colonial masters, from anti-malarial drugs to dangerous weapons, educational facilities to 
material means to bribe the natives, health services to highest government positions.”95 The 
writer sympathizes with Doi’s feelings because Christianity had a phenomenal growth in Nigeria 
that, within a short time of its arrival, conquered territories which Islam would have taken 
several centuries before Christianity came but could not. The coming of Christianity and 
colonialism from Europe to Africa at almost the same time makes it difficult for anyone to 
criticize them as collaborators, which Doi as a Muslim apologist did. He cannot substantiate his 
portrayal of Christian missionaries as corrupt and dangerous criminals who took advantage of the 
poor local people in his book Islam in Nigeria.96 
Contrary to Doi’s depiction, Christians did not depend on government funding to carry 
out mission activities. Funds were raised by Christian individuals, families, and local church 
congregations to further the cause of the gospel. It should be noted that most of the colonial 
masters were not Christians, and many of them were rather anti-Christian. To accuse 
missionaries of possession of dangerous weapons is the highest form of negative criticism. 
However, it is well documented that many missionaries were killed for the sake of the gospel.97 
Christian missionaries in Northern Nigeria excelled in social services, especially in 
education and health. Christians, Muslims, and pagans were educated without being forced to 
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accept Christianity. Christian missionaries helped the poor without discrimination. The health 
services of missionaries in Northern Nigeria saved the region from numerous deaths caused by 
leprosy and many other dangerous diseases. Many initial converts to Christianity were 
beneficiaries of these kindnesses. The same Muslims elites that were educated in missionary 
schools and benefited from the missionary health services connived with the Nigerian 
government in the 1970s to seize these institutions and destroy them. Many of those schools and 
hospitals that were seized from the Christian missions by the Nigerian government in the pretext 
of better and effective management and services are today either in ruins or malfunctioning. 
Contrary to Doi’s claim that Christian missions came with the blessing of the imperial 
power, Christian missionaries were not allowed to operate in the Muslim Northern Nigerian 
region. Crampton wrote, “Lugard felt that he would be interfering with the Muslim religion if he 
allowed missions to operate where they are not welcomed by the rulers before the British 
conquest.”98 Colonial masters, who sought to pacify the northern rulers, required some 
missionaries to leave. With the support of the colonial administrators, the Muslim rulers also 
were able to send missionaries away from their domains. For example, the emir of Kano sent 
away Bishop Herbert Tugwell, a Church Missionary Society (CMS) missionary, telling him, 
“We do not want you: you can go. I give you three days to prepare: a hundred donkeys to carry 
loads back to Zaria, and we never wish to see you here again.” 99 Akintude Akinade summarizes 
the experience missionaries in Northern Nigeria had under the colonial authorities thusly: “The 
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politically protected status of Islam, coupled with the sense of right, muffled early Christian 
activities and intimidated Christian missionaries who were mainly from the mission churches.”100 
Another aspect of colonial rule that advanced the cause of Islam is the subjugation of the 
pagan societies under the Muslim rulers and the suppression of them with the support of the 
colonial powers. Crampton opined that “it can hardly be doubted that the practice of placing 
large numbers of ‘pagans’ under Fulani District Heads and supporting the authority of these by 
the powers of government when and where necessary led to an extension of Islam.”101 Pagan 
societies that were autonomous and self-governed before the British came were forcefully placed 
under Muslim rulers. To gain any political or economic advantage, one had to become a Muslim, 
which compelled many pagans to become Muslims. The Akurmi people, for example, were 
placed under the emir of Zaria. The emir determined who became a chief of a community, and 
the condition was conversion to Islam. When a chief became a Muslim, it was common for his 
subjects to be converted to Islam. 
The Native Authority under the emirs became a tool for conversion to Islam. Crampton 
wrote, “There was a general belief that employment in the emirate Native Administration was 
open only to those who were Muslims”102 Most of the positions occupied by Christians were 
those that the Muslims were not capable to handle since Christians, through their missionaries, 
embraced western education earlier than the Muslims. Ibrahim James argued that in the Native 
Authority “there was nothing ‘native’ in the system as far as the Southern Zaria Communities are 
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concerned.”103 In James’ view, if the Native Authority was truly native, then pagan communities 
such as those of Southern Zaria should have been administered by native Southern Zarians and 
not by Hausa-Fulani who were foreigners. The domination of pagan communities by Muslims 
resulted in many people converting to Islam and, hence, expanded the frontiers of Islam in 
Northern Nigeria. Yusufu Turaki is blunter as he said, “The British Colonial structure helped 
Islam to expand its influence and dominance over those non-Muslim groups of the Middle Belt 
that previously resisted it.”104 The struggle to free themselves from this dominance is a major 
contributor for the Zangon Kataf violence of 1992. The crisis started as a result of the relocation 
of a market. The Kataf, indigenous people who are Christians, wanted the market to be relocated. 
On the other hand, the Hausa-Fulani Muslims wanted it to remain where it was, because it 
enabled them to maintain their controlling influence on the market, so that the economic control 
of the town remained theirs.105  
The domination of the non-Muslims in Northern Nigeria empowered by the decision of 
the colonial masters to favor Muslims affected not only the economy of the non-Muslims but 
also the expansion of Christianity. Christianity in Nigeria came through the coastal areas of the 
southern part of the country. With the activities of the missionaries in the south; the southerners 
had the advantage of western education and became the chief suppliers of manpower in the 
north. Most of the workers and traders from the south were Christians who were also restricted 
from propagating their faith. As Crampton wrote, “In the early years Nigerians from the south 
were restricted to the sabon garis and were almost as inhibited in propagating their faith as the 
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expatriate officials and traders.”106 Indigenous Christians were not allowed to propagate their 
Christian faith because the British colonial administrators did not want to offend the Muslim 
rulers by going against the policy of the Indirect Rule. 
Laremont clearly stated this argument about the British colonial government’s support for 
Islam and its propagation by comparing the policy of the Indirect Rule in Northern Nigeria to the 
Francophone area of the caliphate in Niger Republic and other Francophone countries as he 
wrote, “…the British policy of Indirect Rule actually buttressed the Islamization of the society in 
ways that were not replicable in adjacent areas…to the former Hausa states that were under 
French rule just across the border in Niger.”107 While the French colonial policies inhibited the 
Islamization of the society, it also did not Christianize the society. This comparison is a strong 
support for the claim that in Northern Nigeria the colonial administration aided the expansion of 
Islam through the Indirect Rule policy. 
Continued Effects of Colonial Policies 
The non-Hausa Fulani have been dominated since the caliphate regime and later in the 
colonial period, which still has effects on them today. When the government was handed over to 
the Nigerians by the British, Bello, the premier of Northern Nigeria, boasted, 
The new nation called Nigeria should be an estate of our great grandfather, Uthman 
dan Fodio. We must ruthlessly prevent change of power. We use the minorities of 
the North as willing tools and the south as conquered territory and never allow them 
to rule over us, and never allow them to have control over their future.108 
 
The Indirect Rule and the British colonialists’ handing over of Nigeria to the Hausa-
Fulani Muslims implied to many that Nigeria was to be ruled by the Hausa-Fulani Muslims. This 
claim to ownership of Nigeria is one of the major sources of ethno-religious conflicts in the 
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country. Reflecting on this domination and its effect, Kukah and Falola wrote, “…the Hausa-
Fulani whom they regard as ‘strangers’ and ‘settlers’ were not indigenous to the area; they alone 
have continued to control the traditional political power which was bequeathed to them by the 
colonial administration to the total exclusion of all other ethnic communities believed to be 
indigenous to the area.”109 This domination is what has manifested in the ethno-religious 
conflicts in Kafanchan, Tafawa Balewa, Zangon Kataf, and many more towns and cities in the 
Middle Belt of Nigeria. To buttress this point, Jan Boer has this to say, 
 
A major colonial policy with long term repercussions was the practice of subjecting 
previously independent nations to the rule of Muslim emirs. These nations, most of 
them in Nigeria’s Middle Belt, adhered to the Traditional Religion. Majority of the 
citizens of many of them later became Christians. That was the situation that 
obtained in much of Southern Zaria as well as in Tafawa Balewa, Bauchi state. The 
colonial policy became a major cause of some riots, if not the major cause.110 
 
Many people blame ethno-religious conflict in Nigeria on economic deprivation, but the 
problem is deeper than that. Many tribal groups have been marginalized in the past and are still 
being marginalized by the dominant group, the Hausa-Fulani Muslims. In the researcher’s 
opinion, the Hausa-Fulani Muslims want to maintain their oppressive and dominant position as 
seen in the statement of Bello above while the non-Muslim Middle Belt tribes are struggling to 
liberate themselves from this yoke of bondage that their ancestors suffered by the hands of the 
Hausa-Fulani. This struggle has caused the destruction of lives and property in Northern Nigeria 
as well as religious bigotry and intolerance. Some religious intolerance is a manifestation of 
anger from the domination and marginalization of the past. 
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Background of Religion and Politics in Northern Nigeria 
Nigeria is a multi-religious country. Three religions are predominantly practiced by 
Nigerians: Christianity, Islam, and African traditional religion. Of the religions, Christianity and 
Islam are the largest. Islam predates Christianity in Nigeria; it came to the region in the eleventh 
century through Kanem-Borno Empire, while Christianity was introduced in the eighteenth 
century from the coastal areas of the south. 
Religion plays a crucial role in Nigerian politics. Christianity and Islam, being the 
dominant religions, have great influence on Nigeria’s politics. Muslims and Christians each have 
a preferred party and candidates in the elections. Politicians appeal to religion in order to have 
votes and win elections. This “we” vs. “they” political ideology of Christians and Muslims is a 
source of conflict in Nigeria. The post-election violence in Northern Nigeria in 2011 attests to 
this fact. Violence erupted when a Christian won the presidential election. Several Christians 
were killed, churches burned, and businesses belonging to Christians looted and destroyed as a 
result of the outcome of an election.111 The need to have the reader understand the dynamics in 
play between religion and politics and how they trigger violent crises is the focus of this section 
of the paper. A brief history of the spread of Islam and Christianity in Nigeria is important in 
helping the reader to understand the background of the conflict in Northern Nigeria. 
Spread of Islam 
Islam came into Nigeria from the north and has been moving southward, and Christianity 
came in from the coastal areas in the south and has been spreading northward. The meeting point 
and battleground for these two religions is the Middle Belt. This researcher is of the opinion that 
the southward push by Islam, the northward push by Christianity, and the contest for the soul of 
 




the Middle Belt are contributing factors to the conflicts experienced in the Middle Belt states like 
Kaduna, Plateau, Bauchi, Nasarawa, Taraba, and Benue. 
Nigeria, the most populous black country on earth, has an average population of about 
180 million. It has Five hundred and twenty ethnic groups. The three major tribes are Hausa, 
Igbo, and Yoruba.112 Nigeria is situated between latitude four and fourteen degrees north of the 
equator. Three distinct vegetation zones run across the country from the south to the north—the 
tropical rain forest in the south, the Savannah grassland in the Middle Belt, and the semi-desert 
in the extreme north. The two great rivers, Niger and Benue, that join at Lokoja flow to the 
Atlantic Ocean, which gives Nigeria its natural division of north, west, and east. 
The story of one united country called Nigeria began with the amalgamation of the north 
and south of Nigeria into one British protectorate, which took place in 1914, giving it the three 
distinct political regions of north, east and west. The north is the largest with almost half of the 
population of the country living in it.113 The southern part of Nigeria is mostly Christian and 
followers of the African traditional religion, while the north is predominantly Muslim. Hausa is 
the major trade language spoken widely in the northern part of Nigeria. 
Islam came into what is now called Nigeria through the Kanem-Bornu Empire in the 
eleventh century. The state of Borno was created in the northeast of Nigeria. Doi quoted Al-
Bakri as saying, “…the presence in Kanem in 1068 of people who descended from the Umayyad 
adherents who had fled south to escape persecution at the hands of Abbasid Caliphs when they 
came to power in 750.”114 This migration of persecuted Muslims was the genesis of the 
penetration of Islam in what was later called Nigeria. The introduction of Islam to Kanem 
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through the Trans-Sahara trade routes established a relationship with the Arab world in the 
Middle East and the Maghrib.115 Today the Kanuri of Borno State in Nigeria are proud to be the 
first recipients of Islam in Nigeria. 
The introduction of Islam in the Hausa states is linked with Kano. According to the Kano 
Chronicle, “Islam came to Kano for the first time in the reign of Yaji (1319-1385 A. D.) when 
Wangarawa or Mandingo traders introduced it from Mali.”116 Doi said that Kano and the 
environs were fully Islamized under the patronage of Muhammad Rumfa (1463-1499). The first 
mosque in Kano replaced the sacred tree of “Madabo,” which was cut down.117 In Katsina, the 
first chief to accept Islam was Muhammad Korau, who ruled from 1380 to 1420.118 It is 
surprising that the Fulani, who championed the jihad in Northern Nigeria with the claim to purify 
the religion, accepted Islam at the close of the seventeenth century and were mostly converted in 
the 18th and 19th century from paganism. Doi admits that some records show an earlier date of 
the conversion of the Fulani to Islam.119 The Fulani, as roving shepherds, were ambassadors of 
Islam throughout the northern region, and they still are. 
Apart from the Hausa, Kanuri, and Fulani, the two tribes that are most influenced by 
Islam in Northern Nigeria are the Nupes and the Ebirras. The first Etsu (Nupe chief) to accept 
Islam was Jibril, who reigned towards the end of the 18th century.120 The present central mosque 
in Bida was built in 1870. The Nupes are said to be 97% Muslim. The spread of Islam among the 
Ebirras was the work of the Ulamas and credited to “the pupils of Uthman Dan Fodio.”121 Some 
Ebirras encountered Islam when they travelled out to Ilorin, Kano, Ibadan, and Zaria and were 
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converted. Doi further commented that it was “during the reign of Ibrahim Atta Islam spread far 
and wide and it is estimated that about 90% of the Ebirras are Muslims.”122 
Having discussed the spread of Islam, there is need to look at the religion politically. This 
information will help the reader to understand the role that the mixture of politics and religion 
plays in fueling conflict in Northern Nigeria. In Islam, religion and politics are not separate. The 
belief that “Islam is superior to every other culture, faith, government and society and that it is 
ordained by Allah to conquer and dominate them”123 provides the reason for a strong emphasis 
on politics in Islam. The foundation of Islamic society and Muslim politics in Northern Nigeria is 
traceable to the reformation and jihad of dan Fodio, where the caliphate was governed by Islamic 
laws. Al-Kanemi, the Borno chief who delivered Borno from the jihadists, referred to the jihad of 
dan Fodio as efforts of “ambitious Fulani Mallams and politicians” who used the jihad “as a 
cover to achieve power and prominence.”124 Muhammad al-Amin al-Kanemi rightly viewed the 
Fulani jihad of dan Fodio as a political maneuver instead of religious reformation. In the same 
way, Christians in Northern Nigeria suspect the Fulani herdsmen attacks on Christian 
communities in Northern Nigeria as a revival of the dan Fodio’s jihad and caliphate, which must 
be resisted. 
Kukah and Falola said that it is not difficult to understand the political nature of Islam 
because the religion was founded on politics.125 The political nature of Islam manifested during 
the formative years of Nigeria as a nation and was especially prominent in the northern part of 
the country. There were three important Muslim political leaders who emerged between 1950 
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and 1966. These were Ahmadu Bello, Aminu Kano, and Abubakar Gumi, who articulated 
different versions of Islam in politics.126 Bello wanted to unite the north under the umbrella of 
Islam against western and eastern Nigeria. Kano mixed Islamic and socialist ideology in his 
effort to liberate the talakawas (masses). Gumi, a Wahhabi legalist, sought to purify Islam. 
Kukah and Falola wrote, “The feeling that if Islam transformed the politics in Iran, Algeria, 
Egypt, or Pakistan, it should do the same in Nigeria is partly responsible for the radicalization of 
Islam and bigotry”127 This idea has given birth to movements like the Muslim Students’ Society, 
the Muslim Brotherhood led by Al-Zakzaky and a strong Wahhabi influence of the Izala. 
The military also used religion as a tool for creating a political constituency in Nigeria. 
Out of the eight military leaders in the history of Nigeria, five were Muslims. As a result of the 
military’s influence, “Islam serves as a political tool for an ambitious Northern elite.”128 Islam 
does not practice the separation of church (mosque) and state—all are the same. Bello, the 
premier of Northern Nigeria, was quoted by Kukah and Falola as saying, “The government of 
which I am leader will not do anything outside of Muslim law. You know that I myself have no 
strength except the strength of our religion.”129 During Bello’s leadership, he used public funds 
to build mosques and promote Islamic activities.130 Following Bello’s example, Muslim 
government officials and politicians in Northern Nigeria build mosques and Qur’anic schools for 
their communities with public funds to fulfill their duty as public office holders. Kukah and 
Falola reiterated that “in an Islamic state, [there is] no distinction between the religious sphere 
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and that of politics.”131 Kukah’s and Falola’s claim is evident in Northern Nigeria, where the 
dominant religion is Islam and any effort to separate Islam from politics is to misunderstand 
Islam. 
Spread of Christianity 
The history of Christianity in sub-Saharan Africa began in the 15th century when 
Portuguese missionaries came to the area.132 After the Portuguese, Roman Catholics started work 
in the Congo in 1491without success.133 In West Africa where Nigeria is located, Protestant 
missionary work started with the resettled freed slaves in Sierra Leone. Some of the slaves had 
become Christians when they were in England or America. They had their own pastors and built 
their own churches.134 
In 1840, the liberated slaves from Nigeria returned home to Abeokuta and saw the need 
to evangelize their people. They sent a message requesting missionaries to come to Freetown. 
The Wesleyan Missionary Society (WMS) and the Church Missionary Society (CMS) responded 
to this plea in 1842.135 The first missionary to arrive in Nigeria was Henry Townsend of the 
CMS. He was joined by another party of missionaries in 1844. Samuel Ajayi Crowther was a 
member of this party.136 In 1843, the Wesleyan Methodists sent Thomas Freeman and William 
de Graft from the Gold coast to Badagry to pioneer their work.137 In 1850, Thomas Jefferson 
Bowen, from the Southern Baptist USA, arrived in Badagry, from where he went inland to 
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Abeokuta to establish Baptist work.138 The Scottish Presbyterian Mission worked in the eastern 
part of Nigeria.139  
There were waves of missionary movements in Nigeria that connected the western 
missionary efforts and those of the indigenous missionaries. The first was the denominational 
missionary societies who pioneered the work of missions in the coastal areas.140 The second 
wave was the Inland Missions, pioneered by non-denominational and faith missions. The most 
notable persons and mission organizations that pioneered the work in Northern Nigeria are 
Samuel Ajayi Crowther who worked along the Niger River;141 the Sudan Interior Mission 
pioneered by Thomas Kent, Walter Gowan, and Rowland Bingham;142 and the Sudan United 
Mission led by Karl Kumm. The efforts of the CMS missionaries Dr. Walter Miller and Bishop 
Herbert Tugwell as pioneer missionaries to the Hausa land are commendable.143 
The third wave was the indigenous church movement, which started with some 
breakaways from the western mission churches. Some examples are Mojola Agbebi, who broke 
away to form in Lagos the first indigenous Baptist church, and the African church, which broke 
away from the CMS on account of leadership succession. Mission work was also handed over to 
indigenous leadership. Examples of this are the Sudan Interior Mission work that became 
Evangelical Church of West Africa (ECWA) and the work of Sudan United Mission that 
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produced churches such as Church of Christ in Nigeria (COCIN). There was also denominational 
mission work handed over to indigenous people (i.e., Anglican, Baptist, Methodist, etc.).144 
The third wave saw the development and explosion of indigenous-initiated churches. The 
most prominent indigenous-initiated churches in Nigeria are the Celestial Church of Christ, 
Cherubim and Seraphim Movement, the Church of the Lord (Aladura), and Christ Apostolic 
Church. Examples of the recent explosion of Pentecostal churches initiated by Nigerian pastors 
include the prominent Deeper Life Bible Church, Redeemed Christian Church of God, and 
Winners Chapel. Most of these churches have significant work in Northern Nigeria. For 
example, ECWA, COCIN, and other churches that are a product of SIM/SUM mission work in 
Nigeria are Northern Nigerian-based churches although a lot of effort is now made to expand 
their territories beyond Northern Nigeria with branches in the southern part of Nigeria and 
neighboring countries like Niger Republic, Chad, and Cameroon.145 
The 1960s and 70s began the era of the establishment of indigenous missionary societies 
and evangelistic ministries. Prominent ministries are the Evangelical Missionary Society of 
ECWA (EMS of ECWA),146 Calvary Ministries (CAPRO), Global Missions Board of the 
Nigerian Baptist Convention, and many others who jointly fellowship together in ministry under 
the Nigeria Evangelical Missionary Societies (NEMA). Examples of evangelistic ministries 
include The New Life for All with its charismatic leader the late Evangelist Paul Gindiri and 
Food for the Total Man’s Ministry of Evangelist Matthew Owojaiye. Most of these mission 
societies and evangelism ministries are in Northern Nigeria. Today, the Middle Belt is 
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predominantly Christian, while the gospel is making serious inroads into the Muslim core in the 
north.147 
The mainline Christian denominations in Nigeria practiced the separation of church and 
state as taught by Western missionaries. The political and economic spheres were seen as 
belonging to this world and a restricted area for Christians who want to enter heaven. In post-
colonial Nigeria, the Christians were the most educated—a gap which Muslims have not been 
able to close, but the Muslims continue to dominate the economic and political sphere because 
religion, economics, and politics are inseparable for Muslims. 
In the opinion of the writer, Christians in Nigeria began to see the need to participate in 
the socio-economic and political life of Nigeria for several reasons. The oppression and 
marginalization of Christians, especially the Christian minority of Northern Nigeria, makes the 
involvement of Christians in politics necessary in order to have leaders who will break off the 
yoke of bondage laid on them by colonial masters who ran a government with policies that 
favored the Hausa-Fulani Muslims.148 The struggle for the emancipation of the minority 
Christian and non-Muslim groups started in the colonial era. Ibrahim James wrote, “The 
discrimination meted to these mission-trained elements in employment, in admissions into 
government schools for their wards, etc. provided the generating impulse for the formation of 
political associations for channeling their discontent with the colonial administration.”149 Today 
there are many Christians in politics for the purpose of providing Christian leadership to the 
nation and emancipation to the Christian minorities of Northern Nigeria. A good example is 
Professor Jerry Gana, a respected Christian elder from the north who is prominent in the political 
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arena. His effort to contest the presidency in the 2019 general elections in Nigeria was 
commendable. 
Summary 
Christians and Muslims are almost of equal strength in Nigeria with the south 
predominantly Christian and the north predominantly Muslim. Fairness in political or 
government appointments is defined by a balanced representation of both Christians and 
Muslims; any form of imbalance can be a source of conflict. Christians go into politics in order 
to have representatives in all spheres of public domain and to have political leaders who will 
promote and defend policies that will be favorable to Christians and the Christian religion. The 
non-existence of the separation of mosque and state in Islam, especially in the use of public 
resources for the causes of Islam, makes Christians who live in the richest and most blessed 
southern part of the country feel cheated; hence the need to have Christian leaders who will use 
the same resources for Christian causes. This is the reason why the government uses public funds 
to sponsor Christians to Jerusalem just as Muslims are sent to Mecca with public funds. 
The emergence of the Pentecostal movement in Nigeria in the 1970s with the prophetic 
mandate that God will transfer power and wealth from unbelievers to believers is one of the key 
factors for the involvement of Christians in politics. Pentecostal pastors in Nigeria have on many 
occasions prophesied about the transfer of wealth and the change of power from unbelievers to 
believers. This is evidenced by a popular caption of a program, “Power Must Change Hands.”150 
For the prophecies to be realized, there must be Christians involved in politics. At the time this 
work was written, Professor Yemi Osinbajo, a Pentecostal pastor, was the vice president of 
Nigeria. M. A. Ojo said in a statement about the Pentecostals of Nigeria and politics, “Certainly, 
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charismatic and Pentecostals have utilized their religious capacity to manipulate the public 
sphere to their advantage. Unlike the situation in Ghana and Zambia in the 1990s, when 
countries’ presidents Jerry Rawlings and Frederick Chiluba, attempted to manipulate Pentecostal 
sentiments to their own political advantage…in the Nigerian case, it was the Pentecostal 
movements that made such attempts.”151 In Nigeria, there are Pentecostal prophets who pray, 
fast, and prophesy for key political leaders. 
Christian persecution and the threat of Islamization have increased Christian involvement 
in politics. These factors are a wake-up call to Christians in Nigeria to resist the attempt by 
Muslim leaders to Islamize Nigeria. Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen are seen as tools that are 
used to try to achieve the goal of Islamization. Christian involvement in politics is seen as one of 
the key factors in trying to resist the Muslim Islamization agenda. To buttress this point, the 
Global Update Magazine wrote in an editorial:  
There are two categories of believers that God is looking for in this end time: 
Number one; the Elijahs and number two; the Davids. The Elijahs are the prophetic 
voices for Nigeria while the Davids are those whom God will entrust leadership in 
their hands. That is the only way Islamization can be stopped. The current 
uninformed, weak and materialistic church cannot stop the Islamization of our 
country.”152  
 
By getting involved in politics in Nigeria, more Christians see themselves as the Christian David 
fighting the Goliath of Islam in order to liberate Christians from the oppression of Hausa-Fulani 
Muslims. 
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Islamic Fundamentalism and Radicalism 
The problem of safety in the northern part of Nigeria has been of great concern, 
especially as it involves mass destruction of lives and property. Added to this concern are the 
untold hardships of refugees and internally displaced people. One of the major causes of this 
problem is Islamic fundamentalism. This work traces the Islamic history of fundamentalism in 
Nigeria from the jihad of Uthman dan Fodio to other emerging fundamentalist groups in 
Northern Nigeria today. This section also discusses how fundamentalism has affected Islam 
internally and how it affects non-Muslims. Political power, the institution of Shari’a law, and the 
quest for an Islamic state have been the heart of the fundamentalist struggles (jihad). Influenced 
by these factors, jihad works to purge Islam and the Islamic society of the influences of the West 
and paganism. Their actions have been a major source of conflict in Northern Nigeria. This 
section first discusses the rise of Islamic fundamentalism and radicalization. It then discusses the 
emergence of radical Islamic groups. And finally, it explores Shari’a law and jihad as a means to 
create an Islamic state. 
Islamic Fundamentalism 
The origin of Islamic fundamentalism can be traced back to the political struggle that 
brought about the first split within Islam, which resulted in the Sunni-Shi’a unresolved conflicts. 
The Shi’a believe that Ali, the cousin and son in-law of Muhammad, is the legitimate successor 
of the prophet and the leader of the Islamic community, while branding the first three caliphs as 
mere usurpers. It is not possible within the scope of this paper to trace all the fundamentalist 
groups since the Sunni-Shi’a split, because they are so numerous.153 Most of them are regional or 
local cultural expressions of Islamic fundamentalism and radicalism. 
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The common assumption that motivates and breeds fundamentalists and their groups is 
that the Muslim world is in a state of political and moral decay, which is caused by the intrusion 
of Western cultural, political, and economic ideologies which the fundamentalists view as 
paganism akin to that of the pre-Islamic community. According to Muslim fundamentalists, 
“there is need to purge western cultural and political influence and to do so, the Muslim world 
‘must be re-Islamized,’ through ‘re-politicizing’ Islam. To do this effectively, the reintroduction 
of Shari’a is inevitable.”154 
Regarding fundamentalism and radicalism in Northern Nigeria, the writer has the opinion 
that while reformations such as the Iranian Revolution in 1979 impacted fundamentalism in 
Northern Nigeria, the reformation of dan Fodio in the early 19th century played the most 
significant role. Dan Fodio still remains a model for fundamentalists and reformists in Northern 
Nigeria. This work will further discuss dan Fodio and his influence on later fundamentalists and 
fundamentalism in Northern Nigeria. 
Dan Fodio was born in Maratta in 1754 in the family of Musa Jokollo and brought up at 
Degel in the far north of Nigeria.155 His father was a Fulani man who migrated from Futa Toro, 
Senegal. He descended from the Toronkawa clan of the Fulani. Uthman’s father grounded him 
thoroughly in Islamic theology and jurisprudence.156 There were other influences on his 
education and scholarship. As an Islamic scholar, his reformation ideologies were influenced by 
the writings of al-Maghili and al-Yahsubi who classified unbelievers into three categories: “First 
those born into unbelief (Christians, Jews, and others); second, apostates who renounce their 
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religion; and, third, those who are ‘adjudged unbelievers on account of their actions.’”157 Based 
on the third classification, dan Fodio justified his jihad against the Hausa states that had already 
embraced Islam as both a reformation and a jihad against pagan tribes. The jihad sought to 
reform what dan Fodio believed to be heretical Muslim governments of the Hausa states and to 
eradicate non-Islamic titles, practices, and systems of taxation from governance in the region.158 
According to Laremont, “The 1804-1810 jihad transformed the political landscape. The seven 
Hausa states before the jihad became one Muslim caliphate led by Usman dan Fodio as an emir 
al mu’minnin.”159 The jihad was also instrumental in the spread of Islam to Nupe, Ebirra, 
Yoruba, and other areas in what today is called Nigeria. Fundamentalist ideology of this nature is 
a source of both intra- and inter-religious conflict. This type of ideology is found not only in 
Islam but also in the Christian fold. 
Ousmane Kane observed that “up till the 1950s, the Islamic field of Northern 
Nigeria…was dominated by two Sufi brotherhoods: the Qadiriyya and the Tijaniyya.”160 The 
Qadiriyya Sufi Order had enjoyed popularity since the jihad of dan Fodio. The Tijaniyya Sufi 
Order was introduced to the Sokoto caliphate by Shaykh Umar Tall between 1831 and 1837. 
Internal modifications were introduced by new groups within the Qadiriyya and Tijaniyya, and 
as Kane wrote, “Whereas the earlier Tijaniyya of Umarian and the Qadiriyya of Dan Fodio’s 
inspiration were both elitists, Tijaniyya Ibrahimiyya (Ibrahim Niasse’s sect) and Qadiriyya 
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Nasiriyya (of Nasiru Kabara) were open to grassroots participation, especially youth and 
women, which partly accounts for their success.”161 
The Qadiriyya and Tijaniyya encountered a new movement that has dan Fodio’s 
fundamentalist ideology, which claimed that the Islam practiced by the Sufi in Northern Nigeria 
needed reformation. In the late 1970s, the Jama’at Izalatul Bid’a wa Iqamatu al Sunna began 
reformations based on the Wahhabi ideologies of Islam practiced in Nigeria.162 The movement is 
popularly called “Yan Izala” in Northern Nigeria. They considered themselves as ahl al-Sunna 
(followers of the tradition of the prophet) and advocates for the eradication of innovation (bid’a). 
The reformation by the Izala group is centered on four main points. First, unitarianism (tawhid) 
is preferred over associationism (shirk). The second point is the denunciation of Sufism, which 
guarantees their followers happiness in this world and salvation in the hereafter. Central to this 
point is the polemics surrounding Tijani’s prayer, the “salal al-fatih” (a prayer written by Ahmad 
al-Tijani which is revered by followers of the Tijaniyya sect and believed to have some magical 
powers).163 The third point is advocacy for egalitarianism in religion and in society. The fourth 
point is an attempt to restrict adherents of reform in their interactions with the larger community 
of Muslims.164 The most important figure in this reformation is the late Shaykh Abubakar 
Mahmoud Gumi, whose sermons and teachings which were mostly polemics against the Sufi 
order both in the Sultan Bello Mosque and Radio Nigeria Kaduna, were equal to none. There 
were also counter reformations by the Sufi orders to maintain their relevance.165 
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Politically, Gumi, who was one of the key Islamic fundamentalists in Nigeria and the key 
leader of the Izala group, advocated that Nigeria should be divided if Christians refuse to accept 
Muslim leadership. In response to Gumi’s suggestion, Azumah commented, “Gumi’s political 
agendas and views played a significant role in polarizing Christian-Muslim Relations in Nigeria 
as he consistently hyped up and exploited Muslim fears of Christian domination.”166 He was a 
key motivator of violence in Northern Nigeria through his fundamentalist views of both non-
Muslims and Muslims of other sects. 
Rise of Fundamentalist Groups 
Fundamentalist and radical Islam found a breeding ground in Nigerian institutions. The 
Muslim Student Society of Nigeria with branches in Nigerian institutions of learning played a 
crucial role in Islamic reformations in Nigeria. It is one of the earliest religious associations to 
recruit a nationwide following. To a large extent most of the Islamist and reformist groups are 
splinter groups of this society.167 The Shari’a debate of 1977-78 advocated for the inclusion of 
Shari’a in the constitution of Nigeria. The subsequent declaration of Shari’a in twelve of the 
nineteen states of Northern Nigeria in 2000 was a direct result of the ideologies inspired by the 
Iranian revolution of the 1970s. 
Another fundamentalist group that emerged in Northern Nigeria is the “Muslim 
Brothers,” known in Northern Nigeria as ‘Yan Shi’a (the Shi’ite group) and led by Shaykh 
Ibrahim El-Zakzaky. This group was inspired by the Iranian Revolution of 1979. The group is 
often associated with Shi’ism and seeks to overthrow the Nigerian Constitution, which the group 
considers a creation of infidels. The group led several civil disobediences and riots in the 1980s 
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and 90s and is still a potential threat to peace in Northern Nigeria.168 At the time of this writing, 
the leader of the Muslim Brothers, El-Zakzaky, was in prison for actions considered to be a 
threat to national security. Some see the undertone of the Sunni persecution of the Shiites since 
both the President of Nigeria and the governor in Kaduna State are Sunni Muslims. 
In addition to the Muslim Student Society of Nigeria and the Muslim Brothers, the 
Maitatsine group (‘Yan Tatsine) fought for reforming Islam in Northern Nigeria. This group 
instigated the worst riot in Kano in the 1980s, which spread to some parts of Northern Nigeria. 
Their leader Muhammadu Marwa came to Kano, Nigeria, from Cameroon. He was nicknamed 
“Maitatsine” (meaning one who curses) because his preaching was full of curses on the Nigerian 
government and those who do not embrace his ideology. Kukah wrote that “As far back as 1962, 
Maitatsine’s intransigence had angered the authorities in Kano and so led to his deportation from 
Kano.”169 How he was able to come back to the city of Kano and became so influential is 
unknown. Kukah quoted Raymond Hickey, who made this objective observation about 
Maitatsine: “Maitatsine sought to sweep away the accretions, which, he believed polluted Islam 
in the new materialistic Nigeria.”170 He had an idea and zealously pursued it though in the wrong 
way. Although the Maitatsine violence was supposed to be intra-religious within Islam, churches 
and businesses of Christians also suffered in the attack. 
The height of fundamentalism and radicalism came with the emergence of terrorist 
groups such as Boko Haram, Islamic State West Africa Province (ISWAP),171 and Fulani 
herdsmen. However, some of their activities were noticeable as early as 2002 when they began in 
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Yobe State as the Nigerian Taliban.172 In 2009, the group started attacking churches and 
government institutions because they are a product of the West. They were in opposition to the 
West, including Western education, to the extent that they were nicknamed “Boko Haram” 
(Western education is forbidden).173 Their real name is Ahl-al Sunna wa Lidda’awati wa al-jihad 
(people of the tradition of the prophet who propagate Islam through jihad).174 The group became 
more violent after their leader Muhammad Yusuf was arrested and killed by security agents 
without trial. After the death of Yusuf, Abubakar Shekau became the leader of Boko Haram.175 
He has posted several videos threatening to kill Christians and Muslims who do not accept their 
ideology. Boko Haram has a manifesto of establishing an Islamic state, and their connection with 
ISIS further reinforces that ideology.176 
In his study of the Boko Haram phenomena, John Azumah attempted to trace the roots of 
Maitatsine, Boko Haram, and other splinter terrorist groups to Izala and its Wahhabi ideology. 
Azumah discovered that “Maitatsine’s teaching and activities filled into the broader pattern of 
dissent and activities of the Yan Izala and Salafi groups founded by Izala alumni.”177 He further 
traced the similarities between Maitatsine and Boko Haram in their views and modus operandi. 
Azumah found that “Maitatsine, like Boko Haram, established a separate community, had a 
particular dislike for the police and started a campaign of violence after their leader was killed in 
a police raid.”178 Boko Haram also created their own community within Maiduguri, and they 
became very violent after the death of their leader. They disliked the police and anything 
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Western, including education. Commenting on the role of Izala and Salafi on the birthing of 
terrorism in Nigeria, Azuma wrote, “One can safely conclude, therefore, that the Yan Izala 
created the environment for the rise of Maitatsine in the 1980s just as Ahlus Sunna did for Boko 
Haram.”179 The writer is of the opinion that the introduction of Shari’a in the twelve northern 
states in the year 2000 formed the bedrock for the emergence of Boko Haram, because the 
introduction of Shari’a in an entire region could be an inspiration that the creation and 
emergence of an Islamic state was a possibility. 
In trying to establish the root cause of the emergence of Boko Haram, Abdulkareem 
Mohammed in Paradox of Boko Haram links the growth and development of Boko Haram to 
economic deprivation. In other words, Mohammed believes that poverty and unemployment 
among youths is the underlying cause of the terrorism in Northern Nigeria. However, Yusufu 
Turaki argued that “it is wrong for some analysts to interpret Boko Haram as a product of 
economic underdevelopment of the North.”180 He sees Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen as 
militant groups being sponsored by the elites to serve political, ethnic, and religious aims. The 
writer agrees with Turaki in the sense that Boko Haram does not fight with sticks and clubs but 
with automatic and sophisticated weapons, which cannot be acquired by poor people. This shows 
evidence of strong support either inside or outside Nigeria. Another factor that supports Turaki’s 
view is the inability of the Nigerian Army to defeat Boko Haram in all these years. Since the 
Nigerian Army has fought gallantly in international and continental peacekeeping, it is surprising 
that Boko Haram is too difficult for them to defeat. 
The negative impact of Boko Haram on Christians, Muslims, and worshipers of the 
African traditional religion can only be estimated because instances of violence have not been 
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reported. This is partly due to the media’s inability to access some of the places where violence 
has occurred. In the Voice of America News Online on December 10, 2018, Agence France-
Presse reported that the “Boko Haram’s Islamist insurgency has killed more than 27,000 people 
and left 1.8 million homeless in northeast Nigeria since 2009, triggering a humanitarian crisis in 
the wider region.”181 The kind of inhuman treatment Boko Haram gives its victims is described 
by the Human Right Council on their report to the United Nations General Assembly. The report 
says, 
Boko Haram has used stones, machetes, knives, sophisticated and high-caliber 
weapons, improvised explosive devices, landmines, guns mounted on pickup trucks, 
military helicopters, armored vehicles and motorcycles to perpetrate killings. Men 
and boys who refused to adopt the beliefs professed by Boko Haram were 
specifically targeted in killings, as were law enforcement officials, teachers, health-
care workers and members of civilian self-defense group.182 
 
The report further indicated that “The killings were often preceded by death threats or an 
invitation from Boko Haram ‘inviting’ men and boys to join them in ‘the work of Allah.’ Those 
who refused to join were killed, and their bodies often left to rot in the streets, in wells or 
riverbeds.”183 In addition, Boko Haram also beat their victims and forced them to recite the 
Qur’an, the Muslim scripture. They also abducted Chibok and Dapchi girls, and there are many 
other unreported abductions of women who suffered severe forms of abuse, “including sexual 
slavery, sexual violence, forced marriages, forced pregnancies and forced conversions.”184 The 
original intention of Boko Haram, as perceived by Christians in Nigeria, was to persecute 
Christians. Because the West is perceived by Muslims in Nigeria as Christian, anything Western 
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is rejected. The menace of Boko Haram now is not a problem just for Christians but for all of 
Nigeria. 
Another fundamentalist group in Northern Nigeria, whose persecution agenda can be 
interpreted side-by-side with those of Boko Haram, is the Fulani herdsmen. The origin of the 
Fulani has been discussed in the background information of Uthman dan Fodio, who himself was 
a Fulani man. Christians and other people of Northern Nigeria have always had farmer-herder 
conflicts, which were often minor conflicts settled by the ward head or the local chief. Life 
between the farmers and the Fulani herdsmen had been peaceful until recent violent happenings 
began to occur. 
Beginning in 2010, Fulani herdsmen have escalated the violence in conflicts. In 2010 
Dogon Nahawa was attacked, resulting in an estimated 400 deaths as well as multiple injuries 
and loss of houses and property.185 Since then, the Fulani herdsmen attacks have continued in 
different parts of the Middle Belt of Nigeria. Emeka Umeagbalasi summarized the atrocities of 
the Fulani herdsmen thusly: 
Terrorist Fulani Herdsmen are the second largest killers of Christians in Nigeria, 
accounting for an estimated 12,000 Christian deaths since 1999, including 2,500 
killed between 2013 and 2014, 1,229 killed in Benue State between 2013 and July 
2016. The terror agro-jihadists also killed not less than 1000 Christian and destroyed 
over 20 churches in Southern Kaduna in 2016 alone and cumulatively, killed over 
4300 Christians since June 2015 when the Buhari administration came to power. In 
less than five months, between December 2017 and April 2018, terrorist Fulani 
herdsmen have killed a total of over 800, if not 1000 Christians, in Kogi (over 120), 
Benue (over 200), Taraba (over 200), Adamawa (over 80), Plateau (over 60) and 
Southern Kaduna (over 40). There are also other pockets of killings of Christians in 
different parts of Nigeria by the jihadists leading to the deaths of scores of 
defenseless citizens.186 
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To buttress Umeagbalasi’s point, Obadiah Mailafiya added, “What the peoples of the 
Middle Belt today face is a tragedy that can best be described as genocide. Fulani militias in the 
thousands have been rampaging across the primeval savannah, killing, pillaging, and burning 
down entire villages. Not only do they maim and kill, they destroy farmsteads and repopulate 
them with their own people.”187 
The identity of the Fulani herdsmen was initially difficult to establish because of the 
guerilla warfare tactics they adopted in their operation. Initially, they were called “unknown 
gunmen,” but later they were identified as Fulani because the local people they attacked saw 
their faces and heard them speak Fulfulde, the Fulani language. Their identity was clearly 
revealed when they started carrying out some of their attacks during the day. One of the 
survivors from Zargwok village in Plateau State testified that “some of them were speaking 
French and others Arabic while the local Fulani herdsmen living around were the ones leading 
them. This was well coordinated jihad with both local and foreign support.”188  
Their leadership is not clearly defined like Boko Haram, which has Shekau as their leader 
and spokesman and Sambisa forest as their primary base. However, there is suspicion about 
some form of leadership of the Fulani herdsmen provided by the Miyetti Allah Cattle Breeders 
Association of Nigeria (MACBAN), of which the Nigerian president Muhammadu Buhari is said 
to be their life patron. The suspicion is substantiated by the ways the leadership of MACBAN 
speaks in defense of the terrorists instead of condemning their actions. In such defense, the 
leaders argue that the Fulani have been denied space, and as such, space should be created for 
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them to freely graze so that there could be peace. The reason why the Miyetti Allah leaders have 
not been arrested by the government and held responsible for their heinous crimes in the Middle 
Belt cannot be explained. A former military head of state in Nigeria and an elder statesman, 
Yakubu Gowon, expressed this concern when he visited to commiserate with the governor of 
Benue State over the attacks of the Fulani herdsmen in his state. He said, “Security agencies 
should invite and question the leadership of Miyetti Allah Kautal Hore, who had threatened to 
unleash violence on Benue State and later justified the killings and their roles.”189 He further 
lamented saying, “I am sad and worried at the religious dimension the killings are assuming.”190 
The response of Miyetti Allah leadership in Plateau State that the elder statesman is speaking 
nonsense under the influence of old age is disturbing, disrespectful, and arrogant. 191 
What Christians and non-Muslims of the Middle Belt and southerners have not been able 
to figure out is the open support of this criminality by the leadership of the government of 
Nigeria and Northern Nigerian political leaders, especially those of Fulani heritage. The 
governor of Kaduna State in a show of such support claimed to have paid the Fulani herdsmen 
money so that they would stop the killings in Kaduna State,192 and yet the killings have not 
stopped. The Federal Government of Nigeria has been accused of meeting with the Miyetti Allah 
leaders and paying them billions of Naira to stop the killings,193 yet the situation is getting worse. 
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In addition to this support, the federal government is pushing for the creation of grazing fields, 
specifically targeting the lands of the Christians in the Middle Belt and Southern Nigeria. This 
move is been resisted by locals in the targeted areas.194  
The fact that the perpetrators of these attacks have not been arrested and prosecuted is 
more worrisome. The author shares the opinion that the attacks of the Fulani herdsmen is a jihad 
waged on the Christians and non-Muslims of the Middle Belt of Nigeria and aiming at the 
southern part of Nigeria. This is part of the jihadist manifesto of their great-grandfather Uthman 
dan Fodio and the vision of Ahmadu Bello, who promised to “dip the Qur’an in the Atlantic 
Ocean.”195 Bello was targeting the Islamization of Nigeria from the north to the coastal areas in 
the south. Christians suspect that the Fulani herdsmen attacks are a step towards fulfilling the 
visions of both dan Fodio and Bello. This is evident by the fact that the Fulani herdsmen’s 
attacks are selective of Christian villages, and where they have completely taken over the 
villages, they quickly repopulate them with Fulani.196 The Christians who have been displaced 
have to find a place in other villages to resettle, and some of the victims are in internally 
displaced peoples’ camps. The terrorist activities of the Fulani herdsmen are a major source of 
conflict in Northern Nigeria. 
The Desire for an Islamic State 
The main ideology of Islamic fundamentalists is the desire to have an Islamic state or at 
least to have a state where the ruler is a Muslim and rules according to the dictates of Shari’a. 
This ideology is what underlies the radicalized Islam, not only in Nigeria but in many parts of the 
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world where Islamic groups are actively involved in terrorism. Examples include Syria, Iraq, and 
Pakistan. Jihad is a means of actualizing the Islamic state, whether in the form of armed struggle 
or personal struggle to live a good life as a Muslim or the use of political power at the disposal of 
the Muslims for the advantage of Islam (stealth jihad). The following section describes the inter-
relationship between the Islamic state, Shari’a, and jihad, which are the core ideologies that 
inspire radical groups such as Boko Haram, Fulani herdsmen, and other radical Islamic groups 
operating in other parts of the world. 
Shari’a 
Shari’a is the Islamic legal code practiced in Islamic states. Among the core ideologies of 
fundamentalist Muslims, it should be understood by the reader that Shari’a is a combination of 
both divine law and politics. There can be no true Shari’a without an Islamic state, and jihad in 
all its ramifications is an instrument used to actualize an Islamic state.197 Doi quoted Sayyed 
Hossein Nasr on the importance of Shari’a to Muslims saying, “To a Muslim [it] is essentially 
the divine law which includes not only universal moral principles but details of how man should 
conduct his life and deal with his neighbours and with God; it includes all aspects of human life 
and contains in it tenets and guide for a Muslim to conduct his life in harmony with the divine 
will.”198 Nasr’s claim above underscores the importance of Shari’a to a Muslim. The Shari’a 
functions as a guide to a Muslim on what is religiously lawful, unlawful, and desirable.199  
The advocation for Shari’a has been a source of conflict in Northern Nigeria, because 
Christians are resisting it. They do so for the following reasons: Shari’a is religiously biased in 
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favor of Muslims, it is oppressive to non-Muslims (Christians inclusive), and it is incompatible 
with democracy under which Christians have enjoyed freedom, rights, and privileges. 
The politics of Shari’a in Nigeria is traceable from its full implementation in the 
Uthmanic caliphate of the early 19th century to its mixture in the politics of Northern Nigeria by 
Bello in the 1960s. It took a new shape when Northern Nigerian Muslims began to agitate for its 
inclusion in the Nigerian constitution during the Shari’a debate of 1977 and 1989.200 Shari’a 
advocation was taken to another level with the introduction of Shari’a law in twelve of the 
nineteen states of Northern Nigeria in 1999-2000. The president of Nigeria then, Olusegun 
Obasanjo, argued that it was a political Shari’a and would eventually die naturally. However, 
Shari’a is not dead in Nigeria; it is a strong political ideology that defines Islamic politics in the 
country. 
The National Christian Elders Forum expressed concerns of Shari’a as a major source of 
conflict in Nigeria: 
The above facts notwithstanding, the National Christian Elders Forum has come to 
the conclusion that Nigeria’s major problem is the conflict of ideologies of 
Democracy and Shari’a, two incompatible ideologies one visible (democracy) and 
the other (Sharia) by a few militant Islamic Jihadists based on the teaching of the 
Muslim Brotherhood of Egypt founded in 1928, and exported by Saudi Arabia 
throughout the world to counter secularism.201  
 
The first noticeable conflict is that, according to Islam, Shari’a is a divine law from Allah 
and by implication cannot be amended. Conversely, democracy operates based on a constitution, 
which can be amended to suit changing values that may occur in the society.202 The second is 
that the practice of Shari’a assumes an Islamic state, and Nigeria is a not an Islamic state. The 
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Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria clearly states that the nation shall not adopt a 
particular religion as a state religion given the religious plurality of Nigeria.203 The third conflict 
is the second-class (dhimmi)204 status given to non-Muslims in an Islamic state, which Nigerian 
non-Muslims have been fighting against, because they cannot become second-class citizens in 
their ancestral land without being conquered by war, which was the context of such subjugation 
in Islamic empires.205 The fourth is that Islamic state laws mandate the payment of jizya, a tax 
paid by non-Muslims living in it for being protected. These heavy taxes were used by Islamic 
empires to convert to Islam those who could not afford to pay the tax.206 
Several people have expressed the connection between Shari’a and the creation of an 
Islamic state. Dogara Gwamna made this emphasis on Shari’a and its importance to the politics 
of Northern Nigerian Muslims thusly: “…the Shariah provided the legal framework upon which 
feudal political hegemony of the North was based.”207 This concern is further being echoed by 
Yusufu Turaki and quoted by Gwamna as saying, “Shariah by its nature, creates an Islamic state, 
which denies Christians and non-Muslims the right of state because the state is religiously 
Islamic and therefore theocratic.”208 This statement expresses the concerns of Christians in 
Northern Nigeria that led them to sternly resist the implementation of Shari’a law in Kaduna 
State. This resistance led to the blood bath in Kaduna in the year 2000. 
Shari’a is an Islamic political structure that reinforces and justifies the domination and 
persecution of non-Muslims, especially Christians. Christianity is singled out here because it is 
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the world religion that is missionary in nature and poses threats to the existence and expansion of 
Islam. Islamic law, as stated above, recognizes non-Muslims as second-class citizens, especially 
in an Islamic state. The colonial government in its ladder of priorities recognized the emirs first; 
next to them were the Muslim communities, and the bottom of the ladder was occupied by non-
Muslims.209 This classification proves the claim that Muslims were favored by the British 
colonialists. The writer disagrees with John Paden who claimed, “During the colonial and post-
colonial eras non-Muslim populations were not subject to Muslim law.”210 However, non-
Muslims in Northern Nigeria in both colonial and post-colonial periods have been oppressed 
under Islamic laws. They are rated as second-class citizens, persecuted, discriminated at in 
matters of admission into public institutions and employment, denied social amenities, and more 
because they are not Muslims. In matters of justice, the law courts have favored Muslims. An 
example is what transpired in the case of a church the writer planted in Tsoro village, Kano 
State. Muslims fanatics destroyed the church building in 2004. The matter was taken to court, but 
the Muslim judge ruled the case in favor of the fanatics who destroyed the church building. 
Cases that demonstrate such injustices to Christians in Northern Nigeria are too numerous. 
Jihad 
Of the three ideologies, the second to be discussed is jihad. Jihad is defined as a “struggle 
in the path of God.”211 Jihad is so important to Islam to the extent that some scholars see it as the 
sixth pillar of Islam.212 The struggle to meet this Islamic injunction of fighting a jihad is a source 
of conflict in Northern Nigeria, which the reader of this work should know about. The leader of 
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the Tijaniyya Sufi Order, an influential Islamic sect in Northern Nigeria, categorizes jihad into 
two kinds. The leader, Ibrahim Niass, “emphasized the jihad al-nafsi (interior jihad or conquest 
of the personality)”213 and “jihad al-kharij (exterior jihad or conquest of the infidel or 
apostate).”214 The Sufi are a more pacifist Islamic sect, and as such Niass prefers the first over 
the latter. Lamin Sanneh made the following observation about jihad as he wrote, “The idea of 
‘holy war’ was not only alien to the gospel but profoundly damaging to the church and society. 
No such scruples attend the idea of jihad in Islam, whether of jihad as ‘the greater jihad’ of 
spiritual struggle or as ‘the lesser jihad’ of divinely sanctioned military combat. Islam is not a 
pacifist religion or a creed of the fainthearted.”215 
The two kinds of jihad portray the inner struggles of the Muslim to live his/her life 
according to dictates of the Qur’an, Hadith, and the Shari’a as opposed to confrontational jihad, 
which may involve armed conflict to expand the frontiers of Islam. Sanneh concludes that Islam 
is not a pacifist religion, which contradicts the claim of pacifism by the Tijjaniyya Sufi. Norman 
Geisler and Abdul Saleeb argue that Muhammad, the prophet of Islam, believed in jihad and 
commanded his followers to fight wars. 
Muhammad, by divine revelation, commands his followers: “fight in the cause Of 
God” (2:244). He adds, “Fight and slay The Pagans wherever you find them” (9:5). 
And “when ye meet The Unbelievers (in fight) Smite at their necks” (47:4). In 
general, they were to “Fight those who believe not In God nor the Last Day” (9:29). 
Indeed Paradise is promised for those who fight for God: “Those who have left their 
homes…Or fought or been slain, - Verily, I will blot out From them their iniquities, 
and Admit them into Gardens With rivers flowing beneath; - A reward from the 
Presence Of God, and from His Presence Is the best of rewards” (3:195; cf. 2:244; 
4:95).216  
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Passages like the ones quoted above often drive conflict, depending on how they are 
interpreted. A committed Muslim wants to do what will earn him/her eternal reward, so these 
kinds of verses are often used to mobilize Muslims to violence. It may be argued that Muslims 
are commanded to fight only the non-religious, but Qur’an 9:29 includes the People of the Book, 
that is Christians, Jews, and Sabians among those to be smitten if they do not believe what Islam 
believes. Jihad has been practiced by Muslims since the inception of Islam as a means of the 
expansion of the vast Islamic empire from Muhammad’s time to the end of the Ottoman Empire 
in 1922. Modern jihad is fought through migration, terrorism, and acquisition of land and 
property in their target nations. The West is a target of jihad, and there has been significant 
spread of Islam in the West.217  
A powerful tool used in the fight of modern jihad is taqiyya, which has to do with 
deception. The doctrine of taqiyya originates with the Shi’a sect because of persecution from the 
Sunni sect of Islam. “Interspersed among the much numerous Sunnis, who currently make up 
approximately 90 percent of the Islamic world, the Shi’a often performed taqiyya by pretending 
to be Sunnis externally, while maintaining Shi’a beliefs internally, as permitted by Quranic verse 
16:106.”218 Shi’a are often persecuted by the Sunni as heretics. 
On taqiyya, the National Christian Elders Forum claims that the doctrine of taqiyya is not 
limited to Shi’a but widely practiced by Muslims: “Taqiyya [deception] is of fundamental 
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importance in Islam. Practically every Islamic sect practices it.”219 Al-Tabari’s Tafsir (Quranic 
Exegesis) has the following comments on 3:28 which is a major text on taqiyya: “If you 
[Muslims] are under their [infidels’] authority, fearing for yourselves, behave loyally to them, 
with your tongue, while harboring inner animosity for them…Allah has forbidden believers from 
being friendly or on intimate terms with the infidels in place of believers – except when infidels 
are above them [in authority]. In such a scenario, let them act friendly.”220 Muslims have used 
this doctrine when they are in the minority but change their behavior when they have significant 
strength or are in the majority. In Northern Nigeria, experience with taqiyya is evidenced by 
politicians and top government officials, who swear to uphold the constitution of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria, just to later betray it in favor of an Islamic agenda. For example, although 
they swore to uphold a democratic constitution 1999, in 2000 the governors of twelve northern 
states declared their states Shari’a states (states that operate on the Sharia law).221 
Christians in Northern Nigeria have identified two types of jihad, conventional and 
stealth jihad, that is waged against Christians in Nigeria. Christian elders articulated this in a 
statement to the United Kingdom Parliament: “It is clear that it is stealth jihad to have a 
Constitution that prohibits State Police even as money in billions of dollars is voted for vigilantes 
and religious police, thus rendering the Police weakened by stealth jihad while Boko Haram and 
Fulani herdsmen execute the conventional jihad.”222 Conventional jihad is waged by groups such 
as Boko Haram, Fulani herdsmen, and other Islamic mercenaries who kill, unleash terror, and 
destroy the lives and property of Christians. Those in power and top government officials 
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fighting by stealth jihad use government means at their disposal to provide cover for those 
groups fighting for Islam. This frustrates Christians by denying their rights and promoting all 
forms of injustices against them. 
Christians in Nigeria view the attacks on Christians and Christianity in Nigeria as a 
declaration of jihad on them. This complaint was evidenced in a communique released by Islam 
in Africa (IAO) after their conference in 1989 tagged “Abuja Declarations 1989” and quoted by 
the National Christian Elders Forum in her paper “Jihad in Nigeria: Burying the Head in Sand” 
affirmed that the purpose of the organization was to “eradicate in all its forms and ramifications 
all non-Muslim religions in member nations. Such religions shall include Christianity, 
Ahmadiyya and other tribal religions.”223 It is further observed that the word Christianity in the 
original document was underlined which makes Christianity a priority target for the jihad. 
The question that needs an urgent answer about jihad is whether the attacks on Christians 
in Northern Nigeria is an effort to actualize the mandate of the 1989 declaration cited above by 
waging a jihad against Christians. To buttress this point, the National Christian Elders Forum 
paper quoted a research report conducted by Arne Mulder in 2015 that affirmed “over 13,000 
Christian places of worship (churches) have been destroyed in Northern Nigeria as of December 
2014.”224 The question that must be asked is: “Under what condition do Muslim insurgents 
destroy Churches if not jihad?”225 Jihad is a major tool for Christian persecution, and it is used 
effectively in all its ramifications to persecute Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
The quest for an Islamic state has been the dream of every Muslim, whether fanatic or 
moderate. In Northern Nigeria, members of Boko Haram have clearly told Nigerians that they 
 






are fighting for an Islamic state.226 They demonstrated that when they captured some areas in the 
northeast of Nigeria and hoisted their flag of an Islamic state. Shari’a, jihad, and an Islamic state 
are three elements that are interrelated in Islam. Interpretations and how to go about them may 
differ, but the three are the dream of many practicing Muslims.227 
Results 
Conflicts in Northern Nigeria are often complex; there is not one way of interpreting 
them. Most of the time, they are a complex mix of several deep-rooted issues that may not be 
easily discernible by outsiders. Other than religion, politics, and colonial legacies, factors that 
cause conflicts in Northern Nigeria include: the poor economy owing to the corruption of 
government officials, corporate organizations and businesses; population explosion; Islamic 
education popularly known as almajiri schools; unemployment; illiteracy; ethnicity; migration; 
contest for space; poverty; and many others.228 Although there are contributing factors for 
potential conflicts, many view their origin as religious. Nigeria has the largest populations of 
Christians and Muslims living side-by-side, so it is inevitable for conflicts to take on religious 
tones.229 
The nation of Nigeria has gone through over thirty years of military rule, a system which 
has injected corruption into the nation and now pervades every aspect of public life. The church 
is not spared as it, too, struggles with the issue of corruption. Nigerians blame this corruption for 
the unemployment, hunger, and backwardness they experience. They also blame it for the 
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substandard power supply, closing down of industries, poor education in public institutions, 
inadequate or lack of health facilities, bad roads, and unproductive workforce.230 In summary, 
corruption has affected almost every system to the extent that Nigeria operates as a failed state. 
Many conflicts arise because the needs and aspirations of the citizens are not met. It is not news 
that Nigerian workers go on strike because of unpaid salaries or allowances due them for several 
months. Sometimes because of the rage and anger from unmet needs, government buildings and 
facilities are set ablaze. Sometimes in the core north, Islamic fundamentalists use such occasion 
to burn down churches and kill Christians. 
The Nigerian population is one of the fastest growing populations in the world. It is 
estimated that Nigeria will be the third most populous country in the world by the year 2050.231 
Northern Nigeria, dominated by Muslims who are allowed to marry up to four wives, is where 
the population is growing fastest. There are men who boast of having 30, 40, or 50 biological 
children, but unfortunately, most of the men who mass-produce these children do not have the 
resources to properly feed and clothe these children. 
An example of how problems take on religious tones occurred when the researcher was 
riding in a taxi. As he was traveling, the researcher began discussing sources of conflict in 
Northern Nigeria with the taxi driver, who was a Muslim in the city of Kaduna. The driver was 
angry with Muslims who give birth to so many children that they cannot take care of them. He 
commented, “These people do not even know where some of these children eat or sleep. Why 
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wouldn’t we have problems in Northern Nigeria?”232 Many of these children in their early 
childhood are left to struggle and find food for themselves. These vulnerable children are 
destitute of food, clothes, and shelter, so when paid a little amount of money, they are often used 
as tools for violence. Most young people are either not employed or not employable, and an idle 
mind is the devil’s workshop. 
The Islamic system of education in Northern Nigeria, popularly known as almajiri 
school, though religious is a social problem and a major source of conflict. Boys at an early age 
of five or six are denied parental care and taken far away from their parents and entrusted into 
the hands of a Qur’anic teacher. The parents may occasionally visit. These children live by 
begging for alms—food, clothes, money. They also work for their teacher as a form of 
compensation for the training they are giving them. Because of the destitution, these children are 
easily mobilized for political, religious, or ethnic violence. John Yahaya confirms this 
manipulation of almajiri and the poor in his work “Ethnic and Religious Conflicts in Kaduna and 
Plateau States: Implications for Development in Nigeria.”233 He noted that in most of the ethno-
religious or political violence, the almajiri (students) are always victims because the elite 
mobilize them for violence. 
The vulnerability of youths in Northern Nigeria toward violence can also be connected to 
illiteracy. “More than 50 percent of Nigerians are illiterate, one of the highest rates in Africa.”234 
The lowest level of literacy in Nigeria is in the North. Northern Muslims openly show their 
preference for their Qur’anic schools over Western education. The former president of Nigeria, 
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Dr. Goodluck Jonathan, attempted to address this imbalance in the north by establishing almajiri 
schools where Muslim children have the Qur’anic education alongside Western education in a 
decent environment funded by the government, but this effort did not yield fruit. The buildings 
were left to rot while the Qur’anic education continued in the traditional way.235 
Ethnicity and contest for public space is also an issue that brings about conflict in 
Northern Nigeria. Yusufu Turaki wrote, “The ethnic factor, its history and identity are major 
factors in ethno-religious crises and conflicts in Northern Nigeria.”236 The current Fulani 
herdsmen invasion of the Christian Middle Belt of Nigeria provides a good example of ethnicity 
and contest for space mixed with religion. The continuous desertification of Northern Nigeria 
and countries bordering that region is causing mass migration, especially of nomads in search of 
fertile grasslands for grazing.237 The Fulani intentionally want to displace some of the minority 
tribes of the Middle Belt who are Christians, and these people groups are not ready to let go of 
their historical, ancestral lands. Many lives and properties have been lost on account of the 
conflicts between Fulani herdsmen and indigenous Christian communities. 
Conclusion 
Uthman dan Fodio, the key figure in the Islamic reformation in Northern Nigeria, 
remains a model to many fundamentalists. The first problem dan Fodio’s jihadist ideology 
presents is conflict within Islam. Since dan Fodio did not accept Hausa Muslims as proper 
Muslims, reformist groups who follow his ideology have conflicts with other sects within Islam. 
Boko Haram’s attacks on fellow Muslims can also be seen in this context, as they refer to all 
Muslims who do not accept their view of Islam as unbelievers. There was no Christian influence 
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yet in Northern Nigeria at the time of dan Fodio’s jihad. Non-Muslims were pagans he fought to 
Islamize. Today in Nigeria, although the Qur’an makes distinction between pagans and 
Christians and the way they should be treated, this distinction and priority treatment given to 
Christians over pagans exists only in theory. Practically, many fundamentalists of Northern 
Nigeria see every non-Muslim as a pagan and object of attack. 
Politically, the ideological blueprint for many leaders of Northern Nigerian Muslim 
leaders can be traced back to dan Fodio. Dan Fodio waged jihad against the Hausa states, formed 
a caliphate, and became the caliph. His lineage through the sultanate of Sokoto continues to exert 
significant political influence in Northern Nigeria. His grandson, Ahmadu Bello, who became 
the first premier of the northern region of Nigeria, remains the political mentor of Muslim 
politicians in Northern Nigeria who seek to fulfill his Islamic ideology. With the help of the 
colonial masters, Bello tried to suppress Middle Belt tribes his grandfather was unable to 
conquer. With education and Western influence, it has not been easy for the Muslim oligarchy to 
suppress the Middle Belt tribes. This has been a major source of conflict between the mostly 
Christian minority tribes and the Muslim Hausa-Fulani in Northern Nigeria. 
The impetus for introduction and/or full implementation of the Shari’a in a multi-
religious and secular nation like Nigeria by fundamentalists has been a source of concern. The 
non-Muslims in Northern Nigeria, who are mostly Christian, do not want to be governed by the 
laws of another religion. It is for that reason the National Christian Elders Forum insists that the 
major source of conflict in Northern Nigeria is the incompatibility of democracy and Shari’a. 
The Christians prefer democracy with its freedoms and rights over Islamic laws, which will 
reduce every non-Muslim to the status of a dhimmi, or second-class citizen.238  
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The recent conflicts in Nigeria have a complex and multifaceted background. The 
Indirect Rule of the British, politicization of religion, the rise of fundamentalism, and the desire 
for an Islamic state have all contributed to the persecution that Christians in Northern Nigeria 






RESPONSES TO PERSECUTION: NORTHERN NIGERIAN EXPERIENCE 
 
Introduction 
The persecution of Christians in modern times is a reality in many communities of the 
world. Northern Nigeria has had many horrific conflicts that have left thousands of people dead 
and property worth billions of dollars destroyed. They have also destroyed precious inter-ethnic, 
inter-religious, and social relationships in the past three decades. There are several questions that 
have been raised by this violence. For instance, with the political, economic, ethnic, and religious 
dimensions of violence in Northern Nigeria, can the suffering experienced by the Christians be 
described as Christian persecution? If so, how should Christians respond and what is the effect of 
their responses on discipleship and evangelism? 
In order to answer these questions, the writer discusses how Christians in Northern 
Nigeria are being persecuted, arguing for acknowledgement that the persecution is because of 
their faith. He further discusses the types of persecution experienced by Christians in the region, 
as they shared them with the writer during the field research. This discussion is important to the 
reader as it will inform him/her of the plight of Christians in the affected region and the 
importance of proper responses to persecution, which will aid Christian witness and discipleship 
in Nigeria. This chapter will also feature the impact of the responses to the persecution of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria on community relationships, evangelism, and discipleship as 
further evidence to the need for proper response to persecution by Christians in Northern Nigeria 
and the world over. 
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The Reality of Religious Persecution in Northern Nigeria  
The discussion on Christian persecution in Northern Nigeria in this chapter will attempt 
to answer one of the major questions asked in the introduction above, that is, whether or not what 
Christians are experiencing in Northern Nigeria can be termed Christian persecution. Are 
Christians in Northern Nigeria being persecuted by Muslims for being Christians? What about 
the Muslims who are also suffering alongside the Christians in Northern Nigeria as a result of the 
activities of terrorists? Before any discussion on responses can be meaningful, answering these 
questions is important for the reader in order to have facts that prove Christians are experiencing 
persecution because of their faith. 
In relation to the questions above, Christians in Nigeria and particularly in the north feel 
strongly that they are being persecuted. This opinion is evident in the actions of some eminent 
Nigerian Christian leaders under the aegis of National Christian Elders Forum (NCEF), who took 
the case of Christian persecution in Nigeria to the United Kingdom Parliament. They reported 
that “President Muhammadu Buhari the Nigerian President was pursuing a jihad or Islamization 
agenda and he is not serious about tackling insecurity arising from Boko Haram insurgency and 
herdsmen-farmers crises in the country.”239 However, while responding to this case of 
persecution in a paper presentation titled “Don’t Politicize Religion in Nigeria,” the President of 
Nigeria claims that the causes of the conflict with Fulani herdsmen are not “religious or 
theological” but caused by climate change and population growth.240 To buttress this point, there 
was a paper written by the Nigerian government and signed by Nigeria’s High Commissioner to 
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the United Kingdom to counter the claim that Nigerian Christians are being persecuted for their 
religion. The paper stressed that the country’s challenges had no ethnic and religious 
coloration.241 His Royal Highness Mr. David R., the chief of Kaninkong in Jema’a Local 
Government in an interview also concluded that the attacks on some villages in his chiefdom by 
Fulani herdsmen were herder-farmer conflicts. However, he quickly observed that the attacks 
were only on Christian villages. The Muslim villages in the chiefdom remain intact, which gives 
the attack a religious coloration.242  
Having listened to the view that denies the existence of the persecution of Christians in 
Northern Nigeria, the following arguments will help the reader understand that Christians in 
Northern Nigeria definitely are being persecuted for being Christians: First, the definition of 
Christian persecution by Tieszen as “Any unjust action of varying levels of hostility perpetrated 
primarily on the basis of religion and directed at Christians, resulting in varying levels of harm as 
it is considered from the victim’s perspective”243 is in agreement with the thinking and 
perspective of Christians in Northern Nigeria who are the victims studied in this research. In the 
research questionnaire that was administered by the writer, the victims were asked whether 
Christians in Northern Nigeria are being persecuted for their faith. Appendix B, Table 1 shows 
results for Kaduna State. Out of eighty-five respondents to this question, sixty-nine strongly 
agree that Christians are suffering persecution in Northern Nigeria for their faith in Christ, 
representing eighty percent of the total responses; sixteen agree, representing twenty percent. 
There was no disagreement to this question. Appendix C, Table 1 presents the results for Borno 
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State for these questions. It shows that out of seventy-eight respondents, sixty-three strongly 
agree that Christians are being persecuted for their faith, representing eighty-point-two percent. 
Fourteen agree, representing seventeen-point four percent. There was only one response each for 
disagree and strongly disagree and none for neutral. This shows that the victims in Northern 
Nigeria perceive the attacks they are suffering as persecution for their faith. 
Sometimes when discussing persecution, many assume that the violent attacks by Boko 
Haram, the Fulani herdsmen, and other bloodletting violence are the only forms of persecution 
being experienced without consideration of other forms of injustice suffered by Christians in 
Northern Nigeria. This research suggests that persecution in Northern Nigeria is not only violent 
persecution, but it ranges from mild to extreme. In the questionnaire, Christians in Northern 
Nigeria were asked to respond as to what degree they are persecuted, and these were the 
responses. As shown in Appendix B, Table 2, two responded in Kaduna State that the 
persecution is mild, representing two-point-four percent; thirty-three said extreme persecution, 
representing thirty-nine-point-eight percent; and forty-eight respondents stated both mild and 
extreme, which represented fifty-seven-point-eight percent. There was no response for No 
Persecution, which shows that respondents from Kaduna State agree that Christians in Northern 
Nigeria suffer persecution in varying degrees from mild to extreme. Responses to the same 
question above by Christian leaders in Borno State, found in Appendix C, Table 2, were similar. 
Only four out of seventy-six respondents said that the persecution is mild, representing five-
point-two percent; thirty-two responded that the persecution is extreme persecution, representing 
forty-two-point-one percent. Thirty-nine respondents said both mild and extreme persecution, 
representing fifty-one-point-three percent; one respondent replied no persecution, which 
represents one-point-three percent of the respondents. Both the results of Kaduna and Borno 
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States agree that Christians in Northern Nigeria are and have been suffering persecution in 
varying degrees. Persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria should not be limited to attacks of 
Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen only but include other forms as well. The results above show 
clearly that from the victim’s perspective, Christians in Northern Nigeria are suffering 
persecution and in varying degrees. 
Secondly, some Nigerians argue that the conflict in Northern Nigeria is merely economic, 
political, and ethnic violence just as the President of Nigeria, Muhammadu Buhari, claimed that 
the conflicts in Nigeria are not religious or theological but arose from climate change and 
population growth.244 There is no gainsaying on the role these factors play in exacerbating the 
violence in the region. However, Islam is “a total way of life,”245 which means that Islam links 
religion, economy, culture, and politics. Islam does not practice the separation of church and 
state, so therefore, all forms of attacks from Muslims against non-Muslims are primarily 
religious although they may take the dimension of politics, the economy, or ethnicity. To buttress 
this point, in 2011, Muhammadu Buhari, a Muslim, lost the presidential elections to Jonathan 
Goodluck, a Christian, and the political violence that ensued quickly turned religious with 
several churches burned, Christians killed, and Christian houses and businesses destroyed.246 
Why? Because the political battle was seen by Muslims as primarily religious. 
Thirdly, the question as to why Muslims also suffer attacks by the terrorists raises 
questions to the claim that Christian are suffering persecution in Northern Nigeria because of 
their faith. The theory of Islam vs. Islamism may be helpful in explaining this phenomenon. The 
National Christian Elders Forum in the executive summary of their paper titled “Christian Elders 
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Project Nigeria 2018: Message for all Nigerians” stated that “While Islam is a religion, Islamism 
otherwise called ‘political Islam’ is not a religion but a political ideology that holds that Islam 
must dominate the society.”247 The paper further stated that the activities of the Islamists, which 
they called jihad, “…affects not only Christians and traditionalists, but also moderate Muslims 
who are not Islamists.”248 The Muslims who do not adhere to their ideology are labeled 
“unbelievers,” and as such, they become subjects of attack. This is evidenced by the video 
message Abubakar Shekau, the leader of Boko Haram, posted in 2012 and was quoted by the 
National Christian Elders Forum as saying, “I warn all Muslims at this juncture that any Muslim 
who assists an unbeliever in this war should consider himself an unbeliever and should consider 
himself dead.”249 
Unfortunately, rural Muslims who are ignorant of this have become victims of raids for 
food and women by the Islamist fighters such as Boko Haram. The researcher wishes to propose 
what he calls primary and secondary targets of persecution to further explain why some Muslims 
also suffer attacks from radical Islamists. The primary target is the actual person(s) targeted 
while the secondary target is those who suffer along with the primary target, whether directly or 
indirectly. In the case of Northern Nigeria, Christians and Christianity is the primary target 
because it is the major threat to Islam and a major barrier to achieving the Muslim ideological 
goal of establishing an Islamic state ruled by the Shari’a in Nigeria. 
Types of Persecution Experienced by Christians in Northern Nigeria 
This section discusses from the data different types of persecution experienced by 
Christians in Northern Nigeria. The experiences range from mild to extreme. The first category is 
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mild persecution, which has to do with all forms of discrimination, denial of rights, and 
oppression. There are non-Muslim minorities who later embraced Christianity in Northern 
Nigeria and who have been suffering since the time of Islamic colonization and slavery, which 
predates British colonization to post-British colonialism. The second category is extreme 
persecution with mass destruction of lives and property resulting from mob violence to terrorism. 
Mild Persecution 
Christians in post-colonial Northern Nigeria have suffered persecution in varying degrees 
from the Muslims who predominate the region. Reading about the experiences of Christians in 
Northern Nigeria in relation to persecution is important for understanding the ongoing discussion 
on Christian responses to persecution. The connection between the experiences and the responses 
is very important. In an effort to authenticate and establish the reality of the experiences of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria, the Christian leaders were interviewed during field research and 
asked to share their experiences of Christian persecution as it affects them, their families, places 
of work, communities in which they live, inter-ethnic and inter-religious relationships, and 
economic activities. These experiences of Christian persecution cut across Kaduna and Borno 
States and show that Christians in Northern Nigeria suffer discrimination and other forms of 
injustice. It is a known fact that Christians and non-Muslim minorities of Northern Nigeria are 
beneficiaries of mission education, which should have elevated their status in business and public 
service, but the Islamic forces have used discrimination to frustrate the region’s highly trained 
work force on the basis of religion and ethnicity. 
Discrimination in Places of Work 
In order to investigate cases of various forms of discrimination suffered by Christians in 
Northern Nigeria, Christian leaders who suffer discrimination in their places of work were 
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interviewed. Such persons interviewed included Kenneth C., the pioneer General Secretary of the 
Christian Association of Nigeria and a church elder of his denomination who was also a lecturer 
in an influential college in Northern Nigeria. He was once due for promotion as a senior lecturer 
in the institution. The panel that was constituted to recommend those for promotion gathered for 
the meeting. When his documents were brought forward, he was commended as one who had 
done his work well. His students had performed well in both internal and external examinations, 
and he was recommended to be promoted. The director of the College of Engineering, who was 
his immediate boss and a Muslim, raised objection to his promotion on the grounds of his 
Christian activities. If not for the timely intervention of one of the members of the panel who was 
a Christian, Kenneth would have been denied the promotion.250 Later Kenneth was again to be 
promoted to the rank of principal lecturer in the same college. He was interviewed, and the 
committee selected him for the promotion. However, because he is a Christian his name was 
substituted overnight with the name of a Muslim who was less qualified than him.251 He further 
shared how his wife was fired from her job on the basis of her faith from the same college, and 
his son was denied a scholarship to study abroad because he is a Christian.252 
Kenneth is not alone in this kind of experience of discrimination. Another person 
interviewed with the experience of discrimination in his workplace is Caleb K., who is an 
ordained pastor and a professor in one of the foremost public universities in Northern Nigeria. 
He is a Fulbright scholar who was appointed to direct the Center for Peace and Security in the 
University. Because he is a Christian and from an ethnic minority of the southern part of Kaduna 
State, he was not given cooperation by his colleagues; even the vice chancellor did not 
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cooperate. He was told by his Muslim colleagues that if he only had a Muslim name, he would 
have received cooperation. Because of his religion and ethnic background, he was 
unceremoniously removed as director of the center.253  
Another case is that of Judith M., who was one of those interviewed from Borno State. 
She is a deaconess in the local church where she is a member. Judith is a PhD holder who still 
teaches at a high school in Borno State. Borno is one of the educationally disadvantaged states in 
Northern Nigeria and should have appreciated having Judith, an indigenous woman with a PhD, 
teach in the university, but she was denied such a privilege because of her Christian faith. 
Presently she works under people she taught in high school. As her students graduated and went 
to university, some came back to be her colleagues. Some former students have been promoted 
to the rank of principal because they are Muslims, and she has to work under them. Her crime is 
that she is a Christian.254 Suleiman B., a general secretary of his denomination and pastor of a 
local church from Borno State who was interviewed, confirms the claims of Judith saying, “I 
have witnessed where a Christian teacher will teach a student who will complete high school, go 
to the University and graduate and come back to be the principal of his teacher simply because 
the teacher is a Christian.”255 Suleiman further reiterated that the persecution of Christians in 
Northern Nigeria is in every sector of the government. “If your name is identified with 
Christianity, you are in for it. You may never be promoted; in some cases, you may never even 
be employed. My wife was denied promotion for ten years because of her Christian identity.”256 
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Larai U. had a similar experience of discrimination in the workplace. She is the national 
secretary of the Women Fellowship of the Ekklesiyar ‘Yanuwa a Nigeria (EYN). She suffered 
discrimination of unpaid retirement benefits after leaving the civil service and is still following 
up her entitlements to be paid while her Muslim colleagues who retired at the same time have 
long been paid. At the time of the interview, she had yet to be paid and did not know when that 
would take place.257 
Gregory J. from Mbalala in Chibok Local Government was also interviewed. He 
represents Christians from rural areas. He is a parent of one of the abducted Christian girls from 
Chibok who lamented that “everywhere in Chibok Local Government in the field of 
employment, we find it very difficult, when there are positions from the state government, it is 
only Muslims that are employed. In terms of leadership, you will discover that Muslims with 
lower qualifications are employed to head Christians with higher qualifications.”258 Reinforcing 
the claim of discrimination against Christians in Northern Nigeria, Jeremy W., the current 
chairman of the Christian Association of Nigeria Kaduna State Chapter and a pastor, described 
all forms of discrimination as persecution. He said, “People are being persecuted because of their 
faith when it comes to employment, promotions, business even on their own properties. Kaduna 
State has experienced a lot of these because there is a high level of competition between 
Christians and Muslims.”259 
Discrimination is suffered by both the young and old as evidenced in the interview with 
Mark J., who lamented the way his children were denied the courses they wanted to take in the 
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university and are qualified for, because courses that are marketable are not given to 
Christians.260 Many young men and women in the north who are Christians are “reading” courses 
they never wanted to because they were not given the courses that would have led to their 
desired life career. 
Oppression of Ethnic-Christian Minority  
The foundation for oppression of non-Muslim minorities can be traced back to the pre-
colonial, colonial, and post-colonial era in Northern Nigeria. The Hausa-Fulani Muslim rulers 
plundered the minority tribes before the coming of Christianity, and such a relationship is 
continued even when the northern minorities have embraced Christianity and Western education. 
Charles W., a local church elder who was interviewed, lamented the inhuman treatment of non-
Muslims in Northern Nigeria who suffered under the Muslim emirate system. He claims that 
their parents and grandparents were forced to farm for the Muslim rulers and had their farmlands 
and harvest forcefully taken. Those who refused to be converted to Islam were made to pay 
heavy “taxes with their farm produce, animals and even sometimes with their young men and 
women who are forcefully taken by the Zaria or Zazzau emirate to work and farm in Zaria; some 
of those young people never came back to their families.”261 As an insider who comes from one 
of the Christian minority tribes in Kaduna State, the researcher has heard such stories passed 
orally from parents and grandparents about the agonies and sufferings experienced under the 
emirate rule. Yusufu Turaki in his book Tainted Legacy: Islam, Colonialism and Slavery in 
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Northern Nigeria reinforces Charles’ claim of the oppression of the non-Muslim minority in the 
Middle Belt. 
For the non-Muslim of the Middle Belt, jihad and shari’a would always equate to 
brutal colonization, slave raids, slave trading and slavery. The theological 
justification for a ‘holy war’ against them and the imposition of Muslim shari’a on 
them can be evaluated only with reference to their experience of inhuman treatment 
and the dehumanizing effects of slavery upon them, as individuals and as a group.262 
 
The claim of oppression of non-Muslim minorities by Muslim rulers from pre-colonial to 
post-colonial era form the bedrock for the continued oppression and persecution of the Christian 
minority in Northern Nigeria. The Hausa-Fulani seek to continue this oppression while the 
Christian minorities are fighting for emancipation. The tension is viewed by the author as one of 
the major causes of violence in the region. 
 Denial of Government Services 
Another dimension of mild persecution experienced by Christians in Northern Nigeria is 
in the form of using political power at the disposal of Muslim leaders to deny Christians and 
Christian communities the government services due to them. These kinds of actions show clearly 
that the denial of such services is because the individual or community belong to the Christian 
faith. 
The researcher’s trip to Chibok for field research exposed him to some of the worst 
treatment of Christians in that part of Nigeria. The road to Chibok welcomed him to one of the 
most neglected local governments in Borno by the state government. For over forty years of the 
existence of Chibok Local Government, their roads have never been tarred. One of the 
researcher’s informants, who is in his sixties, said he has been hearing the rumors about the 
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construction of Chibok road since he was fifteen years old, and until now it has not been 
constructed.263 Some Muslim politicians have used the construction of the roads all these years 
as campaign promises to get votes from the people of Chibok but have never fulfilled those 
promises. In an informal discussion with a friend from Chibok, he told the researcher that the 
current president of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, Muhammadu Buhari, came to Chibok in 
1983 when he was the military head of the State of Nigeria and promised to construct the road. It 
was never done. 
The Christian leaders in Chibok feel that they are treated this way because Chibok Local 
Government is predominantly Christian, and therefore, the Muslim leaders at the state level 
would not want to aid the progress of the Christians. Michael Y., a pastor and an indigene of 
Chibok, when interviewed said that he was aware of the rumor of the construction of Chibok 
road at the time Ibrahim Babangida was the military head of state. He made the following 
remarks: “The Secretary to the Government wrote that the road to Chibok has been constructed 
and completed, but that wasn’t true.264 In addition to what Michael said, Balarabe T., a pastor of 
a Pentecostal church in Chibok who was also interviewed lamented saying, “…you can see the 
terrain where we are, you can see our roads, all these things are as a result of our faith. There are 
a lot of things that are supposed to come to us, because these people do not want those things to 
come to us so they divert them.”265 To buttress the claim of Balarabe, the researcher as an insider 
can testify of such marginalization and denial of rights. While serving as an evangelist in Kano 
State, Mairomo village in Kano State was denied electric services because they are Christians. 
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When the services were to be provided for some rural communities such as Mairomo, the electric 
poles were deliberately diverted, and this village was left out. Even today, the community has not 
enjoyed the electric services because of their Christian faith. 
Another case of denial of services was experienced by Adamu F., a pastor in Kaduna city, 
who shared that he is finding it difficult to get an indigene form (residency form) for his children 
in Kaduna North Local Government because of his religion and ethnicity.266 Added to the 
experience above, he also shared an experience of discrimination in a public hospital dominated 
by staff that are Muslims. Muslims who came behind him were attended to while he was left in 
the queue because by his appearance he was identified as a Christian.267 
Another experience of denial of government services in some Christian communities is 
that they do not have schools. Christian children have to walk several miles to attend school in 
Muslim communities. In addition clinics and hospitals are rarely built in Christian communities, 
and they often have no roads, no water, and no electricity. During electioneering campaigns, 
these communities are wooed with promises, but the politicians forget about those communities 
once they win the election. The only hope most of these communities have is the efforts of 
missionaries, churches, and Christian organizations who go to such rural communities to sink 
wells, build schools, provide teachers, train them in new techniques of farming, and build clinics, 
hospitals, or other health services. The good thing about the Christian community services is that 
they do not discriminate. The services are often provided for both Christians and Muslims. 
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Denial of Rights 
Christians in Northern Nigeria experience denial of rights as part of persecution. These 
denials of rights contravene the constitution of Nigeria, which in section thirty-eight, subsection 
one, guarantees religious freedom to Nigerian citizens. The Constitution says, “Every person 
shall be entitled to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, including freedom to change his 
religion or belief, and freedom (either alone or in community with others, and in public or in 
private) to manifest and propagate his religion or belief in worship, teaching, practice and 
observance.”268 
Contrary to the provision of the constitution, in many states in Northern Nigeria, 
Christians are often denied lands and places of worship. It is considered a crime to sell lands to 
Christians for the purpose of building a church.269 In places where the converted indigenous 
person owns inherited lands, he or she is not allowed to sell or donate such land for the purpose 
of building a church.270 Christians have to buy houses and begin to worship in them amidst 
hostility; sometimes they are chased out or beaten and sometimes dragged to the authorities. 
After several repeated experiences, some of the churches survive but some do not. The 
researcher also had some of these experiences in Kano State in his own church planting work in 
Hatsai and Banaka villages. Christian churches are destroyed sometimes at will by Muslim 
fundamentalists and sometimes with the help of government security agents.271 
Related to the problem of the difficulty of building churches and the destruction of same, 
in 2003, Ibrahim Shekarau won the governorship election in Kano State. One of his campaign 
promises to his immediate community of Giginyu was to remove an ECWA church, the only 
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church surviving in the community so that there would no longer be a church in Giginyu 
community. The ECWA church in question was located in a police barrack. The first step was to 
have the Muslim youth of the community attack the church, loot, and destroy it. Some of the 
youth were found wearing choir robes on the streets of Giginyu, and no one arrested them.272 The 
next step was to propose relocating the police barrack in which the church was situated to 
another community within Kano city and to build a hospital on that property, which he did; no 
church is allowed in all Kano state health institutions. That is how he got rid of the church.273 
Giginyu and Badawa are neighboring communities. The researcher was pastor of Glory Land 
Baptist Church Badawa and the closest neighbor to the ECWA Giginyu where this incidence 
occurred. Such experiences of demolition of churches are found in almost all the core-northern 
states of Nigeria. The Muslims have some level of restrain in demolishing churches at will in the 
Middle Belt region because of its Christian population. 
Another dimension to the persecution is in the denial of Certificates of Occupancy for 
church buildings, which is a right for all citizens, except if used for illegal activities. Christians 
are denied the Certificate of Occupancy even when they own the piece of land where they are 
able to build the church. In some cases, the Certificates of Occupancy that were issued during the 
colonial period are revoked.274 Christian churches occupy lands that have no legal government 
permission because they were denied legal documents. As such, the Muslims in authority feel 
free to attack and destroy them without any compensation. Some of those churches whose 
certificates are denied or revoked were, most of the time, the first to occupy those lands. This is 
because the Muslim authorities were in the habit of sending the Christians to build churches on 
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the outskirt of the cities. Eventually, those places get developed and become the envy of the town 
or city, and an example is Sabon Gari in Kano city.275 
Another form of denial of rights is in the provision of religious education. The 
government of Nigeria permits primary and secondary institutions teaching Christian and Islamic 
religious knowledge to be taught to students who come from such backgrounds. In Northern 
Nigeria, the authorities will normally employ teachers to teach Islamic religion and refuse to 
employ teachers to teach the Christian religious knowledge. In some cases, the Christian students 
are forced to attend Islamic religious knowledge classes, which is in violation of their 
constitutional rights.276 In tertiary institutions, Christian students are denied land to build chapels 
for worship while there are gigantic mosques and other smaller ones all over such campuses, for 
example at Bayero University Kano. In some places where Christian chapels were built for 
worship, the students and Christian teachers and professors have to fight both legal and physical 
battles to build and sustain those places of worship, such as the chapels in Ahmadu Bello 
University Zaria and Kaduna Polytechnic, Kaduna. Nuhu L., a Christian youth leader 
interviewed, shared his experience of involvement in the struggle for building the chapel at 
Ahmadu Bello University Kongo campus, which took both physical and legal battles to 
actualize.277 The Kaduna Polytechnic Chapel, where the author was a student and a member of 
the Christian community, was named Chapel of Victory because of the victory won in the 
physical fight between the Christians and Muslims over its construction. 
Constitutional rights of Christians are also violated when it comes to religious 
conversion. The freedom to change one’s religion is enshrined in the constitution of the Federal 
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Republic of Nigeria as a right for all Nigerians, but this is not applicable in Northern Nigeria. 
There has been a lot of evangelistic effort by Christians targeting the Muslims, and there have 
been conversions, but when people become Christians, they do so at the risk of their lives. The 
Islamic law prescribes a death sentence for any apostate. Three days are given to anyone who 
leaves Islam to recant his/her new faith and return to Islam after which if he/she does not, the 
person can be killed. Many Muslim background believers are still in hiding after several years of 
conversion. Some who are not killed are stripped of all they possess, including inheritance, 
wives, children, houses, businesses, and jobs. The difficulties these converts experience forces 
some of them to return to Islam. Missionaries working in Northern Nigeria are considering 
several strategies that will help sustain those who come to Christ from the religion of Islam. 
Extreme Persecution 
Christians in Northern Nigeria experience both mild and extreme persecution. Having 
discussed mild persecution in the form of marginalization, discrimination, and denial of 
constitutional rights, the researcher will discuss extreme persecution. This persecution should be 
understood as the type that results in the loss of many lives and a lot of property. Extreme 
persecution started in a large scale in the 1980s with mob violence that later transformed into 
terrorism in the 2000s where the key players are Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen. 
Mob Violence 
Violent religious and ethnic crises in post-colonial Nigeria began earnestly in the 1980s 
with mob violence. The first is the Maitatsine violence in the city of Kano, Nigeria, in 1980. The 
Maitatsine saga continued in some parts of the north like Bulunkutu, Jimeta Yola, Bauchi, and 
Kaduna. Maitatsine riots were more of intra-religious violence within Islam that involved 
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security agents, although some Christians and churches also suffered.278 The next large scale 
violence between Christians and Muslims took place in 1987 at Kafanchan. Then in 1992, there 
was the Zangon Kataf violence, which was ethno-religious and involved the Hausa-Fulani who 
are Muslims and the Kataf people group in Southern Kaduna who are Christians. The violence 
spread to Kaduna city and Zaria, and many churches were destroyed and many lives lost.279 The 
resistance of the Muslims of Kano to the planned Great Gospel Crusade of the German 
Evangelist Reinhard Bonnke in 1991 also resulted in the loss of lives and property.280 The 
occurrence of the ethno-religious crises continued to increase and spread to many other parts of 
Northern Nigeria to the extent that there are so many that it is difficult to chronicle all of them. 
The introduction of Shari’a in the year 2000 opened a new chapter of religious violence. 
In 2000, Christians in Kaduna protested against the introduction of Shari’a (the Islamic legal 
system), which was to be used in the state. They were attacked by violent Muslims, and this 
fiasco ended in some of the worst religious violence in the history of Nigeria as thousands of 
people—both Christians and Muslims—were massacred. It was during this violence that the 
Baptist Theological Seminary, Kaduna (where the researcher is a faculty member) was 
completely burned down by the Muslims.281 Another terrible attack on the Christians that started 
as political violence and ended up religious was the “Post-election Violence” of 2011 when 
Jonathan Goodluck, who is a Christian, won the presidential election in Nigeria, and Patrick 
Yakowa, a Christian, won the governorship election in Kaduna State. Violence erupted, hundreds 
of lives perished, and several churches and businesses were looted and burned.282 
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Discussing the extreme persecution experiences of Christians in Northern Nigeria with 
mob violence will begin with the experience of Caleb K., who was interviewed by the author. 
Caleb was at the center of the 1987 religious violence that took place in Kafanchan when he was 
a lecturer and Christian chaplain of the College of Education Kafanchan. In the incident, part of 
his house was burned. He also escaped a staged accident, and a hired assassin was sent to kill 
him, but the attempt failed. The assassin later confessed that he was close to stabbing Caleb, but 
he saw fire around him, which showed God’s power protecting him from being stabbed.283 
During the same event, some Christian leaders were targeted to be killed by the Muslims. Caleb 
was one of those on the list, but God spared his life. 
Sharing the experience of the Kafanchan 1987 violence, Mike C. told the researcher that 
at that time he was a young pastor of the Assemblies of God Church, leading a local 
congregation in a Muslim community of Maraban Jos. He told of suffering persecution as a 
result of the violent crisis that spread to different parts of Kaduna State. The owner of the 
property his congregation was renting was a Muslim. The landlady was forced by some fanatical 
Muslims to evict the church with a threat to burn down the house if she did not comply. A 
Baptist church graciously shared their property with the Assemblies of God Church until Mike 
was transferred to Kafanchan in 1994. In Kafanchan, he had opportunity of airing a radio 
program tagged “Sunday Meditation,” which attracted persecution to him. The Muslims went to 
the church he was pastor of with guns, daggers, sticks, and other dangerous weapons looking to 
kill him. They did this three times, and three times, they missed him. The denomination’s 
leadership had to quickly transfer him out of town for his safety.284 
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Another interview was with Pastor Suleiman B., who shared his experience with mob 
violence as an instrument of persecution by Muslims from the northeast. His first direct 
encounter with violent persecution was in September 1994 at Potiskum, Yobe State. While in the 
pulpit as a leader of worship in a Church of Christ in Nations (COCIN) service, they were 
informed that violence had broken in Potiskum town. When Baptist and ECWA churches were 
already in flames, some of the hoodlums moved to the Anglican church to burn it down, and the 
COCIN church was next. They had to quickly end the church service that day and ask members 
to go home. About fifteen of the members remained to put up some resistance, but they were 
overpowered by the mob. The Muslims came in and gathered all the pews and set them ablaze, 
but the fire from the pews could not reach the roof. So they climbed up and poured petrol (gas), 
but the roof did not catch fire. They also tried pulling down the pillars of the building, but the 
building was still standing. After the crisis, the COCIN church in Potiskum was nicknamed 
“Shegiyar church,” meaning “stupid church,” because it refused to be burned. Eleven churches 
were burned in the rampage, two pastors were killed, and many Christians were wounded.285 
Jeremy W., a pastor and an ecumenical leader, shared his experience with mob violence 
during the Shari’a violent crisis in Kaduna city in the year 2000. At the time of the crisis, Jeremy 
was the pastor of Rahama English Baptist Church, Darma Road, Kawo Kaduna. The church 
building was burgled, and property destroyed. He was fortunate that the building was not burned. 
The reason for that was because it was situated in the midst of houses belonging to Muslims, and 
burning it would affect the houses adjoining it. On February 20, 2000, when the violence started, 
Jeremy ran to his house, and Muslim youths came and surrounded the house. It took the 
intervention of another Muslim who persuaded them with money to go away. That is how his life 
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was spared. He and his family had to move to a military barrack for security.286 What is 
interesting in Jeremy’s experience is what prevented the Muslims from burning the church 
building as mentioned above. This reflection was the challenge that led him to go deeper into 
Christian-Muslim dialogue with a desire of finding a lasting solution to religious violence in 
Northern Nigeria. Presently, he is co-facilitating and coordinating Global Peace Foundation 
Nigeria. He is the Northern Nigerian coordinator of the foundation287 and chairman of the 
Christian Association of Nigeria, Kaduna State Chapter. The Shari’a 2000 crisis discussed above 
was the first encounter Ezra M., a Christian youth leader interviewed by the researcher, had with 
violent persecution. Three close relations of his were killed in that crisis. This was a bitter 
experience to him that lingered for many years.288 
The experience of the Zangon Kataf crisis of 1992 that spilled over to Kaduna city and 
Zaria and also involved mob violence was shared by Nuhu Z., a Christian youth leader who was 
interviewed. Zangon Kataf is a town in Zangon Kataf Local Government, Kaduna State. This 
ethno-religious violence took place between the Kataf people group, who are mainly Christians, 
and the Hausa-Fulani, who are mainly Muslims, as previously mentioned. In the crisis, Nuhu’s 
family house in Anguwar Rimi, Kaduna, was attacked. There was loss of property, but no life 
was lost in his family. However, some of his friends died, even Muslim friends. He also 
lamented the loss of his pastor, Rev. B. B. Bije.289 Nuhu still lives and works in Kaduna. 
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Mob violence against Christians also occurred when a man from Denmark by the name of 
Kurt Westergaard drew a cartoon of Muhammad, the prophet of Islam. 290 Most people from 
Borno State, both Christians and Muslims, did not know his name or whether he was a Christian 
or not. There were protests in the Muslim world about the cartoon, but for Christians in Northern 
Nigeria, it was a different thing. Informants in Borno State shared their experiences of what 
happened on February 18, 2006. The author interviewed Mark J., the current chairman of the 
Christian Association of Nigeria, Borno State Branch about the crisis, and he said that during the 
cartoon violence 56 churches were burned within 45 minutes and also families were burned alive 
in their homes.291 This figure is confirmed by Christianity in Crisis, a report published on the 
Danish cartoon violence by the Christian Association of Nigeria, Borno State Chapter. This 
report stated that 56 churches were burned, 51 Christians killed, and about N1.5 billion (one-and-
a-half-billion Naira) worth of property destroyed.292 Another person interviewed who shared his 
experience of the Danish cartoon violence was Collins T. He said that in Maiduguri, some young 
Muslim men came to his house with a gun to shoot him. Fortunately for him, he was not at home. 
He had to relocate his residence from that area for security reasons and the safety of his 
family.293 In the case of Desmond, a young pastor who was interviewed, he was a young boy 
when the Danish cartoon crisis took place, but what he saw was very traumatic for him.294 The 
fact that 56 churches were burned within the period of 45 minutes suggested a planned, well-
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coordinated attack. Christians were being attacked and killed for what one may consider 
unreasonable and unthinkable excuses. 
In the year 2011, a political crisis in Nigeria that became a bloody religious violence was 
the post-election violence. Jonathan Goodluck, a Christian just won the presidential election and 
Patrick Yakowa won the governorship election in Kaduna State. The political victory did not go 
well with the Muslims. Many towns and cities in Kaduna State, including Kafanchan, where 
Ezra M. was interviewed and shared his experience. Ezra and his friends were locked up in a 
house for one week because of the unfortunate incident. Many Christians lost their lives and their 
businesses, and houses and church buildings were burned or destroyed. Ezra is a pastor, and his 
church was closed down and had to move to another part of the town for safety because it was 
close to a danger zone. Ezra confessed that many of his members were traumatized, including 
himself, and they had to live with the trauma for several years.295 
Boko Haram 
The persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria as has been discussed started with mild 
persecution like discrimination and denial of rights and privileges and deteriorated into mob 
violence, which resulted in the destruction of lives and property. From 2009, the persecution had 
developed to full-scale terrorism with Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen as key players. In 2009 
a group called Ahlal Sunna wa lidda’awati wa al- Jihad, popularly known by the given nickname 
“Boko Haram,” appeared in Maiduguri, the Borno State capital. The group began their initial 
attacks on Christians, security agents, and government institutions; the last two are classed as 
products of the West, and by implication, considered Christian. Today, because of the lack of 
cooperation of other Muslims with their ideology of an Islamic state, they have also become 
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subjects of attack. A number of Christian leaders interviewed from the northeast shared their 
experiences of Boko Haram attacks. 
One of those interviewed was Bishara L., who is a pastor of the Eklesiyar “Yan’uwa a 
Nigeria (EYN), meaning Church of the Brethren in Nigeria. Bishara’s encounter with Boko 
Haram began when he was transferred to Ashigashiya, in Gwoza to work. Boko Haram made 
several attempts to kill him. He said, “They hunted me in the Gwoza area as an animal because 
they wanted to kill me.”296 He was transferred to Michika in Adamawa State, and they still 
followed him. He said that they wrote and dispatched letters, searching to kill him. His crime 
was that the medicine man who used to give them diabolical charms got converted to 
Christianity under his ministry, so the Boko Haram members could no longer receive diabolical 
powers from the former medicine man. Within three days of his transfer to Kautikari, which is 
his present place of ministry, Boko Haram launched an attack. For eight hours they were killing 
people and destroying houses without military intervention. Bishara suspected that because “The 
army commanding officer was a Muslim, he deliberately allowed Boko Haram to destroy the 
community because we are Christians.”297 For eight months they suffered constant attacks from 
Boko Haram, and three times they attempted killing him, but the Lord saved him.298 
Commenting further on what happened at Kautikari, Elisha O., a church elder from 
Kautikari, confirmed that Boko Haram attacked the village seven times, and in the first attack, 
seventy people were killed. He personally suffered loss. His shop was looted and burned down, 
and they burned the food stuffs he had gathered for the use of his family. He had to relocate his 
family to stay with his sister in Kano while he remained at Kautikari. Any time the Boko Haram 
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come to attack the village, they will always run to the bush. The pastor of their local church, who 
was not an indigene, could not endure the attacks, so he left. The elders continued to lead the 
church, meeting at 5 am for Sunday services in the open air. They were compelled to worship in 
the open because their church building was destroyed by Boko Haram.299  
In the interview with Suleiman B., he further narrated some experiences he had when 
Boko Haram started in 2009. It was in the night when he saw a team of about fifty members of 
Boko Haram passing through the street where he lived. They walked past his house and the 
church he was pastor of and went to neighboring churches, and they burned down quite a number 
of churches. He climbed on his roof where he watched what was happening. The sight was so 
devastating and traumatizing to him.300 Another experience with violence by Boko Haram was 
described by Desmond B., who is a young pastor of a Pentecostal church. In his residence at 
Bintu Sudan in Maiduguri, Desmond shared an experience of a day he was coming back from 
church when he heard the loud sound of a bomb blast which lifted up the roof of the house where 
he lived. After about five minutes, there was another explosion. The two explosions claimed 
about one hundred lives. There was also a day during the mid-week service while people were 
worshipping in the church where he is a pastor that they heard gunshots. It was an exchange of 
gunshots between Boko Haram and the security personnel posted at the church. Though the 
security personnel experienced some injuries, they were able to repel the attack.301 
Larai U., the national secretary of the Women Fellowship of the EYN Church, also 
shared a traumatic experience she and her family had in their encounter with Boko Haram. She 
traveled to the headquarters of the church in Mubi on October 29, 2014, for an official 
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assignment. While there she had her first encounter with a Boko Haram attack. This encounter 
forced them to immediately flee to Cameroon Republic for safety, coming back to Nigeria two 
weeks later.302 The second experience came three weeks after the Mubi experience in Chibok. 
On November 13, 2014, she had just come out of the bathroom when she heard gunshots. Both 
she and her husband quickly jumped into the car and started running for their lives while Boko 
Haram members were following them and shooting. At one point their car got stuck in a hole, 
and they quickly jumped out and ran on foot. They spent the night in the bush and were only able 
to arrive in Maiduguri, the Borno State capital, the following day. Meanwhile, their son had a 
wound from a gunshot. They later were able to take him to the hospital in Maiduguri for 
treatment. When they were finally able to come back to their house on January 20, 2016, they 
saw that Boko Haram had taken away everything they had in the house but did not burn it 
down.303 
In addition, Saleh F., a retired pastor and former leader of the Churches of Christ in 
Nations (COCIN) denomination, was interviewed about his experiences with Boko Haram. His 
son, a soldier, went missing in Gwoza when the town was captured by Boko Haram and made 
the capital of their “Caliphate.” At the time of the interview, it had already been four years that 
the parents had not seen him or had any news of his whereabouts. This is a traumatic experience 
for the family. Saleh confirmed that the people of Maiduguri live in fear because when any of the 
members of the family goes out, they are not sure the person will come back. There were bomb 
blasts almost every day in Maiduguri. “You don’t sleep well, and when you do sleep, you are not 
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sure of waking up alive the following day.”304 Collins T., a former chairman of the Christian 
Association of Nigeria Borno State branch, shared in the interview how he was pursued six times 
by members of Boko Haram in an attempt to kill him. These attempts were made on him because 
he was a Christian leader. In one of the incidences, both he and his secretary were chased. 
Unfortunately, his secretary was shot and killed.305 Collins narrowly escaped death. 
The painful experience with extreme persecution by Boko Haram can best be shared by 
the parents of the abducted Chibok girls. The researcher had the privilege of meeting with thirty-
two parents of the abducted girls in the course of his research in Chibok and interviewed Gregory 
J., the leader of the Chibok girls’ parents who is at the forefront leading others to share their 
story about the abduction of their children. Although there were a few Muslims whose daughters 
were abducted, Gregory is of the opinion that the abduction was targeted at Christians. In 
defense of this claim, Gregory said, 
…out of 219 schoolgirls abducted by Boko Haram in April 14, 2014 only 18 were 
Muslim girls. All 201 are Christians so the difference is clear, the reason why I say 
this is that, even before the night of the abduction, some of the Muslim parents sent 
to withdraw their daughters back home, not exposing the secret since the Principal 
was a Muslim, Vice Principal Administration a Muslim, so they knew about the 
abduction and withdrew their daughters and left our own. Only 18 Muslim girls were 
involved but 201, can you imagine all Christian daughters? So, it is really Christian 
persecution.306  
 
If Gregory’s claim to Christian persecution is true, why were Muslim girls involved? The 
following possible reasons could be suggested. Likely, the parents of these girls were not reached 
with the information about the planned abduction of the Christian girls, or they heard the 
information and made light of it and as such, they did not withdraw their children the night 
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before the abduction. Saratu Z., one of the mothers of the abducted girls interviewed, shared her 
experience: 
We had struggle, sorrow and pain when they abducted our children, we lost hope that 
we will ever see any of them. This thing that happened is new to us. It has caused 
sorrow and pain to us, but people all over the world have been praying and fasting 
for us. God in His mercies brought back our daughters. We are glad, but our joy is 
not complete because there are still others in the hands of Boko Haram that are not 
yet released. Whenever we see those parents whose children are not yet released, we 
are still in pain. We enjoin Christians the world over to keep praying for them and to 
do whatever effort they can to secure the release of the remaining girls in the hands 
of Boko Haram.307  
 
Saratu is one of the fortunate parents whose daughter has been released, but she confesses 
that her joy is incomplete without the release of other girls in the hands of Boko Haram. 
Abduction of Christian girls is not limited to the incidence of the Chibok girls. The incidence of 
Dapchi girls in Yobe State is still fresh in our memory where 110 girls were abducted. The 
federal government was able to negotiate for the release of all of them except for Leah Sharibu, a 
Christian girl who refused to renounce her faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.308 The case of Leah 
Sharibu further strengthens the fact of Christian persecution in the attacks of Boko Haram. 
Abduction of Christian girls and marrying them to Muslims predates the Chibok girls’ abduction. 
Mike C., an ecumenical leader in Chibok who was interviewed, confirms such abductions as he 
said, “We have had cases of Christian girls who are abducted, forcefully converted to Islam and 
married to Muslims and the parents of the girls are warned not to say anything. If they should say 
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anything, it could cost their lives.”309 An example of such is that of Mr. Jonathan and his 
daughter. 
On 15 November 2016, Mr. Jonathan Usman, a member of ECWA Church Abadawa 
in Saminaka town, Lere Local Government was scheduled to appear before a Shari’a 
Court. He was being forced to appear before this court by the abductors of his 15-
year-old daughter, Sarah Jonathan. She was abducted and taken to the Emir of 
Saminaka’s Palace on 16 August 2016. Her abductors stated that they had married 
her off to an unknown person, on the pretext that she had converted to Islam. Yet 
according to the laws of the land she was a minor who was subject to parental 
religion until reaching the age of maturity, and who should not marry without 
parental consent.310 
 
This incident took place in the researcher’s hometown, though he was not an eyewitness 
because he was not in Nigeria at the time of the incidence. Most Christian parents could not do 
anything about their abducted children, either because of poverty that they were not able to go to 
court or because they went to court and were denied justice because the judge was a Muslim. 
It should be noted that the experience of the attacks of Boko Haram is now not limited to 
Christians alone. Muslims are also being attacked by Boko Haram. The first reason for attacking 
Muslims may be their refusal to cooperate and accept Boko Haram ideology of an Islamic state 
so therefore are also considered infidels. The second possible reason may be when the Boko 
Haram runs out of food supplies and other necessities, they raid villages indiscriminately, and 
this might account for some of the attacks on Muslim villages and communities. The third 
possibility is shared by Christians in the northeast that since the Christians have been attacked 
and they refuse to take vengeance, as a result of answered prayer, God has turned the Muslims 
against each other. 
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A few years after the appearance of Boko Haram in the northeast of Nigeria, a strange but 
deadly terrorist group named Fulani herdsmen also appeared. The Fulani are roving nomadic 
people found in most countries of West Africa. These people invade villages overnight, wake the 
villagers with gunshots, kill whoever they see, loot, and burn down the villages. While the 
informants in Borno State shared their experiences with Boko Haram in the northeast, those in 
Kaduna shared the experiences they have been having with Fulani herdsmen in the Middle Belt 
of Nigeria. Unlike Boko Haram, the Fulani herdsmen do not target Muslims but Christian 
villages only. 
In the Fulani attack on Godogodo village, Benjamin Y., an ordained pastor interviewed, 
narrowly escaped death. The experiences were so traumatic to him and his family that he had to 
temporarily leave Godogodo to his hometown. The Fulani used their cattle to destroy farmlands, 
and on his farm, everything was destroyed which affected him economically.311 Most pastors in 
rural areas in his context are paid poorly, so they have to augment with farming in order to 
support themselves and their families. One of the greatest challenges at this period was that his 
parents and relations feared for his life and that of his family, so they tried to persuade him not to 
return to ministry. The Lord helped him to cross that hurdle. He is back and actively serving the 
Lord in the midst of security and economic challenges.312 Raymond D., an elder in the local 
church where he is a member, was interviewed and shared his experience of the attack on 
Godgodo on October 14, 2015. When the village was attacked by Fulani herdsmen, their 
farmlands were also destroyed, and they had to run from their homes and sleep in the bush. That 
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year, he harvested nothing because of the destruction by the Fulani herdsmen. In his opinion, 
“…the Muslims have ganged up against Christians—they try to take away our homes, use their 
cattle to destroy our farmlands, they even raped our women because they want to drive us away 
from the fertile land which God has given us.”313 Raymond concluded that apart from the effort 
to displace the community, this attack mainly on Christians is an attempt to deprive Christians of 
their right to worship God.314  
Concerned about the happenings in Southern Kaduna and the Middle Belt of Northern 
Nigeria, Charles W., a church elder that was interviewed, said that the experiences in the past 
few years in the region have been very horrific because villages and communities have been 
violently annihilated by Fulani herdsmen. Examples of such communities in southern Kaduna 
include Ninte, Gidan Waya, Godogodo, Tafan, Zankan, Bakin Kogi and many others.315 He 
claims these persecutions are a systematic attempt at uprooting the indigenous people from their 
ancestral lands by use of violent force which is ongoing in different Christian communities in the 
Middle Belt.316 The attack on his own village, Bakin Kogin Kaninkong, on February 19, 2016, 
provides a good example. He said the village was eclipsed completely by Muslim Fulani fighters, 
who were determined to wipe out the village and possibly take over but were repelled by the 
courage and fighting determination of the Christian youth of the community after a six to seven-
hour gun battle with the marauders.317As a Christian, Charles believe that the victory was not 
won ordinarily because of the fighting skill and determination of the youth of the community, but 
that the God of the Christians showed His omnipotent power over the force that came to 
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annihilate the Bakin Kogi community.318 The presence of the Fulani killers is still around the 
community, and many farmers have been killed while working in their farms. Charles claims that 
“the number of people being assassinated on their farms outnumber those from the attack of 
February 19, 2016”319 There have not been reasonable measures put in place by the government 
to protect these vulnerable Christians, which is the reason why most of them resort to self-
defense. 
Another case is that of Gwantu and surrounding villages that have had their own fair 
share of the Fulani herdsman attacks. Abraham G. in an interview with the author shared the 
experiences of June-July 2014 when the Fulani herdsmen carried out the calculated massacre of 
Christian men, women, and children in villages like Gobi, Ambei, Nandu, Fadan Karshi, Karshi, 
and Daji. He said hundreds of dead bodies were brought to the General Hospital in Gwantu. 
Reverend Jonathan of the Evangelical Reformed Church Gobi lost his wife in one of the attacks. 
Pastor Abraham described the experience as moving and traumatic.320 
In a related experience, Pastor Adamu F. also shared his experience in the interview with 
the author about the attempts made to kill him. He stated that he escaped gunshots three times. 
July and August of 2016 were the periods of the attacks on the communities of the Godogodo 
area. The attacks were so intense that everybody, including the pastor, had to run for their lives 
and ended up as displaced people depending for food and shelter on the goodwill of Christians 
from other villages that were not attacked. Adamu reported that when he returned to his house 
two days after they escaped, the police commandant that was posted to the community showed 
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thinking that myself and my family were in the pastorium, but we weren’t there. I saw the 320 
bullet shells.”321 The pastor shared the pain of losing three church members, and the crops on the 
farm were both stolen and vandalized by the Fulani herdsmen.322 
Summary 
The experiences of persecution which Christians in Northern Nigeria are experiencing 
can be summarized in the words of Bishop Joseph D. Bagobiri thusly: 
Christians of different traditions experience various forms of hostility from 
governments, organized militia terrorist groups and individuals merely as a result of 
their faith in Jesus Christ. They are driven out from their villages and towns while 
their houses and possessions are very often confiscated, their places of worship are 
destroyed, and the symbols of their Christian affiliation are destroyed or removed 
from public view. They are kidnapped, subjected to forced marriage, sold for 
ransom, imprisoned, tortured, and murdered only because they are Christians. 
Despite the fact that Christians make up roughly a third of the world’s population, 
there are still large pockets of the planet where they are targeted and hunted down 
simply because of their faith in Jesus Christ.323  
 
Having heard from Christian leaders in Northern Nigeria about what they are 
experiencing, this is proof that Christian persecution is a reality in Northern Nigeria. Thus, this 
work will now proceed to examine types of responses to the persecution of Christians in 
Northern Nigeria. These responses cut across two regions which are northeast (which Borno 
represents) and Middle Belt (which Kaduna represents). These two regions are the most affected 
by Christian persecution in Northern Nigeria. Responses in these two areas will represent the 
responses of Christians there. 
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Responses to Persecution in Northern Nigeria 
In dealing with the subject of persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria, the 
researcher used the theoretical framework of Glenn Penner’s Fight, Flight and Fortitude to 
discuss Christian responses to persecution in the region. The data gathered from Northern 
Nigeria was processed and used to examine the opinions of Christians in Northern Nigeria on 
fight, self-defense, and pacifism as valid Christian responses to persecution and also discuss the 
impact of the responses to persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria on evangelism and 
discipleship. 
Christian responses to persecution that should be considered valid must be the type that 
agrees with the teachings of the Bible. In pursuance of that, Christian leaders in Northern Nigeria 
were asked what they consider to be biblical Christian responses to persecution. Responses from 
Christian leaders in Kaduna State displayed in Appendix B, Table 5 show that thirty-five out of 
the seventy-nine respondents to this question consider pacifism to be the biblical response to 
persecution, representing forty-four-point-three percent. Self-defense was responded to by thirty-
four persons, representing forty-three percent. Two responses were for revenge, which 
represented two-point-six percent, and eight responded All of the Above, representing ten-point-
one percent. The responses above show that pacifism is the most biblical form of response to 
persecution though the margin in Kaduna State between pacifism and self-defense is very small. 
In Borno State, the Christian leaders were asked the same question as to what they 
consider to be biblical Christian responses to persecution. The results found in Appendix C, 
Table 5 are as follows: forty-nine out of the seventy-three respondents to this question consider 
pacifism to be the biblical response to persecution, representing sixty-seven-point-two percent. 
Self-defense was responded to by six persons, representing eight-point-two percent. Three 
responses were for revenge, which represents four-point-one percent. Fifteen responded All of 
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the Above, representing twenty-point-five percent. The responses of the Christian leaders in 
Kaduna State, representing the Middle Belt, and the responses from Borno, representing the 
northeast, show that Christians in Northern Nigeria consider pacifism as the most biblical form 
of Christian response to persecution. 
The persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria is largely coming from Islam, which is 
the most dominant religion in the region. Both Christians and some peace-loving Muslims have 
shared concerns about the spate of violence and have proposed the use of inter-religious dialogue 
as a means of tackling the problem of violence in Northern Nigeria and in the country as a 
whole. There are several groups in Nigeria, both those formed and/or supported by the federal 
government of Nigeria and non-governmental organizations, that are working hard at bringing 
Muslims and Christians in Nigeria to the dialogue table to discuss how to overcome religious 
violence in Nigeria. Such groups include the Nigeria Inter-Religious Council (NIREC), which 
was formed by the Nigeria Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs (NSCIA), the largest Muslim 
ecumenical group in Nigeria, and the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN), the largest 
ecumenical Christian body in Nigeria. The formation of NIREC in 2000 had strong support from 
the then President of Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo.324 An example of non-governmental 
organizations engaged in dialogue and peacebuilding in Northern Nigeria include the Interfaith 
Mediation Center in Kaduna run by Pastor James Wuyeh and Muslim Imam Ashafa. One of the 
informants in this research, Jeremy W., coordinates for Northern Nigeria the Global Peace 
Foundation, Nigeria.325 
The church should look critically at the value and importance of dialogue, which has both 
the potential of preventive and/or curative measures to violence. As a matter of necessity, 
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starting Christian dialogue groups will engage the Muslims in Northern Nigeria to have ongoing 
discussions towards peaceful coexistence. This section of the paper on responses to persecution 
will discuss the views and practical responses of Christians in Northern Nigeria as shared by the 
leaders. Glenn Penner’s theoretical framework of Fight, Flight and Fortitude will be used in the 
discussion. 
Fight 
Christians are followers of the Prince of Peace, and as such, they are expected in any 
place they find themselves to be ambassadors of peace. That is why it is an unpopular opinion 
among believers in Christ to advocate fighting or vengeance. However, this research discusses 
whether attacks and/or vengeance are or should be practiced by Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
There is further inquiry as to why in response to persecution some Christians resort to vengeance 
or attack on their persecutors. Again, to be answered in the discussion is whether Christians in 
Northern Nigeria approve of vengeance and attacks as valid Christian responses to persecution. 
Looking at the issue of attacks, Christians do not encourage fighting back, but when 
pushed to the wall, some have carried out vengeful attacks against their persecutors. Instances of 
such vengeful attacks can be found in the responses of Christians in the Middle Belt states where 
the Christian population is very significant in Northern Nigeria. During or after an attack, some 
Christian youths sometimes gather and mount reprisal attacks on Muslims and their 
communities, killing, maiming, and destroying their houses and mosques. To buttress this point, 
David R., who is a Christian traditional ruler, said in the interview: “like these herdsmen attacks, 
sometimes because the tension is high, when the youths hear that herdsmen have attacked a 
certain community, and since they expect the herdsmen to be Fulani or Muslims, the youths react 
by attacking any Fulani or Muslim who may be innocent and may not be aware that such attack 
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has been carried out.326 Mike C., another Christian leader who was interviewed, also confirmed 
that in Kaduna city, there has been a kind of vengeance on the Muslims by Christians, which has 
made it difficult for both Christians and Muslims to live together in certain communities.327 
This kind of fighting back or vengeance has been carried out in places like Kaduna city, 
southern Kaduna, Plateau, southern Bauchi and a few other places in the north. Brown O., a 
member of the National Christian Elders Forum and a foremost evangelist in Northern Nigeria, 
lamented that in Plateau State, the youths not only killed their victims but even ate the flesh of 
some of the victims, which is detestable, evil, and unacceptable to the Christian faith.328 In an 
informal conversation, a friend of the researcher who lives in Jos confirmed this claim. In one of 
the attacks in Jos, he happened to meet these youths, and they offered him some of the human 
flesh to eat, which he rejected. 
In further discussion on Christians fighting back or taking vengeance, the researcher 
came across an article written by Emeka Ibemere that claims to have discovered a Christian 
militia called Akhwat Akwop in Kaduna in 2011 that vowed to match Boko Haram blood for 
blood.329 The researcher, who is a resident of Kaduna city with a vast network of relatives, 
friends, and ministry friends and partners has never heard of such a group. If they have existed 
since 2011 in the city of Kaduna or any part of the state, the researcher should have heard about 
them or about an attack on Muslims by them. All information the researcher has about this group 
comes from Iemere’s article or from materials that referred to it. The researcher is not denying, 
but doubts, the existence of such a Christian militia in Kaduna and even in Northern Nigeria. 
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Christian leaders across Borno and Kaduna States discourage and/or condemn attacks and 
vengeance on the persecutors. Brown O., an evangelist in Northern Nigeria, in an interview said, 
“…we are against revenge attacks, because revenge attacks means that any Muslim you see, you 
attack even if the person knows nothing about the evil that has been committed. That we feel is 
not biblical and it is very wrong.”330 However, Kenneth C., a Christian elder and leader 
interviewed, argues that Christians should not quickly condemn such people who use revenge. 
He said, “Of course, there are people in the churches who say, ‘we have had enough of these 
nonsense’ so they resist. Of course, the pastors call such carnal Christians, but even the so-called 
carnal Christians have their own use in the Bible. The Lord prepares them for a time like that.”331 
This claim by Kenneth does not have a solid footing, and he did not provide any biblical 
reference to back up his claim of God using carnal Christians this way. He concludes that those 
whom God raises to deal with the Muslim fanatics, we should not condemn. Those whom God 
raises to pray should continue to pray.332 
Why should Christians resort to vengeance? In response to this question, as Kenneth said 
above, many Christians are tired of the killings and are looking for ways to stop it. Such 
Christians feel that the Muslims are taking the pacifism of Christians for granted, and if they 
fight back, it might reduce or stop the attacks. Another reason came from an informal discussion 
with a friend who is of the opinion that most of the Christian youths who are easily mobilized for 
reprisal attacks are orphans whose parents were killed in previous violent attacks while they were 
young children. They witnessed their parents being killed and their houses burned, and they were 
left as little children and orphans to fend for themselves. The deep-seated anger in them easily 
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makes them ready tools for counterattack. It should be noted that the Christian youths involved 
in those counter-attacks are often nominal Christians. However, there are many who do not agree 
with responding with vengeance. For instance, Brown O. stated in his interview that true 
Christians will not kill Muslims.333 Because of the fact that they bear Christian names and come 
from Christian families, the Christian fold must take responsibility for their misdeeds. Just as the 
Crusades were not fought by all Christians but Christianity is blamed for it, so it is in the case of 
the Muslims. Even though not all Muslims in Nigeria are Boko Haram, Islam is blamed for their 
attacks because members of Boko Haram are Muslims. In most cases when Christians are pushed 
to the wall, they carry out reprisal attacks, but they do not initiate the attacks themselves. The 
Christian leaders interviewed (with the exception of Kenneth and Charles) rejected the idea of 
attacks or vengeance as a Christian response to persecution. If such happens, it is considered a 
product of human weakness and not a biblically approved approach as a response to persecution. 
Flight 
Pacifism is the age-old, agreed-upon response to persecution known to Christians. This 
understanding has its roots in Christians’ interpretation of Jesus’s pacifist passages in the 
gospels, passages that teach pacifism in the treatment of the enemy in the Pauline epistles, and 
other New Testament passages that deal with responses of Christians to persecution. The stories 
of early Christian persecution and martyrdom contributed to this thinking. 
Turning to the qualitative research data for the discussions, the interviews show abundant 
data in support of pacifism as a more biblical way of responding to persecution by Christians 
which will impact positively on evangelism and discipleship. Bishara L., who was interviewed, 
is a pastor of the EYN church at Kautikari. He is a down-to-earth pacifist coming from the 
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pacifist background of the Church of the Brethren. He said, “God did not allow humans to kill.” 
As such he believes that Christians can only pray; they cannot even defend themselves. He 
insists, “If they are killing us, the highest thing we can do is to leave the place for them and 
flee.”334 He has demonstrated his belief by fleeing to different places as he is being chased by 
Boko Haram. Collins T., another Christian leader in Borno State, said in an interview that he 
responds to persecution by showing love to the Muslims and sharing the gospel of love with 
them. He said, “I have not personally gone out to defend myself physically, but I trust God, 
depend on Him, and ask him to help me.”335 He added, “The fact that they are violent sometimes 
it shows that if we are not violent is an indication, that we have something they do not have.”336 
The general type of response to persecution in Borno State as garnered in the interviews is not 
retaliation but prayer and leaving everything to God. Another pastor interviewed, Michael Y., 
stated that when you look at scripture, persecution of Christians is to be expected, and when it 
happens, a Christian should commit him/herself to God and not repay evil for evil.337 Judith M. 
when interviewed added, “I only pray, because our Lord has taught us not to retaliate, and our 
warfare is not carnal, we are only to pray and ask God to give us the grace to continue in the 
race.”338 
In Kaduna State, the response is slightly different. There are those who believe in 
pacifism, and there are those who do not. The discussion in this section will center on those 
responses that have to do with pacifism; self-defense will be discussed later. Some respondents 
from Kaduna State started with bitterness and hatred towards Muslims but later had a change of 
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attitude, and their actions and reactions were changed to love. This led them to seek dialogue and 
the welfare of the Muslims. One such is Caleb K., a Christian leader and university professor 
who confessed that he initially responded to the persecutions with” aggression and hatred.” In 
the interview he stated that he hated Muslims with a passion until he went to the seminary to 
study Islam and Muslim evangelism, and the knowledge he gained was instrumental in his 
change of attitude from hatred to love.339 Jeremy W. also shared a similar experience to Caleb’s. 
He said that he felt bitter about the Muslims and thought of fighting back during the attacks. 
What transformed him was first the scriptures that taught him to love his enemies and secondly, 
the reason why his church was not burned in the 2000 crisis in Kaduna. He felt that if the church 
could be spared because it was in the midst of the Muslims’ houses, then something positive 
could come from Christians relating closely with the Muslims.340 Another person interviewed 
was Ezra M., who said, “I was actually a pacifist as far as response is concerned, the reason 
being that the opponent is coming with arms and I do not have one and my Christian principle 
did not warrant me to buy and keep one as a way of defense, so I became defenseless. I was 
looking for a place to hide but with bitterness in my heart.”341 In the case of Ezra, it shows that 
there are many who practice pacifism just because they can do nothing, and this could easily 
happen where Christians are in the minority. It should be noted that interview respondents from 
Kaduna State who believe in pacifism also believe that a Christian can defend him/herself. 
If pacifism is the only valid option for Christian response to persecution, should 
Christians in Northern Nigeria flee? Where will over thirty million Christians flee to? One of the 
places the people of northeast found as a place of safety where they could run to is Plateau State, 
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where the Christians have been defending themselves. However, if they too were fleeing, where 
will the northeast Christians run to? The question is: could self-defense be a valid option as a 
Christian response to persecution? This will now lead to the discussion on self-defense as 
fortitude. 
Fortitude 
Fortitude is the courage, brevity, strength to face problems in life. The courage to defend 
one’s self in the face of aggression is considered fortitude in this paper. Self-defense in Nigeria is 
a constitutional right, and Christians as citizens of Nigeria have the right to defend themselves. 
Self-defense in the context of mass murder and wanton destruction of property is not only self-
defense but defense of the defenseless. The violence experienced by Christians in Nigeria (be it 
mob violence or a terrorist attack) does not follow the rules of war. Children and women, even 
pregnant women, are ripped open and killed. Self-defense is primarily considered when it comes 
to extreme persecution. While Christians are encouraged to endure mild persecutions as part of 
their Christian experience, they are also encouraged to defend themselves against genocide. 
The analysis of the questionnaire data on the type of response that is most biblical (see 
the results in Table 5) shows that almost all respondents from Borno State agree that pacifism is 
the most biblical way to respond to persecution. In Kaduna State, responses for pacifism and 
self-defense were almost equal. This shows that a large population of Christians in Kaduna State, 
representing the Middle Belt, believes that Christians can defend themselves against Islamic 
aggression that is annihilating Christian communities in the region. In the interviews conducted 
by the author, about ninety percent of those interviewed in Kaduna State agree that Christians 
can defend themselves, while in Borno State there are a significant number that still leave a 
window for possibilities of self-defense when pressed to the wall. 
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One person who expressed his view of self-defense is Nuhu Z., a young Christian leader 
who has been a leader of the youth wing of the Christian Association of Nigeria for the entire 
north. In an interview he clearly stated that when and if he is persecuted, he will defend himself 
physically, legally, socially, and in whatever way possible. He was one of those who fought for a 
place of worship in the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria Congo Campus mentioned previously. 
For him, these battles are to be fought both spiritually and physically.342 Another person who 
shared this position was Kenneth C. When interviewed, he expressed the opinion that it would 
irresponsible to stand and watch a man walk into his house to slaughter his wife and rape his 
daughter without putting up some resistance, especially since the constitution of Nigeria gives 
him the right to defend himself.343 He believes that pacifism should not be taken to the extreme. 
Kenneth has been a foundational leader of the Christian Association of Nigeria, and as a 
northerner living in Kaduna, he has experienced a lot of persecution since the 1970s. 
Darrell M. shared another perspective on the response of fortitude in his interview. 
Darrell is a pastor and a practicing lawyer, who like the researcher, has observed responses to 
persecution by Christians move from pacifism to violent resistance. He said, 
It came much later, when they discovered that their patience and desire to allow 
peace to reign meant they were going to be slaughtered more and more and 
Christians had to assert their rights since they have constitutional rights both to their 
lives and their right to worship and properties and so and so. They rose up in defense 
of those rights which includes religious rights and we have observed in the past 
twenty years or more, that Christians have actually resisted quiet very violently 
which was not the initial reaction earlier.344 
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Darrell lamented that Christians in Northern Nigerian have not effectively used legal 
means to defend themselves. He has seen a lot of violations of constitutional rights, wherein 
Christians should have sought redress in courts of law. He commented that Christians should get 
more organized and be involved in what he called “judicial activism.”345 Christian self-defense 
should lead to the enforcement of fundamental rights of citizens guaranteed by the constitution of 
the Federal Republic of Nigeria and by all human rights laws. The Christian Traditional Chief 
David R. in an interview opined that self-defense is sometimes necessary because if you do not 
do so you would just be killed, but he cautioned that Christians should not attack because 
attacking will violate the central teaching of Christianity.346 
Charles W., a local church elder who was also interviewed, is more radical in his views 
on self-defense. He said, “I am a complete believer in self-defense of Christians. Even if the self-
defense means someday, I will have to stop the attacker before he attacks, I will do it. The saying 
that the best form of defense is to attack makes sense to me, so sometimes if in defense you have 
to attack then you attack.”347 Here Charles seems to contradict most respondents who rejected 
the idea of Christians attacking the persecutor first. Can Charles’ idea be dismissed as 
unchristian? Can there be a critical situation that could warrant attack as a form of self-defense? 
This calls for a thorough study of the situation and context in the light of the scriptures before 
any step is taken. Caleb K. in an interview expressed the opinion that the way Muslims carry out 
the attacks on Christians in Northern Nigeria is a declaration of war, and when war is declared, 
he said you have no option but to defend yourself. Caleb encourages defense rather than offense 
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and further said, “When they attack us and we defend ourselves, we are justified to do so.”348 
Caleb raised the issue of weapons for defense, and he rejects the idea of churches stockpiling 
weapons in their churches in anticipation of attack, but individual Christians can legally own 
registered guns for self-defense and protection against all attackers, including armed robbers and 
dangerous wild animals. 
The constitutionality of self-defense was again emphasized by Jeremy W. in an interview. 
He said that even natural laws teach self-defense. He continued, “If I see danger coming, I do not 
have to look for the police to come and stop it. I should be the one to either run away from the 
danger or block the danger and the police can take care of the rest.”349 As much as he encourages 
self-defense, he discourages the idea of Christians being the first to attack the persecutors. 
While the respondents from the northeast overwhelmingly rejected the idea of self-
defense by Christians, some respondents still believe that some extreme situations could still 
warrant self-defense. After a good argument in favor of pacifism, Balarabe T., a Pentecostal 
pastor who was interviewed, concluded, “You know, when a person is pushed to the wall, there 
is nothing he cannot do, that is the thing.”350 By this he means there are people who had to 
defend themselves because that was the only option for them to survive or to help others to 
survive. At Mbalala, Gregory J. in his interview admitted that in their community they have 
young men who keep watch over their churches to ensure that the churches are not burned unless 
they are overpowered by Boko Haram who may have weapons to fight them.351 Collins T., a 
Christian leader in Borno State and an indigene of Chibok, revealed that in Chibok town the 
strategy they used for self-defense was to dig a deep ditch around the town, leaving only three 
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gates into the town through which people go in and out with vigilante or security agents manning 
those gates to prevent attacks from Boko Haram.352 About Kautikari in Chibok, Borno State, 
Elisha O., a church elder interviewed, said that in their village they defend themselves. He said, 
“We have a vigilante group that have been doing a good job, their efforts have strengthen us. 
Probably if not for their efforts, Boko Haram would have taken over our village.”353 In another 
interview, Michael Y., an ecumenical Christian leader, stated, “I know even in Chibok, there are 
people who will not tolerate nonsense for the sake of Christ. Anything bad done to them, they 
will retaliate.”354 Why are the stories of self-defense or some form of resistance more prominent 
from the Chibok area? Suleiman B., a pastor in Maiduguri, Borno State, who was interviewed, 
seems to shed some light on this when he commented that the reason for the people of Borno not 
defending themselves is probably because of the Christian population. He argued that if they had 
the Christian population strength of Kaduna or Plateau, they probably would have been 
defending themselves.355 Though some Christian leaders in Borno State would argue otherwise, 
this claim makes some sense. 
Why is self-defense an important discussion as a response to persecution and violence in 
Northern Nigeria? First, in places or communities where the government truly guarantees the 
security of lives and property of their citizens, there might not be any need for discussing self-
defense because security issues will be adequately handled by government security agents. But 
where the security agents are suspected to have colluded with the criminals to destroy Christians, 
the writer supports the opinion of those who advocate the option of self-defense in a situation of 
this nature. This issue of collusion of security agents is substantiated by the alert raised by 
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Theophilus Danjuma, a retired military general who said that the Christian and ethnic 
populations of the Middle Belt would be wasting their time waiting for the military or police to 
protect them. He stated that “the military collude with the terror groups and facilitate their 
carrying out the killings across the land.”356 The only measure for survival, if they are able, is 
self-defense. It should be noted that the persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria is not an 
official government policy. Christians are not officially hunted by the government though in 
some cases, government means have been used indirectly in Northern Nigeria to persecute 
Christians. If it were a direct government policy, then protests and nonviolent resistance could be 
used to persuade the government to revoke such policies. 
The impossibility of nonviolent resistance in most of the Nigerian cases of violence is 
evidenced in the case of Shari’a violence in Kaduna in the year 2000. When there was an official 
government policy to introduce Shari’a in the state, Christians gathered, prayed, and marched to 
the capitol to present a protest letter to the governor. Muslims attacked the Christians, and it 
resulted in the most deadly and destructive religious violence ever experienced in the state. The 
Christians had to fight hard to defend themselves against the aggressors.357 Where nonviolent 
action will work, the writer believes that Christians in Northern Nigeria prefer to use it. 
The second reason why the discussion on self-defense is an important response is when 
genocide is involved. If Christians can afford it, they should be able to defend themselves to 
prevent mass destruction of lives. In most of the attacks by both Boko Haram and Fulani 
herdsmen, there has been mass destruction of lives of men, women, and children. Communities 
have conducted mass burials of hundreds of victims of such attacks. Elisha O., an interviewee, 
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gave the example of the genocide in Kautikari, where in the first attack of Boko Haram in the 
village, they killed seventy people.358 Abraham G., a pastor, testified in an interview that in the 
attacks in the Gwantu Area “hundreds of dead bodies were brought to the General Hospital in 
Gwantu.”359 There are dozens of such heartbreaking stories of genocide and attempts to wipe out 
Christian communities, both in the northeast of Nigeria and the Middle Belt, that force the writer 
to raise the question as to whether it is ethical to have the means of stopping such genocide and 
yet refuse to do so under the pretext of Christian principles. This ethical question needs to be 
explored further by Christian scholars and theologians. 
The third reason for advocating self-defense has to do with the defense of the weak and 
vulnerable, which is a Christian duty. As mentioned above, the persecution attacks do not spare 
women and children. Christians through self-defense should rise and protect women from rape 
and all forms of abuse and death. The abducted Chibok girls provide an example of such abuse, 
and if Christians can put up a resistance that could avert such occurrences, such action will be a 
great service to the church and humanity. 
The problem with self-defense is the difficulty of drawing the boundary line between 
self-defense and vengeance. This is evidenced in the answers of the respondents in both the 
interviews and the questionnaires. Many respondents see vengeance and self-defense as the 
same, hence the rejection of self-defense. And the other way around, many Christians, especially 
the youth, are engaged in vengeance in the name of self-defense. The question is: who 
determines what is self-defense and what is vengeance? Christian leaders and scholars should be 
able to engage the study of the scriptures and their context in order to provide solutions to such 
problems. 
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It is very important to look at types of self-defense as proposed by the writer, which in his 
opinion will further help in explaining the meaning and importance of self-defense and how it 
should be carried out in a proper manner. First is confrontational self-defense. In this type of 
defense, the persecuted confronts the aggressor with or without weapons in order to repel the 
impending attack. This confrontation may result in loss of lives, especially if it involves armed 
conflict. In some cases, it is a mere threat that will send the enemy away. For example, the writer 
as a Christian student leader at Kaduna Polytechnic, Nigeria in the early 90s together with other 
leaders of Christian groups, was tired of yearly attacks on campus by a fanatical group of 
Muslim students on Christians during the Ramadan fasting period. He invited all Christian 
students prior to the fasting in 1993 and instructed them to be ready to defend themselves in case 
of any aggression. The Muslim students heard of the plan and could not carry out any attack that 
year, and the Christian students enjoyed peace in subsequent years on campus. 
The writer does not subscribe to the idea of attack first like Charles W. believes to still 
be, if necessary, an acceptable Christian form of self-defense,360 nor does he agree that Christians 
should stockpile weapons in their churches, waiting for anticipated attacks from Muslims. 
Rather, he believes that when Christians are confronted with evil, such as will cause genocide, 
they should resist it with whatever is available to them—be it stones, sticks, cutlasses, or legally 
acquired guns. Brown O. when interviewed testified that God has been giving Christians victory 
even when they resist with inferior weapons.361 Confrontational self-defense, especially if it 
involves armed struggle, should always be the last option to a Christian after all other options fail 
to achieve the desired goal. If possible, avoiding it at all is the best option. 
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Second, is apologetic self-defense. In some cases, Christians are persecuted because of 
false information about Christianity or the Christian faith peddled by enemies of the cross. While 
in Kano, Nigeria, the writer was reasoning with a Muslim group and trying to enlighten them 
about Christianity and got to discuss the subject of being born again. One of the participants 
quickly responded that they were told that Christians sometimes gather for meetings in the night 
and commit adultery and fornication in the church, and some of the women will get pregnant. 
The children born of these pregnancies come out with unusually curly hair. These kind of 
children, he said, are the born again. This kind of misinformation can create hatred for Christians 
and make them vulnerable to unnecessary attacks. No wonder when there are natural disasters, 
Christians are also attacked as being the cause because of their alleged immoral lives. The 
researcher had to educate the Muslim group on what Christians teach about being born again to 
clear the air. Christian apologetics should go beyond just educating Christians on how to defend 
the faith against the attacks of the enemy and also focus on the explanation of the Christian 
message and doctrines to those who are not Christians, especially those who find themselves in 
the context of persecution. Good apologetics of this type will reduce persecution that arises from 
ignorance or misinformation. 
Third is legal activism and advocacy as a type of self-defense that Christians can use. 
Christians should study the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria thoroughly and be 
acquainted with their rights and privileges as individuals and as a group. As a form of self-
defense, they should seek redress in courts of law. Darrell M. in an interview lamented that 
Christians in Northern Nigeria have been experiencing persecution which amounts to violation of 
their fundamental human rights as citizens of Nigeria but have not “seriously sought redress in 
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courts of law.”362 Some Christians avoid going to court because they argue the scripture forbids 
Christians to go to court (I Corinthians 6:1-6). It should be understood that Paul taught that a 
Christian should not take a fellow Christian brother or sister to court because they have the 
leadership of the church to settle disputes among Christian brethren. However, unbelievers 
cannot be judged by the elders of the church and can be taken to court. The fear that judgment 
may be overturned to favor Muslim attackers is real. The writer has experienced such injustice as 
mentioned earlier, but there are also cases, though rare, where justice has been upheld by courts 
of law in the region. Christians in Northern Nigeria should consider forming Christian activism 
and advocacy groups that will engage in defending Christians and the Christian cause within the 
context of the law. 
In the foregoing discussion, self-defense is not limited to armed struggle with the 
opponent. There are other options, and it is suggested by this researcher, as noted above, that the 
use of armed force should be the last option to a believer when all other options fail. 
Impact of Responses to Persecution on Evangelism and Discipleship 
Reading about the impact of the responses of Christians to persecution on evangelism and 
discipleship will help the reader to understand that responses to persecution can produce either a 
positive impact or negative impact on evangelism and discipleship. Understanding the results of 
either negative or positive responses to persecution will provide a guide to believers to focus on 
responses that will be more beneficial for kingdom purpose. The field research data of both 
interviews and questionnaires reveal the impact that different types of responses to persecution 
by Christians in Northern Nigeria have on evangelism and discipleship. The data on the impact 
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of responses to persecution is categorized into positive responses that promote evangelism and 
discipleship and negative responses that inhibit evangelism and discipleship. 
Impact of Positive Responses to Persecution on Evangelism and Discipleship 
In both the interviews and the questionnaires, there were responses that were considered 
positive that impact and promote evangelism and discipleship in the context of persecution, 
evidenced in the data and discussions below. There were several people interviewed who 
described how proper response to persecution could aid in evangelism. Darrell M. shared the 
opinion that Christians, when persecuted, should be prayerful and maintain a right relationship 
with God. In response to persecution, Christians should be good to their persecutors, pray for 
them, and protect them when they are in trouble. These he believes will continue to keep open 
the door of dialogue and possible continuous witness to them.363 Building on the aforementioned, 
Caleb K. insisted that the best response that will impact evangelism and discipleship is to show 
love, respond to the persecutors with care, and show understanding. He commented, “There is 
nothing that pleases the Muslim like showing understanding to him/her as a person and then as a 
Muslim.”364 He also emphasized the need for Christians to stop mocking and demonizing the 
religion of Islam. He said these actions close the doors for evangelism. Dialogue is another way 
of responding that will open doors for evangelism and further discipleship, but in dialogue, 
Christians should engage the Muslims in a respectful manner. Caleb is a living testimony to the 
importance of such relational efforts in reaching Muslims, even in the context of persecution.365 
While the researcher was in Caleb’s house for this interview, a Muslim couple walked in who 
have adopted him as their father because of the kind of relationship he maintains with Muslims. 
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In the same spirit, Collins T., a Christian leader in Borno State, maintains that Christians 
should show love, friendship, care, and openness to the Muslims. When you show them love, 
you will be able to attract them. He recommends that you “give them gifts, visit them when they 
are sick, take them to the hospital, and pay their bills if you can afford to, and correct their 
children if they are misbehaving.”366 This recommendation shows the importance of being 
involved in the life of the persecutor in order to win him/her to Christ. Collins testified of a 
Muslim couple naming their daughter Rahab after his wife, not minding the Christian name 
because of the impact of the relationship they have had with them. Gregory J. said, “Be truthful, 
be factual, and do not fear persecution. Don’t involve yourself in cheating. Let your ‘yes’ be 
‘yes’ and your ‘no’ be ‘no.’ When you do good to them, you are spreading the gospel.”367 
Larai U., a Christian women’s leader interviewed, added to the story by saying that 
Christians should not stop preaching the gospel even in times of persecution. She emphasized 
that those preaching the gospel should live the gospel and share with those in need. Instead of 
using guns to respond to persecution, Christians should take the Bible and respond.368 To 
effectively use the Bible to respond to persecution, Audu K. in an interview recommended the 
development of strategic evangelism and discipleship using biblical wisdom and principles to 
reach and penetrate the so-called no-go areas in spite of persecution and tendencies. This 
recommendation is very important because traditional ways of evangelism are increasingly 
becoming dangerous in Northern Nigeria because of the activities of the terrorists.369 Practical 
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Christian living breaks the wall of hatred and opens doors for the communication of the gospel. 
Thomas P., a church elder responding to the questionnaires, buttressed this point by saying, 
“Christian reaction speaks silently to unbelievers, because the extent of endurance and patience 
of Christians surprises other religions. The unbeliever’s interaction with Christians in day-to-day 
living can be a door for evangelism.”370 Christians are called to be the salt and light of the world 
and by this lighten the dark places of the earth with the gospel. 
Impact of Negative Response to Persecution on Evangelism and Discipleship 
It should be noted that responses to persecution in Northern Nigeria have both positive 
and negative impact on evangelism and discipleship, depending on the type of response. Having 
seen the positive impact above, it is important to discuss areas where the responses are impacting 
evangelism and discipleship negatively. Relationship is of primary importance when it comes to 
evangelism and discipleship. Good relationships will open doors for Christian witness while bad 
relationships can close doors. In the questionnaire administered to Christian leaders in both 
Kaduna and Borno State, the leaders were asked what they thought has been the result of 
Christian responses to persecution in terms of relationship with their religious neighbors in 
Northern Nigeria. 
Responses from Kaduna State found in Appendix B, Table 7 reveal that twenty-one 
respondents are of the opinion that the responses have resulted in peaceful co-existence, which 
represents twenty-five-point-six percent of the eighty-two that responded. Forty-two answered 
that the responses to persecution have generated enmity and suspicion, which represents fifty-
one-point-two percent. Nineteen respondents are of the view that the responses have brought 
broken relationships between Christians and their religious neighbors, which represents twenty-
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three-point-two percent of the responses. The responses above show that responses to 
persecution by Christians in Northern Nigeria have brought enmity and suspicion in community 
relationships in some or most parts of Northern Nigeria. 
The same item did not have the same result in Borno State. The results of the item on 
relationships with religious neighbors as a result of responses to persecution shown in Appendix 
C, Table 7 about Borno shows that thirty-four respondents are of the opinion that the responses 
have resulted in peaceful co-existence, which represents forty-five-point-four percent of the 
seventy-five persons who responded. Eleven who participated agreed that the responses to 
persecution has generated enmity and suspicion, which represents fourteen-point-six percent. 
Thirty respondents are of the view that the responses have resulted in broken relationships 
between Christians and their religious neighbors, which represents forty percent of the responses. 
The research above show that responses to persecution by Christians in Northern Nigeria have 
brought peaceful co-existence in community relationship in some or most parts of Northern 
Nigeria. 
Comparing and contrasting the results from Kaduna and Borno, it can be deduced that the 
Christians in Borno State are living more peacefully with their Muslim neighbors. Their problem 
is with Boko Haram terrorists, who also attack Muslims for not buying into their ideology. In 
Kaduna State, where experiences with religious crises since the 1980s have forced Christians to 
relocate to the southern part of the city for safety, has also forced Muslims to move to the 
northern part of the city for safety. Today, there are communities in the southern part of the city 
where no Muslims live and also communities in the northern part where no Christian live. The 
results show that the religious violence and persecution have impacted community and personal 
relationships negatively and that the relationships with the Muslims are that of suspicion and 
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enmity. With these kinds of relationships, evangelism and discipleship become difficult and even 
when they are done, they are often not effective. In one of the researcher’s summer trips to 
Nigeria, he went to preach in a church in the southern part of the city. The Christian church 
member who gave him a ride back home, upon crossing the Kaduna River which is the boundary 
mark of the northern and southern part of the city, told the researcher: “You people living in this 
part of the city are trying. Whenever I cross this river to the northern part, I feel I am in the 
enemy’s territory.” This is what responses to persecution that have degenerated to vengeance can 
cause. 
In the questionnaire, respondents were asked what impact the responses to persecution of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria have had on evangelism and discipleship. The general response 
has been that the persecution has reduced and/or rendered evangelism and discipleship almost 
impossible. Lawrence A. said, “Such nasty and horrible action stopped mission work in Gwoza 
badly.”371 There are now no-go areas for Christians to preach the gospel. In some areas, whole 
Christian communities have been destroyed, and the believers have moved to live as refugees in 
the city of Maiduguri and other places that are safe. The researcher had an informal visit to one 
of the internal displaced persons camps managed by the Christian Association of Nigeria. What 
he saw was a pathetic situation. Commenting on the negative impact of the responses of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria, Ruth R. a women’s leader who responded to the questionnaire, is 
of the opinion that defensive responses to persecution have made nonbelievers unable to see 
Christians as the true light.372 This shows that self-defense, as understood by the respondent, has 
portrayed Christianity in a bad image and is affecting evangelism. Patrick L. also responded to 
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the questionnaire and opined that responses to persecution in his context have a negative impact 
on evangelism because the relationships with Muslims have degenerated to suspicion and 
acrimony.373 Dora H., a young Christian leader, in response to the questionnaire said that 
movement to places of safety as a response to persecution has affected evangelism in the areas 
where the Christians are leaving while the church is growing in the places of safety where the 
Christians fled to.374 Tanimu A., a pastor who also responded to the questionnaire, addressed the 
issue of fear as a response which has hindered evangelism and discipleship. He also looked 
critically at the money and other resources spent on security apparatuses in Northern Nigeria. 
These resources, he said, would have been channeled to missions and evangelism, but the 
churches are forced to devise means of defense to protect lives and property against terrorist 
attacks.375 
The interview data also shows that there is a negative impact to evangelism and 
discipleship in some types of responses to persecution. The kinds of responses generally rejected 
and condemned by the respondents are attacks and vengeance, which they believe will produce a 
negative impact on evangelism and discipleship because they do not give the Christian faith a 
positive image.376 To buttress this point, Michael Y., a Christian leader, says that “when 
Christians react to persecution by taking revenge, by the time normalcy returns, you cannot 
evangelize them because what you have done contradicts your preaching, so you have no 
message for them.”377 Caleb K. in an interview also condemned attacks on Muslims as a 
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Christian response to persecution since it would be counterproductive in evangelism and 
discipleship. He said, “I see Christians go to burn Muslim places of worship in reaction to the 
burning of churches. We don’t have that pattern in the Bible. I see Christians respond to Muslims 
with abusive language just as Muslims also abuse us. This does not promote evangelism and 
discipleship.”378 Caleb recommends that Christians should study the Muslim scriptures so that 
they will learn more about them and be able to respond appropriately. 
Another form of response to persecution that is impacting evangelism and discipleship 
negatively is that of some Christians who are weak in faith and are returning to African 
traditional religion and occultism for power in order to protect themselves and protect the 
church.379 Brown O., an evangelist in Northern Nigeria, gave an example of people in Plateau 
State who were eating the human flesh of their victims.380 This is not an acceptable form of 
Christian response to persecution. The writer was shocked that the eating of human flesh was not 
limited to the Christians in Plateau State, but was also in Borno State. Judith M. claims that some 
Christians in southern Borno and parts of Adamawa “have become diabolic in trying to protect 
themselves from persecution. Some have taken even to eating human beings in the name of 
protecting themselves.”381 When Christians are turning to fetish practices and becoming 
cannibals, then those Christians should first be evangelized and discipled. 
There are also some weak Christians whose response is to leave the faith. Some have 
become Muslims for fear of persecution. The unfortunate thing is that Boko Haram now does not 
spare Muslims, except if the convert to Islam joins them or accepts their ideology. There are 
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those who renounce Christ, and the persecutors take them for hypocrites and execute them.382 In 
support of the claim that some Christians respond by converting to Islam, Bishara L., a pastor 
who was interviewed, lamented, “Some Christians because of worldly things have converted to 
Islam. Some get converted for fear of death, while others compromise and claim that since they 
were forced to be converted to Islam, God will understand.”383 In some cases, the persecutors 
provide some incentives to lure Christians, especially the rural poor, to Islam, and sometimes the 
incentive promised is to spare their lives if they will convert to Islam. Many weak Christians 
have fallen for that kind of deception. 
Summary 
This section on the impact of the responses to persecution shall include the beautiful 
comment of John B., a church elder in his denomination. In response to the questionnaire, he is 
of the opinion that responses to persecution have both negative and positive impacts on 
evangelism and discipleship. He looked at it from the angle of migration and mass movement, 
either as refugees or those looking for places of safety. This type of response in some cases tends 
to hinder evangelism and discipleship since the community is scattering, and in some cases, the 
scattered believers result in further spread of the gospel and multiplication of disciples and 
churches.384 Joseph Bagobiri’s comment further buttresses this point. 
While the blood of the martyrs had been the seed of the Church in some places, we 
have seen also that in many other places, discrimination, violence and martyrdom 
have been the reason for the death of the church and Christian communities. While 
the persecution of Christians has led to the birth of the Church in some parts of the 
World such as ancient Rome and Albania, the same persecution has led to the 
extinction of the Church in many parts of the world.385 
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Bagobiri’s comment is a reality staring in our faces as we reflect on how strong the 
church in North Africa was and how Islam with both mild and extreme persecution almost wiped 
out the church in that part of Africa. The writer also draws strength from the optimism of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria who believe that the church will survive the storm of persecution 
and grow stronger. Appendix B, Table 6 shows that Christians in Kaduna share this optimism as 
they responded to this item of the questionnaire that sought to understand what Christians in 
Northern Nigeria think of the future of Christianity in the region if the persecution continues. 
Nineteen of the eighty-three who responded to the question were of the opinion that the Christian 
faith will survive the storm of the persecution, and they represent twenty-two-point-nine percent. 
Thirty-one were optimistic that Christianity will grow even stronger, which represents thirty-
seven-point-four percent. Four respondents were of the opinion that Christianity will be wiped 
out, which represents four-point-eight percent. Twenty-nine responded that Christianity will be 
weakened and will remain weak if the persecutions continue, which represents thirty-four-point-
nine percent. The responses for Item 6 in Table 6 indicate that Christians in Northern Nigeria are 
optimistic that the Christian faith will survive the storm and even grow stronger. 
The Christians in the northeast, represented by Borno, also expressed their faith and 
confidence that the church in Nigeria will survive the storm and grow stronger. Appendix C, 
Item 6 sought to understand what Christians in Northern Nigeria think of the future of 
Christianity in the region if the persecutions continue. Thirty-four of the seventy-six who 
responded to the question in Borno State were of the opinion that the Christian faith will survive 
the storm of the persecution, and they represent forty-four-point-eight percent. Twenty-two were 
optimistic that Christianity will grow even stronger, which represents twenty-eight-point-nine 
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percent. Seven respondents were of the opinion that Christianity will be wiped out, which 
represents nine-point-two percent. Thirteen responded that Christianity will be weakened and 
will remain weak if the persecutions continue, which represents seventeen-point-one percent. 
The responses for Item 6 in Table six indicate that Christians in Northern Nigeria are optimistic 
that the Christians faith will survive the storm and even grow stronger. 
Christians in both the Middle Belt and the northeast believe that though there are negative 
responses that inhibit evangelism and discipleship, there are also positive responses that are 
opening doors for evangelism and discipleship. They believe both that the church in Nigeria will 
survive the storm and come out stronger. The researcher holds the opinion strongly that proper 
responses to persecution by Christians are key to the survival of the church through the storm. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, it has been established that the suffering which Christians are 
experiencing in Northern Nigeria can be termed Christian persecution in spite of the number of 
Muslims who are also affected due to their refusal to align with the Islamists. Christians have 
suffered persecution in varying degrees. It started with mild persecution of discrimination and 
denial of rights and deteriorated to violent, destructive persecution now inflicted by Islamist 
terrorists. Christians see value in enduring persecution as pacifists and encourage that, but in the 
wake of genocide and mass waste of lives, Christians are encouraged to defend themselves since 
the government of Nigeria is not proactive in defending the Christians. Responses to persecution 
have both positive and negative impact. Pacifism is highly recommended for its positive impact 
on evangelism and discipleship while vengeance and attacks are rejected because of their 
negative impact on evangelism and discipleship. Self-defense as an option for Christians is still 
in the developmental stage. Because of mass murder and genocide and the Christian duty and 
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responsibility to defend the weak and poor, some Christians now see value in adopting self-
defense as an option for Christians facing persecution. As the researcher studied responses to 
persecution in Northern Nigeria, the great encouragement reflected was the optimism that the 
church will overcome the storm of persecution and emerge a stronger church. The next chapter 
will examine the responses of the early church to persecution to gain insights for Christians in 

















BIBLICAL AND HISTORICAL RESPONSES TO PERSECUTION 
 
Introduction 
Responses to persecution may differ from person to person; even church communities 
may differ from others on how to respond to particular forms of persecution. In order to provide 
a balanced view on Christian responses to persecution, there is need to look at Jesus’ example, 
the teachings of Christ, and the apostles in the New Testament. There is also a need to learn 
historically from early Christians in order to further provide a balance as Christians seek to 
appropriately respond to persecution in contemporary milieu. This chapter explores the biblical 
and historical responses to persecution to provide such balance to the reader. 
Biblical Responses to Persecution 
For Christians in Northern Nigeria to develop the right kind of response to persecution, 
they need to look at the examples provided in the scriptures. Jesus provides the primary example 
of all Christian actions and behavior; his experiences with persecution and what he taught about 
persecution provide the foundation for developing an appropriate response to persecution. This 
section will examine each of these: Jesus’ persecution, his sayings about the disciples’ future 
persecution, and then the biblical passages that are most commonly used to justify responses to 
persecution by churches in Northern Nigeria. 
Persecution of Jesus 
Fulfilling the “Suffering Servant” prophecies of Isaiah (42:1-4; 52:13-15; 53:1-12) Jesus 
suffered persecution from the beginning of his ministry to the end of it on the cross. This section 
of the paper will look at the persecutions of Jesus, why he was persecuted, the acceptance-
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rejection tension, and the blessings from the persecutions. From childhood, Jesus began to 
experience persecution when Herod ordered the killing of infants in Bethlehem (Matthew 2:16). 
The flight to Egypt marked the beginning of Jesus’ experience in response to persecution 
(Matthew 2:13-18). In Luke, Jesus’s rejection was predicted by Simeon who said that the “child 
is destined for the fall and rising of many in Israel” (2:34). He further predicted Jesus’s rejection 
by the Jews and death (9:22, 44; 17:25; 18:31-33). The whole of his life and ministry is put in the 
context of persecution, culminating in his death.386 As part of the fulfillment of Simeon’s 
prophecy, Jesus’ first sermon in the synagogue in Nazareth met with bitter resistance (Luke 4:16-
30)387 from the Jews who intended killing him, “but he walked right through the crowd and went 
on his way” (v. 30). 
The four Gospels have many examples of the persecutions that Jesus experienced and 
record his responses to them. The persecution he experienced ranged from mild to extreme 
persecution. Glenn M. Penner outlined an overview of the hatred and persecution of Jesus in the 
Gospel of John. These include rejection by his own immediate family (7:1-10). His family 
members did not initially believe him; his siblings (Mary’s children born after Jesus was born) 
were rather mocking him. In another development, Jesus was threatened with arrest (7:30, 44-52) 
by leaders of the Jews who even sent officers to arrest him, but they couldn’t lay hands on him. 
He is further threatened with stoning (8:59; 10:31); this time around, he hid himself and escaped. 
John also pointed out that his reputation was besmirched (9:24-29), he was slandered (10:19-21), 
and finally he was arrested and killed on the cross (18:1–19:37).388 
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Jesus suffered opposition from the leaders of the Jews (the scribes, the Pharisees, the 
Sadducees, lawyers), who set traps with their questions and planned continually how they might 
arrest and kill him. He stood up as a witness to the truth during his questioning before the judges 
who passed a death sentence on him. To Jesus, the crucifixion was not a tragic failure of his 
mission but rather its fulfillment.”389 Christians in Northern Nigeria need to develop this kind of 
attitude to persecution, which acknowledges that persecution does not portray the Christian as a 
failure but on a step toward maturity and success in the Christian’s life and ministry. Scott 
Cunningham added that “Luke legitimates Jesus as an agent of God’s salvation through the 
persecution that he experienced.”390 Therefore, the suffering of Jesus proves him to be a true 
prophet suffering as the Old Testament prophets suffered.391 
Jesus experienced both acceptance and rejection, and this tension is portrayed by John in 
his Gospel. He said, “Jesus came to his own but his own did not receive him” (1:10, 11). But it 
was not every Jew who rejected him; there were those who accepted him (1: 12, 13). Penner 
wrote that “John sees people in one of two camps: the disciples who accept Jesus and abide in 
Him in one camp, and the ‘world’ which includes all those who reject, oppose, or are indifferent 
to Him in another camp.”392 In like manner, Jesus’ disciples will also experience this tension. 
They will be accepted and rejected (Matt. 10:24, 25) by both Jews and Gentiles. 
There were several reasons why Jesus was persecuted. John R. Philips in Risk and 
Suffering in Church and Mission outlined reasons from the Gospels why Jesus was persecuted. 
These reasons include first his call to absolute obedience to the will of the Father. There is 
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agreement of the four evangelists that the cause of Christ’s suffering was his obedience to the 
will of the Father (Matthew 26:42; Mark 14:35; Luke 22:42; John 17:4). Second, the identity of 
Jesus seemed to raise questions, confusion, and misunderstanding, which resulted in his suffering 
and persecution. His claim to be the Son of God, the Messiah, the Eternal One, and the I AM 
created confusion and controversies among the Jews (Mark 3:20-35; John 8:54-58; John 10:22-
39). Third, Jesus confronted evil with truth, and the leaders of the Jews were not ready to hear 
that type of message. Jesus’ teaching was sometimes misunderstood or misinterpreted by his 
hearers (Mark 1:15; John 6:60), which also became a source of persecution. Fourth, his actions, 
which were always unique, created antagonism (Mark 5:1-17). These actions included his 
healings on the Sabbath day, mingling with tax collectors and sinners, and eating with unwashed 
hands. Jesus broke a lot of Jewish protocols and established standards for a rabbi, which caused 
him to be persecuted. Fifth, Jesus’ mission also attracted persecution. The declaration of his 
mission in the synagogue in Nazareth brought him immediate persecution. Even his disciples 
expressed disapproval when he declared that his mission was to die, and Peter outrightly rebuked 
him for saying this (Luke 4:16-30; Matthew 17:22-23).393 
The suffering of Christ was part of his mission on earth. There was no way he could have 
accomplished his mission without suffering. At Gethsemane, he prayed to the Father, “Abba, 
Father…everything is possible with you. Take this cup from me. Yet not what I will, but what 
you will” (Mark 14:35). This shows that there was a correlation between his mission and his 
suffering. 
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Persecution of the Disciples 
During the earthly ministry of Christ, he taught the apostles about the persecution they 
were going to face in the future (after his death and resurrection) as his followers. To use Christ’s 
words: “when the bridegroom is taken from them” (Mark 2:19-20). Jesus began to indicate to his 
disciples the future persecution they would suffer when he sent them on mission. Penner 
compared the disciples being sent as “sheep among wolves” in Matthew 10:16, which compares 
with the experience of the Suffering Servant prophesied in Isaiah 53:7 as he wrote, 
Jesus is putting His disciples in exactly the same position in the world. They will be 
defenseless to stop the onslaught that awaits them. They will be attacked, just as 
surely as a pack of wolves will set upon a flock of sheep. Survival, however, is not 
their prime concern. They are to be committed to accomplishing the purpose of God, 
even if it means their death.394 
 
In Scott Cunningham’s discussion of Luke’s theology of persecution, he noted that the 
persecution of the apostles must be interpreted in the light of Christ’s comments about suffering - 
“I will suffer” Jesus says, “and therefore, you also must be willing to suffer.”395 The disciples 
were to prepare to face persecution from government authorities, families, friends, and religious 
leaders (Matthew 10:21-22). Luke added that the disciples would be hated, ostracized, reviled 
face-to-face, and their reputation be defamed on “account of the Son of Man” (6:22). There 
would be temptation to apostatize in order to escape danger (10:22), but Jesus continued to 
encourage his disciples to endure to the end.396 The expected persecution would be both local 
and universal. The disciples of Christ were to expect persecution locally from the Jewish leaders 
as he said, “…you will be handed over to the local councils and be flogged in the synagogues” 
(Matthew 10:17). Beyond the Jewish authorities, they would be taken to kings and governors to 
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become “witnesses” both to the Jews and Gentiles (v. 18). James Kelhoffer pictures the universal 
persecution not only of the apostles but all followers of Christ. Thus, “the Matthean discourse 
predicts that ‘all nations’ will hate and persecute Jesus’ followers, apparently it will be while the 
Matthean community carries out missionary work among the Gentiles (Matthew 24:9-14).”397 
The call for discipleship is a call to follow Jesus, as he beckoned, “Come, follow me” 
(Mark 1:17). This call to “follow” means sharing the life of Christ, and this sharing includes his 
joy and pain. Penner said, “Jesus knew that persecution and suffering—not prosperity, power or 
influence—would be the norm for those who receive him and found life in his name.”398 That 
was why he was explicit about the cost of following him as it would include persecution. 
The call to discipleship is a call to carry one’s cross, the cross being a symbol of shame, 
suffering, ridicule, and even death. In the synoptic gospels, disciples are called to carry their 
cross and follow Jesus. Reflecting on Luke 9:23, Christof Sauer said, “The core meaning of 
taking up one’s cross in discipleship…is witnessing to Jesus Christ, even in a situation of 
persecution and martyrdom.”399 Cunningham added that “suffering is an integral part of 
discipleship. Bearing one’s cross is closely linked to following Jesus.”400 Penner calls believers 
to understand that “Jesus does not call us to carry his cross. He calls us to bend over and pick up 
our own cross and follow him.”401 
In the book of John, the equivalent of “carrying the cross” in the synoptic gospels 
(Matthew 10:38; 16:21-28; Mark 8:34-38; Luke 9:23-27; 14:27) is the death of a seed for 
fruitfulness (John 12:23-26). Jesus exemplified death as fruitfulness with his life, and he expects 
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his followers to “lose their lives” in order to gain them. Penner said, “If the hostile, hateful world 
is to hear the truth of Jesus, His messengers must hate their own lives for the world’s sake” 
(Matthew 16:24).402 
Commitment to discipleship and suffering is a lifelong commitment. In Luke 9:57-62 
Jesus laid out the conditions of discipleship to would-be disciples who wanted to follow him. To 
the last person who wanted to follow him, he said, “No one who puts a hand to the plow and 
looks back is fit for service in the kingdom” (v. 62). There is a tendency for disciples to turn 
back when faced with persecution. Penner outlined from the book of Matthew four dangers that 
could face a believer when persecuted. These dangers include the danger of denying Christ. To 
those who deny him, Jesus said he will deny them before his Father; they will be among those 
whom he will say, “I do not know you” (10:33; 7:21-23). There is also the danger to love one’s 
family more than Christ. Anyone claiming to be a disciple who has any preference or priority 
more than Christ is committing idolatry, which God detests (10:34-37). Another danger is that of 
not being prepared to lose family for Christ’s sake. Some people have not been able to truly 
follow Christ because of their attachment to family—family values, honor, inheritance (10:38-
39). Finally, Penner said there is the danger of refusing because of fear to receive those who, 
because of their witness for Christ, are wanted by authorities or mobs (10:40-42).403 Penner 
added, “Persecution is dangerous ground, yet more perilous is the possibility of failing to be 
what God expects us to be by denying Him.”404 
The question these verses raise is, “What about ‘secret disciples’ who keep their faith 
secret because of extreme persecution?” For example, have some converts to Christianity from 
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Islam in Northern Nigeria denied Christ? In answer to this question, the Gospel of John tells us 
of two secret disciples, Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea (John 7:50-52; 19:38) who as 
leaders of the Jews could not confess their faith openly. The two came out openly after the death 
of Christ and championed the cause of his burial; they “were now willingly and openly 
confessing their faith no matter the cost.”405 The writer wants to argue that the stories of 
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea provide room for missionaries in areas of extreme 
persecution like Northern Nigeria to grow secret disciples who, as they mature, may someday 
disregard the consequences and make public confession. Bob Bryant quoted a tradition which 
said that both Joseph and Nicodemus “did suffer for their confession. According to the tradition, 
Nicodemus is said to have been removed from his office in the Sanhedrin and banished from 
Jerusalem, while Joseph was cast into prison.”406 The underground churches and Christians in 
Muslim and Communist countries are legitimized by this narration in the Gospel of John. 
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Responses to Persecution 
The Gospels present different kinds of responses to persecution. This section of the paper 
will focus on Jesus’ response and the responses required of the disciples in their future 
persecution. The persecution of Jesus has been discussed above. He responded to persecution in 
a number of ways: First, he was confrontational and apologetic in his response to persecution. In 
John chapter eight, he confronted his persecutors by saying, “I know that you are Abraham’s 
descendants. Yet you are looking for a way to kill me” (v.37). He went further to tell them, “You 
belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father’s desire” (v.44). Jesus was 
not always running away from his persecutors. There were times he confronted his persecutors. 
Second, Jesus defended himself on accusations levied against him by the religious leaders 
of his day. He defended his position on why he healed on the Sabbath day by questioning 
whether they would help their animal if it fell in a pit on the Sabbath day and, if so, declared that 
a human being is more valuable than an animal. He told them that the Sabbath is made for doing 
good (Matthew 12:9-14). When accused of why he ate with sinners, Jesus replied that it is only 
the sick who need a doctor (Luke 5:27-31). The authority for his ministry was also questioned by 
the leaders of the Jews, and he defended himself (Mark 11:27-33; Luke 20:1-8). He defended his 
messiahship (Mark 12:35-37; Matthew 22:41-45; Luke 20:41-44) and also defended himself 
against the attacks of the leaders of the Jews on his many other claims and identity. 
Third, in his response to persecution, there were times Jesus withdrew and hid Himself 
temporarily from his persecutors (John 10:39-40). John 11:54 states that “Jesus no longer moved 
about publicly among the people of Judea. Instead he withdrew to a region near the wilderness, 
to a village called Ephraim, where he stayed with his disciples.” 
When he was arrested and on trial, Jesus stood as a defenseless lamb of God in the face 
of false accusations, cruel mockery, and scourging. In all these experiences, he did not fight 
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back. Josef Tson puts Jesus’ action this way: “God cannot respond to hate with hate, because if 
he did, he would borrow not only the method, but also the nature of the one who is the originator 
of hate, the evil one. God can only respond with love, because he is love, and by suffering and 
sacrificing Himself (sic) for the ones who hate him, he expresses the essence of his own 
nature.”407 The climax of Jesus’ response to persecution was his prayer on the cross for his 
persecutors: “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing” (Luke 23:34). 
As discussed above, the persecution of the disciples of Christ in the Gospels was still in 
the future. As they learned from the master who forgave even on the cross, they were to respond 
to persecution in the following ways. The apostles were to respond by rejoicing when persecuted 
because their reward in heaven is great. They were to leap for joy for being counted worthy to 
share in the experience of the prophets (Matthew 5:12; Luke 6:23).408 The apostles demonstrated 
this joy when they were beaten by the leaders of the Jews: “So, they departed from the presence 
of the council, rejoicing that they were counted worthy to suffer shame for His name” (Acts 
5:40-41). The disciples of Christ were to respond to persecution fearlessly even if it meant dying. 
They should not “fear those who kill the body and after that can do no more” (Luke 12:4), but 
they should fear God who can both kill the body and throw the soul in hell fire (12:5).409 Another 
way they were to respond was by praying for their persecutors (Matthew 5:44; Luke 6:27-28). 
Jesus’ prayer for those who crucified him is a model for the disciples in times of persecution.410 
In Acts chapter seven, Stephen followed the steps of the Master as he prayed for his persecutors 
while they were stoning him (v. 60). 
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Jesus permitted his followers to also flee when necessary. The main purpose for fleeing is 
not out of fear but for mission. He told them, “…you will not finish going through the towns of 
Israel before the Son of Man comes” (Matthew 10:23). When there was persecution of Christians 
in Judea, the disciples (except for the apostles) scattered to Gentile nations, which resulted in the 
planting of the missionary church of Antioch (Acts 11:19-21). They were taught not to resist 
their persecutors; they should be ready to “turn the other cheek” (Matthew 5:38-42). Turning the 
other cheek is a critical issue among Christians in Northern Nigeria; therefore, more attention 
will be given to this passage later. Jesus told the apostles that when they are arrested and they 
stand before authorities, they should depend on the Holy Spirit to give them what to say 
(Matthew 10:19). When responding to persecution, believers are to carefully listen to the Holy 
Spirit and discern how to properly respond to persecution as was required of the apostles. 
Critical New Testament Passages on Responses to Persecution 
Believers in Nigeria can not only learn from Jesus’ example but also what he taught 
about responses to persecution. Christians from Northern Nigeria often appeal to the Bible for 
validation of their responses. Some hinge their arguments on passages from the Old Testament 
while some who want to argue for proper Christian response go to passages in the New 
Testament. It is pertinent in this work to attempt the interpretation of passages in the New 
Testament that are most commonly used as justification for responses in order to help the reader 
understand their context and usage in Scripture. In this section, I examine Matthew 5:38-42, 43-
45b, Romans 12:14, 17-21, and Matthew 10:23, which are the most commonly used passages by 
Christians in Northern Nigeria to legitimize their kinds of response to persecution, 
Matthew 5:38-42 
You have heard it was said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth.’ But I tell you, do 
not resist an evil person. If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the 
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other cheek also. And if anyone wants to sue you and take your shirt, hand over 
your coat as well. If anyone forces you to go one mile, go with them two miles. 
Give to the one who asks you, and do not turn away from the one who wants to 
borrow from you (NIV). 
 
In Northern Nigeria, some Christians see this passage as validating pacifism in all 
ramifications, while others are of the opinion that proper interpretation of the passage limits its 
pacifism to interpersonal relationships and minor conflicts but not war and genocide. The 
background of this passage is from the Lex talionis, the law of retribution found in Exodus 21:24, 
Leviticus 24:20, and Deuteronomy 19:21. Craig Keener states that “The ‘eye for an eye’ and 
‘tooth for a tooth’ are part of the widespread ancient Near Eastern law of retaliation.”411 The 
Pulpit Commentary added that the expression of “eye for an eye” and “tooth for a tooth” had 
already become proverbial in the Greek language even before the translation of the Septuagint.412 
This buttresses Keener’s point on how widespread the law of retribution was at the time the 
passage was written. 
The key phrase that has to do with response to persecution is me antistenai to ponero (not 
to resist the evil person).413 Ponero (evil, bad, wicked, malicious, slothful)414 describes the kind 
of aggressor that should not be resisted. Different translations of the Bible render me antistenai 
to ponero as “ye resist not evil” (KJV), “don’t resist an evil doer” (HCSB), “do not resist an evil 
person” (NASB), and “resist not him that is evil” (ASV). Using the King James’ rendering “ye 
resist not evil,” Gill’s Exposition of the Entire Bible argues that resisting evil “is not to be 
understood of any sort of evil, not of evil of sin, of bad actions, and false doctrines, which are to 
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be opposed; nor of the evil one, Satan, who is to be resisted, but of an evil man, an injurious one, 
who has done us an injury.”415 This argument confirms that the King James Version rendering 
refers to an evil person not a thing. 
What was Jesus’ interest in the law of retribution? Barnes’ Notes on the Bible, 
commenting on Matthew 5:38-42, contended that the Jews “were to take eye for eye, and tooth 
for tooth and to inflict burning for burning. As a judicial rule it is not unjust. Christ finds no fault 
with the rule as applied to magistrates and does not take upon himself to repeal it. But instead of 
confining it to magistrates, the Jews had extended it to private conduct, and made it the rule by 
which to revenge.”416 Keener reinforced the claim above when he said that the principle of 
retribution in Israel and other cultures was “enforced by a court and refers to legalized 
vengeance; personal vengeance was never accepted in the law of Moses, except as a concession 
for a relative’s murder (Numbers 35:18-21).”417 Jesus’ interest according to the evidences above 
was to cut the excesses of the Jews and to affirm that the law of retribution does not include 
personal vengeance without recourse to the law courts. 
John MacArthur contends that the instruction not to resist an evil person “deals only with 
matters of personal retaliation, not criminal offenses or acts of military aggression.”418 He went 
on to say that in Matthew 5, “Jesus applied the principle of non-retaliation to affronts against 
one’s dignity419 (v. 39), lawsuits to gain one’s personal assets (v. 40), infringements on one’s 
liberty (v. 41), and violations of property rights (v. 42). He was calling for a full surrender of all 
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personal rights.420 Matthew Henry’s Concise Commentary alludes that Christ’s instruction on not 
resisting evil is to “suffer any injury that can be borne, for the sake of peace, committing your 
concerns to the Lord’s keeping.”421 As much as there is agreement of scholars on the issue of 
nonresistance for personal injuries and rights, Barnes advocated self-defense as he wrote, “The 
law of nature, and all law, human and divine, justify self-defense when life is in danger. It cannot 
surely be the intention to teach that a father should sit by coolly and see his family butchered by 
savages, and not be allowed to defend them. Neither natural nor revealed religion ever did, or 
even can, inculcate this doctrine.”422 
MacLaren’s Exposition looked at Christ’s command in the perspective of love. The 
Christian should still love in the face of insults, wrongs, and domineering tyranny. He argues that 
“if the cheek is turned, or the cloak yielded, or the second mile trudged with a lowering brow, 
and hate or anger boiling in the heart, the commandment is broken.”423 In north Nigeria there are 
cases where people are pacifists because they can do nothing about the persecution, but rather 
than love, they harbor anger. For example, Ezra M. in an interview with the author confessed that 
his pacifism was because he could do nothing. He was a pacifist with bitterness in his heart.424 In 
this case, these kinds of believers have already avenged in their hearts. Alexander MacLaren also 
argued that if yielding is going to make the evildoer more vicious, then resistance becomes a 
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form of love for the sake of the wrongdoer and helpless persons who would be exposed to evil 
and a duty for the sake of the society as a whole.425 
Comparing the firm responses of Jesus and Paul to injustices against them (John 18:23-
23; Acts 23:2-5) and their responses in other circumstances (John 8:40-44; Acts 16:37; 22:25; 
25:11; 26:25) in which they did not retaliate in their own interest demonstrates that Matthew 
5:38-42 does not rule out all forms of resistance. “Persecuted Christians should respond with 
love and kindness….We must resist injustice and refuse to comply with demands that 
compromise justice; but we must do so in kindness and love, not with violence or retribution.”426 
The discussion above establishes that Christ was not condemning the law as given by 
Moses but was trying to cut the excesses of leaders of the Jews for introducing personal 
vengeance to the law of retribution. Paul’s letters reinforce this. Paul in I Corinthians 6:1-11 
admonished believers not to take fellow believers to court; instead, cases that had to do with 
fellow believers should be settled within the church. Paul assumed that church elders would 
always be truthful and unbiased in the settlement of conflicts involving believers. What about 
cases that involve believers and nonbelievers? From the analysis of this passage, the researcher 
has the following opinion. First, if the offense is life-threatening or if left untreated will further 
bring harm to other people and society, it should be settled in a court of law as the government is 
responsible for the protection of the lives of citizens involved in the case. Second, if it is a 
personal matter, Paul advised, “Why do you not rather accept wrong? Why do you not rather let 
yourselves be cheated?” (v. 7) This by implication agrees with Christ’s command not to resist the 
evil person. Christians in Northern Nigeria in the opinion of the researcher should continue to 
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turn the other cheek in matters of interpersonal relationships, but where rape, torture, murder, 
and genocide are involved, they should stand with the weak and vulnerable to resist the evil 
person as much as they can. 
Matthew 5:43-45b 
You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.’ But I 
tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be 
children of your Father in heaven. 
 
Loving or hating the enemy in this passage is important when dealing with responses to 
persecution, particularly in cases like those of Northern Nigeria. In some cases, a Christian may 
know the person in the attack who killed his friend or close relation or may know those who 
pursued him so that he narrowly escaped death. Also, sometimes a woman may know the man 
who raped her or the old man who directed the youths to come and burn down their house. After 
the crisis, they come back to live as neighbors on the same street. It takes the grace of God to 
forgive and love such a person. That is why this passage is important for Christians in Northern 
Nigeria. The passage above and its parallel in Luke 6:27-28 enjoin believers to love not only 
their neighbors but also their enemies, to pray for them, and to do good to them. The Law of 
Moses in Leviticus 19:18 emphasized the love of neighbors, but the clause “and hate thine 
enemy” is not found in the scripture.427 This Rabbinic addition is actually what Jesus was dealing 
with and not the law as such.428 
Commenting on this passage, the Pulpit Commentary commentators do not see anything 
wrong with the additional clause as far as the nation of Israel is concerned. The clause is seen 
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from one point of view as a “legitimate deduction” from the law and represents the summary of 
the sense of the law.429 It further stated, “The primary sense…of the whole precept is love to an 
Israelite, hatred to a non-Israelite (cf. Deuteronomy 25:17-19). As such, the precept was of value 
in cementing the unity of the nation and preventing greater exposure to the evils, moral and 
religious, found outside it.”430 The writers argue rather that the clause of hating the enemy 
created an exclusive nation that was unwilling to extend the love of God to Gentile nations. Jesus 
sought to correct such anomalies with the parable of the Good Samaritan wherein the enemy 
becomes the good neighbor that loved (Luke 10:29-37). 
Love in the perspective of a believer entails two kinds of love. The first is the kind of 
love in which you love someone and approve of his/her conduct, and the second is to wish a 
person well though you do not approve of his/her conduct.431 In loving the enemy, responsibility 
has been placed upon the believer to be able to discern between the enemy to be loved and 
his/her conduct to be hated. The enemy to be loved in this passage included those who curse you 
and persecutors who “despitefully use you.” They are to be blessed and prayed for. The 
experiences many Christians are having in Northern Nigeria are painful. Jesus, who taught to 
love the enemy, had similar experiences. He forgave and loved his enemy. Christians in Northern 
Nigeria should learn from Christ and walk the path of forgiveness and love the enemy. 
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Romans 12:14, 17-21 
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse…. Do not repay anyone 
evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of everyone. If it is possible, 
as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone. Do not take revenge, my 
dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is written: 'It is mine to 
avenge; I will repay,’ says the Lord. On the contrary: ‘If your enemy is hungry, 
feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something to drink. In doing this, you will heap 
burning coals on his head.’ Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with 
good. 
 
The background of this passage may be connected with Jesus’ teaching about not 
repaying evil for evil in Matthew 5:39. Paul’s elaboration of Christ’s teaching on the treatment of 
the enemy provides lessons for Christians in Northern Nigeria on how to respond to persecutors. 
By the time of Paul’s writing, the teachings of Jesus were already circulating orally. According 
to Keener, some teachers of the Jews had already recommended non-retaliation, and among 
Greco-Roman politicians and some Jews, this was a virtue. He added that “Stoic philosophers 
opposed seeking revenge; they believed that fate was sovereign, and one’s best resistance to fate 
was to cooperate with it and refuse to allow one’s will be manipulated by circumstances.”432 
When Paul wrote to the Romans to “bless those who persecute you,” the church was not 
yet experiencing persecution by Roman authorities although the Neronian persecution was soon 
to break upon it. That does not mean that there was no persecution at all. It was happening on a 
private scale.433 The four “do not” commands in this Romans 12 passage show there was 
something serious happening that believers needed to respond appropriately. He instructed: “do 
not curse,” “do not repay evil with evil,” “do not take revenge,” and “”do not be overcome by 
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evil.” Believers are not only to show kindness to fellow believers and friends, but they must not 
harbor anger against enemies.434 
The most critical statement in this passage that needs explanation is “If it is possible, as 
far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone.” When you look at the statement on the 
surface, it seems to suggest that when you are overstretched, you can fight back, or it is left to 
you to choose whether to live at peace or not. MacLaren in his Expositions contends that the 
meaning goes deeper than that. He states,“Be you at peace with all men whether they are at 
peace with you or not. Don’t you quarrel with them even if they will quarrel with you. That 
seems to me to be plainly the meaning of the words.”435 Reconciliation and peace in a quarrel has 
two parts, your part and that of your opponent. This passage seems to insist that on your part you 
must try to live in peace, even if your opponent continues to harass you. 
MacLaren further observes that in this instruction: “It does not follow that there is never 
to be opposition. It may be necessary for the good of the opponent himself, and for the good of 
the society, that he should be hindered in his actions of hostility, but there is never to be 
bitterness; and we must take care that none of the devil’s leaven mingles with our zeal against 
the evil.”436 MacLaren here tries to guide against blind pacifism and sees wisdom in trying to 
defend the defenseless in the face of aggression, injury, and threat to life. Believers should be 
able to fight injustice without harboring bitterness. 
Matthew Henry’s comment on “do not be overcome by evil” beautifully concludes this 
discussion as he wrote, “The last verse suggests what is not easily understood by the world; that 
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in all strife and contention, those that revenge are conquered, and those that forgive are 
conquerors.”437 Jesus conquered not by destroying his enemies but by dying on the cross and 
being the greatest conqueror of all ages. Christians in Northern Nigeria by implication of the 
passage interpreted above, should be proactive in the treatment of the enemy and design 
programs and projects that will show the Muslims that the Christians they maltreat still love 
them. In this way, the light of Christ will shine brightly and attract some to the kingdom. 
Matthew 10:23 
When you are persecuted in one place, flee to another. Truly I tell you, you will 
not finish going through the towns of Israel before the Son of Man comes. 
 
The persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria has caused the movement of so many 
Christian across the country and to neighboring countries such as Chad, Niger, and Cameroon for 
safety. Christ permitted the apostles to flee and by implication, Christians in Northern Nigeria 
can flee for safety but should remember the primary motivation for the flight is mission. In the 
passage above, MacArthur is of the opinion that it has “eschatological significance that goes 
beyond the disciples’ immediate mission. The persecutions he describes seems to belong to the 
tribulation period that precedes Christ’s second coming, alluded to in v. 23.”438 Keener 
reinforced the idea of the eschatological dimension of this command as he wrote, “A Jewish 
tradition that may have been in circulation in Jesus’ day warns that in the time of final 
tribulation, Jewish people persecuted for their faith would have to flee from one city to another. 
The disciples may have understood Jesus’ words in these terms.”439 
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The instruction to flee when persecuted had a purpose. John Gill posits, “flee ye into 
another; not so much for their own safety, though this, according to the circumstances of things, 
is lawful, but for further spreading of the Gospel,”440 If Jesus was encouraging his disciples to 
run for fear, he would have contradicted his instruction when he told the disciples not to fear 
those who can kill the body and cannot do anything with the soul (Matthew 10:28). The 
scattering of the disciples during the early persecution of the church that resulted in the planting 
of the church in Antioch exemplifies this type of response to persecution (Acts 11:19-21). Paul’s 
ministry was also characterized by these missionary movements as a result of his response to 
persecution. He fled when persecuted, which resulted in the planting of new churches. 
If the disciples followed this method of spreading the gospel, they would not have gone 
through all the cities of Israel before the coming of the Son of Man. The coming of the Son of 
Man is argued to mean the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70. Thus, “The passage in Luke 21, 
which is to a great extent parallel to this, treats the destruction of Jerusalem; and no one who 
carefully weighs our Lord’s words can fail to see that in real sense he came in the destruction of 
Jerusalem.”441 The command to preach the gospel to all nations has made the command of flight 
for the sake of spreading the gospel relevant to contemporary believers. By implication, 
Christians in Northern Nigeria who flee to places of safety should be mindful of their mission to 
the new places that they have found themselves—in parts of Nigeria and in other countries of the 
world. 
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Historical Responses to Persecution in the Early Church 
Having examined Jesus’ response and his teaching about responding to persecution, this 
section examines how the early church responded to persecution. There are divergent opinions 
about the validity of the persecution in the early church which are not within the scope of this 
argument.442 For the purposes of this discussion, the author accepts the historical records of the 
early church as depicting accurate descriptions of persecution that occurred and the response of 
the early church. This section of the research will feature a brief historical discussion on 
persecution in the early church as a brief overview of the historical narrative of the events. This 
will further lead to types of persecution and the reason why early Christians were persecuted. 
When discussed, these will provide a solid background that will enable fruitful discussion on 
responses to persecution in line with Penner’s theoretical framework of Fight, Flight and 
Fortitude. Finally, the positive and negative impact of early Christians’ responses to evangelism 
and discipleship are discussed. 
Persecution in the Early Church 
The importance of history is to reflect on the past. This reflection helps a person live a 
better life today and prepare for the best tomorrow through learning those aspects of history that 
are positive and avoiding those that are negative. The brief history of persecution and responses 
of early Christians is intended to help Christians in Northern Nigeria in their own experience of 
persecution to learn lessons from the past and avoid pitfalls in their responses to persecution. The 
periods of the persecution of the church in the Roman Empire are traditionally accepted to be 
under ten Roman emperors. The periods of the persecutions can be summarized thus: Nero (c. 
64-68); Domitian (r. 81-86); Trajan (112-117); Marcus Aurelius (161-180); Septimus Severus 
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(202-210); Decius (250-251); Valerian (257-259); Maximus the Thracian (235-238); Aurelian 
(r.270-275), the climax occurring with Diocletian and Galerius (303-324). Constantine made 
Christianity a legal religion, which ended the persecutions.443 The first phase is Jewish 
persecution of Christians, the second phase is from Nero’s persecution of AD 64, the third 
Trajan, and the fourth Decius to the Great Persecution of Galerius and Diocletian. The reasons 
for the phases outlined above is that each phase presents a unique stage in the development of 
persecution of Christians in the Roman Empire up until the time it was fully legalized, which 
also shows the various degree of the involvement of the Roman authorities in the persecution of 
Christians. 
First Phase: Jewish Persecution from Birth of the Church to AD 64 
The uniqueness of this phase is that persecution was mostly by Jews who still considered 
Christians a Jewish sect. The Roman authorities protected the Christians in the bid to restore law 
and order in the Jewish communities whether at home or in the diaspora. At this stage, there was 
no persecution of Christians by the Roman authorities. 
Jesus came into the world within the context of Judaism, and the church was birthed in 
the same context. When it emerged, both the Jews and the Christians thought of it as a sect 
within Judaism, hence the reference to it as “the way” (Acts 22:4). Until around AD 135 when 
the clear line of distinction between the two religions was drawn, Judaism and Christianity were 
still thought of as the same religion.  
The persecution of early Christians began with the apostles and Christians of the 
apostolic period and was by the Jews. Peter and John were arrested for healing a cripple; they 





“counted worthy to suffer persecution for the sake of Christ” (Acts 5:40-41). Stephen was stoned 
to death (Acts 7:57-58). Saul of Tarsus persecuted Christians even to foreign lands (Acts 9:1, 2). 
Herod killed James (Acts 12:1, 2) and arrested and imprisoned Peter with the intention to kill 
him, but God intervened. The ministry of Paul and his associates was full of persecutions. Paul 
and Barnabas were persecuted in Iconium (Acts 14:1-6) and fled to Lystra and Derbe where they 
performed a miracle of healing on a cripple. They were beaten, and Paul was left half dead 
(Acts14:19). Paul and Silas were again beaten openly and imprisoned in Philippi (Acts 16:22, 
23). Paul experienced serious opposition in Ephesus (Acts 19:24, 28-30). His final arrest in 
Jerusalem, trial, and movement to Rome attests to the difficult experiences of the apostolic 
church in the hands of the Jews and unbelieving Gentiles. 
Persecution in the first three decades after the death and resurrection of Christ was largely 
a fratricidal clash between rival Jewish groups, and Christianity was considered one of them.  
W. H. C. Frend emphasized that “this element continued to be represented strongly until at least 
the end of the second century.”444 Buttressing this point, Adolf Harnack affirmed that “the 
Synagogues, together with individual Jews, carried on the struggle against Christianity by acts of 
hostility and by inciting hostility.”445 By inciting hostility, it meant that even during the 
persecutions which involved the Roman state, they continued to incite hostility by providing 
false information to the Roman authorities against Christians.446 
Christianity even after the fall of Jerusalem continued to be seen by both the Jews and the 
Roman authorities as a Jewish sect. Its influence in Palestine was given a deadly blow that 
moved its influence outside of Palestine. Frend remarked, “From scattered evidence of the 
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Rabbinic sources, we can trace how, in the thirty or forty years after the fall of Jerusalem, the 
Christians in Palestine faded into a despised and dwindling heretical sect of Nazoreans.”447 With 
the loss of Christianity’s base in Palestine and the shift of the base to Gentile nations, it was easy 
now for Judaism to draw a clear mark of distinction between the two religions. The first step was 
to draw the canon of the Jewish scripture and to exclude the Gospels.448 To further confirm that 
the Jews and Christians were no more linked together, Rabbi Samuel the Lesser added the 
following phrases to the traditional Jewish malediction: “Let the Christian (notzrim) and the 
heretics (minim) perish as in a moment. Let them be wiped out of the book of life and with the 
righteous let them not be written.”449 This benediction was ordered by Gamaliel to be recited by 
the Jews three times a day. In Frend’s view, the separation between the religion of the Jews and 
Christianity was now complete.450 
It should be noted, according to Frend, that “not until 64, when the conflagration at Rome 
forced Nero to find his scapegoat among those whom popular opinion associated with the fiery 
extinction of the world, does the Empire take cognizance of the new religion that had arisen in 
Palestine.”451 The clear distinction between Christianity and Judaism and her distinguishing 
marks noted by the Roman authorities set her out for persecution. Harnack commented that 
“Once Christianity presented itself in the eyes of the law and the authorities as a religion distinct 
from Judaism, its character as a religio illicita was assured.”452 The Romans respected ancient 
established religions, and the Jewish religion was considered such. That was why the Jews were 
not experiencing persecution. The Christians were seen as a group that deserted their ancient 
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religion and as such could not continue to enjoy the favor it had when it was considered a Jewish 
sect.453 This understanding of what Christianity is and represents will lead to the discussion on 
the second phase of the persecution of Christians: The Neronian Persecution. 
Second Phase: The Neronian Persecution 
This phase is unique in the sense that it was the first encounter of persecution with the 
Roman government that involved the emperor. There was no official edict proscribing the 
Christians or Christianity as illegal. It was the sheer cruelty of Nero, who used the persecution to 
cover his atrocities. 
Most accessible accounts to the researcher began the history of the Roman persecution of 
the early Christians with Emperor Nero, who wanted to rebuild the imperial city of Rome and 
decided on the 19th of July, AD 64, to burn a significant part of the city. He, finding a scapegoat 
in the Christians who were already hated for their faith, blamed them for the fire.454 The people 
vented their anger on the Christians by killing many of them. Though this was not an empire-
wide persecution, it was the first to involve the state in the persecution of Christians. Peter and 
Paul were most likely martyred during the Neronian persecution.455  
Publius Cornelius Tacitus (b. AD 52, d. AD 120), the Roman historian and governor of 
the province of Asia at the time of the writing of his annals, stated that the conflagration in Rome 
was as a result of an order from Nero the Emperor, and “Consequently, to get rid of the report, 
Nero fastened the guilt and inflicted the most exquisite tortures on a class hated for their 
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abominations, called Christians by the populace.”456 Tacitus further described the kind of 
inhuman treatment the Christians were subjected to as he wrote, “Mockery of every sort was 
added to their death. Covered with the skins of beasts, they were torn by dogs and perished, or 
were nailed to the crosses, or were doomed to the flames and burnt, to serve as a nightly 
illumination, when daylight had expired.”457 
Tacitus described Nero as a very cruel man who killed his mother and his brother and 
destroyed his guardian and tutor.458 Tacitus was not a Christian historian, but even in his 
writings, he expressed sympathy for the sufferings of the Christians: “Hence, even for criminals 
who deserved extreme and exemplary punishment, there arose a feeling of compassion; for it 
was not, as it seemed, for the public good, but to glut one man’s cruelty, they were being 
destroyed.”459  
Leon Hardy Canfield argued for the reliability of Tacitus’s account of the persecution as 
he wrote, “We are confronted then with the fact that Tacitus alone gives the fire as the cause of 
the persecution. Not only that, but every other available source on the persecution gives an 
explanation of the cause, which if not actually inconsistent with Tacitus, must be reconciled by 
most ingenious theories.”460 Canfield is not denying the Neronian persecution of Christians. His 
main argument is that only Tacitus links the cause of the persecution to the fire in Rome of  
AD 64. He advocated that the part of the chapter in Tacitus Annals that connects the Neronian 
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persecution with the fire should be discarded.461 He still believes that Tacitus’s historical record 
is a valuable resource that should not be thrown out but should be used with extreme care.462 
Canfield’s argument about earlier, contemporary, and even later writers not connecting 
the cause of the Neronian persecution to the fire is valid for scholarship, but it should be noted 
that given the time Tacitus was born, he must have been old enough to hear and understand 
stories told about the fire in Rome. He trained as a lawyer, and his training must have exposed 
him to credible materials that would have properly informed him about the fire in Rome in  
AD 64. Another valid point is that he served as senator and was governor at the time of writing 
his annals. As a member of the inner circle of the Roman government in his time, he probably 
knew the official position of the Roman government with respect to the fire in connection with 
the Christians. To further solidify this argument, Tacitus was not a Christian writer. He even 
called the Christians criminals so he could not have linked the cause of the fire to Nero to favor 
the Christians. In the light of the arguments by the researcher above, in his opinion Tacitus’s 
account should be considered credible. It should be remembered that Christian persecution was 
not a continuous event throughout the first three hundred years of the existence of Christianity, 
and each of the phases identified here marked a unique era in this historical narrative. The next 
phase is the persecution that took place in the reign of Emperor Trajan. 
Third Phase: Persecution During the Reign of Emperor Trajan 
The third phase of the persecution of the early Christians took place during the reign of 
Trajan (ruled AD 98-112) as emperor of Rome. It is distinguished as a phase because that was 
the first time an emperor issued a rescript that affirmed Christianity as an illegal religion though 
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the rescript was not a binding law.463 Canfield said that the rescript “is the first legal 
authorization of persecution or at least the first that we know anything about.”464 This is what 
distinguishes this phase of the persecution experience of the early Christians with others. 
Pliny the younger was made governor of Bithynia by Trajan in 110, and he had already 
commenced the persecution of Christians in his province. Pliny probably thought there was 
already a law against the Christians which he did not know about. Therefore, he wanted to know 
whether what he was doing was right. Mason Hammond summarizes the Pliny-Trajan 
correspondence this way:  
In one exchange, Pliny asked Trajan how he should handle the rapidly spreading sect 
of Christians, who, refusing to conform to normal religious practices suffered from 
great unpopularity but were, as far as Pliny could see, harmless. In his reply, a model 
of judiciousness, Trajan advised Pliny not to ferret out Christians nor accept 
unsupported charges and to punish only those whose behavior was ostentatiously 
recalcitrant. Clearly in Trajan’s time the Roman government did not yet have 
(indeed, was not to have for another century) any policy of persecution of the 
Christian. Official action was based on the need to maintain good order, not on 
religious hostility.465 
 
It is clear in this correspondence that Christians were not being punished for criminal 
offenses but for their faith. “They were no longer punished for ritual crimes of which they were 
supposed to be guilty; they were punished for the crime of Christianity.”466 When the Christians 
were brought to the tribunal, Pliny would ask them—with the threat of death—whether they 
were Christians. When they persisted they were still Christians, he “ordered their execution, 
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considering that, whatever their confession of Christianity involved, their obstinacy and 
invincible disobedience at any rate deserved punishment.”467 
As to whether Trajan’s rescript could be considered an imperial edict proscribing 
Christianity, Hardy is of the opinion that “To speak of Trajan’s letter, therefore, as an edict either 
of proscription or toleration is a complete misconception of the facts. Undoubtedly, however, 
though a recommendation given under particular circumstances, it may safely be regarded as an 
index of imperial policy.”468 
Though the persecution of Christians during the reign of Trajan was not an imperial 
policy yet, the persecution was probably not localized to Bithynia. As E. G. Hardy wrote, “In all 
probability, indeed, Pliny was not the only governor who consulted Trajan on the subject: the 
collection and publication of Pliny’s letters has preserved this particular rescript, which may well 
have been only one among many, just as the persecution in Bithynia almost certainly, had its 
counterpart in other provinces.”469 Hardy’s statement does not claim an empire-wide persecution 
but assumes that a couple of the provinces in their local context were involved in the persecution 
of Christians. Though Trajan’s rescript has been accepted by many scholars as not an imperial 
law against the Christians, certainly it provided a basis for future persecutors of Christians to 
have a reference point. 
Fourth Phase: Decius to the Great Persecution 
The uniqueness of this phase is that there were official edicts enforcing sacrifice to the 
Roman gods, and when the Christians refused, they were severely persecuted. Therefore, the 
persecution of Christians was made official and merely having the name “Christian” became a 
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criminal offense. Emperor Philip had just died in battle in 249, and the senate ratified Decius to 
succeed him. He became emperor in the midst of serious challenges. He had to secure the loyalty 
of the military in the face of an approaching, invading army making inroads along the European 
frontiers, which was a major challenge confronting the empire. He was also faced with economic 
challenges as “the economy was falling apart. Trade had collapsed and prices of basic 
commodities were high and rising rapidly. Taxes were soaring.”470 The question of what went 
wrong and how to get it fixed led Decius to the conclusion that the problem must be from the 
neglect of the Roman gods resulting from the influx of other religions. To solve this problem, he 
opted for a revival of sacrifice to the Roman gods so that he could secure their favor in order to 
make Rome great again. 
The methodology employed by Decius was to enforce paganism in the empire by 
enforcing sacrifice to the gods throughout the empire. It should be noted that this enforcement 
was not limited to Christians alone, but the authorities must have known that the Christians were 
averse to sacrifice and worship to idols. Decius enacted an imperial edict that required “all 
inhabitants of the Empire to sacrifice to the gods, taste the sacrificial meat, and swear that they 
had always sacrificed.”471 This imperial policy distinguished this phase from the former in which 
Trajan’s rescript was not a binding law. 
Decius wanted to be sure that the sacrifices were made to the gods. He therefore 
produced certificates of compliance called libelli. The libelli were produced according to A. D. 
Lee when it was discovered after some months that the Christians were not performing the 
sacrifices.472 An example of a libellus that survived from Egypt can be seen below. 
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To those appointed to oversee the sacrifices, from Aurelius Sakis, from the village of 
Theoxenis, with his children Aion and Heras, staying in the village of Theadelphis. 
We have always sacrificed to the gods and now too in your presence in accordance 
with the decree we have offered sacrifice and have poured a libation and we have 
eaten of the sacrificial offering and we ask you to undersign. May you continue to 
prosper. 
 
{2nd hand} We, Aurelius Serenus and Aurelius Hermas, saw you sacrificing. 
{1st hand} The Year 1 of the Emperor Caesar Gaius Messius Quintus Trajan Decius, 
devout, blessed, Augustus, Pauni 23 {17 June 250}473 
 
From the empire-wide edict that involved people of all religions, it could be deduced that 
Decius was not primarily aiming at persecuting Christians. Like Trajan, he could not understand 
why these Christian refused a simple request to sacrifice to the gods in addition to their own 
religion. This “stubbornness” of Christians offended the emperor.474 In this persecution, leaders 
were targeted. Rodney Stark reported thus: 
The bishops of Rome and Antioch were tortured and executed almost at once. The 
bishops of Jerusalem and of Antioch (sic) died in prison. Efforts to arrest Dionysius 
in Alexandria and Cyprian in Carthage failed when both went underground. But 
some ordinary Christians also were seized, including harmless elderly women such 
as Apolonia of Alexandria, who had all of her remaining teeth smashed out before 
being burned alive.475  
 
The persecution did not last long as Decius soon died in battle. His son Valerian, who 
continued with the persecution, was captured in battle by the Persians and died of great tortures. 
His grandson Gallienus in 260 became the emperor and was favorable to the Christians. He 
repealed all the anti-Christian policies. Stark pointed out the probability of the influence of 
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Gallienus’ wife Salonia on his favorable disposition to the Christians. Christians enjoyed 
freedom, honor, and prosperity for a couple of years.476 
The hornet of persecution was to be stirred once again when in 303 Emperor Diocletian 
and others in his government initiated the “Great Persecution.” In this persecution, Christians 
were brutally tortured and killed. This empire-wide persecution went on for a few years in some 
provinces while lasting a decade in some.477 Stark argued that it is unwarranted to keep blaming 
Diocletian for initiating the Great Persecution. He stated the following facts to back up his claim: 
“Both Diocletian’s wife and daughter were Christians. In addition, Diocletian had allowed 
Christians to build a large new church directly facing his palace (Diocletian resided in 
Nicomedia). Finally, he did nothing to upset the ‘peace of Gallienus’ during his first twenty 
years on the throne.”478 Instead of blaming Diocletian, Stark prefers Galerius, who was a 
“fanatical pagan,” to be blamed for initiating the Great Persecution. Diocletian only succumbed 
to pressure, and he presided over some of the tortures.479 When Diocletian was incapacitated, 
Galerius acted on his behalf and probably Galerius signed the edict against the Christians on his 
behalf. 
The Diocletian edicts revealed four phases of the Great Persecution. First, churches 
should be ruined and scriptures burned. The church directly opposite Diocletian’s palace in 
Nicomedia was looted and destroyed. And Christians who were in positions of honor should be 
degraded. Second, presbyters should be imprisoned, and third, they should by torture be 
compelled to sacrifice. The fourth edict included all Christians, both clergy and laity.480 
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Galerius succeeded Diocletian in 305 and continued the persecutions, but in 311 while on 
his deathbed, he revoked all the decrees he promulgated against the Christians and asked them to 
pray for his recovery.481 In AD 313, the fires of the persecution were put off with Constantine’s 
Edict of Milan.482 
Types of Persecution in the Early Church 
Persecution of Christians from the inception of Christianity in the Roman empire can be 
categorized into three types. Mob violence primarily was used internally within Judaism when 
Christianity was still being perceived as a sect within the Jewish religion. There was government 
initiated and/or sponsored persecution where the Roman authorities were directly involved in the 
persecution of Christians. Finally, there was Christian persecution within Christianity itself 
where perceived heretics were persecuted by Christians. 
Mob Violence 
Mob violence is one of the strategies used in the persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria, which is similar to what happened in early Christian persecution. Muslim youths are 
usually mobilized to go and fight for God, which mostly results in the destruction of churches 
and houses belonging to Christians and killing of many Christians. The mob violence is usually 
planned and executed. Mark J., an ecumenical Christian leader in Borno State in Northern 
Nigeria, confirmed such coordination in an interview with the author. During the Danish cartoon 
crisis in 2006in Maiduguri, the capital of Borno, 56 churches were burned within 45 minutes.483 
This shows evidence of a well-coordinated mob attack. 
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It is wrong when authors limit the persecution of early Christians to martyrdom or 
imperial action against Christians by Roman authorities. Jewish persecution of Christians 
predates Roman persecution of Christians and was most of the time carried out by mobs who 
were often being mobilized by envious Jewish leaders. Some persecutions of Christians by local 
Gentile communities in the Roman empire were sometimes carried out by mobs.484 By reading 
about mob violence, the reader will understand that this approach to persecution is not new, and 
Muslims use it to persecute Christians in Northern Nigeria today. 
There are several examples of mob violence in the Acts of the Apostles where such an 
approach was used to persecute Christians. In the case of Stephen, Jews who could not stand his 
argument stirred a mob of “the people and elders and teachers of the law” (Acts 6:12), who 
seized him, brought him to the Sanhedrin, and lied by using false witnesses who said that “For 
we heard him say that this Jesus of Nazareth will destroy this place and change the customs 
Moses handed down to us” (6:14). In defense of the false charge laid against him, Stephen 
preached a sermon and at the end of it, the mob was enraged, dragged Stephen out of the city, 
and stoned him to death (7:57). How were the Jews able to kill Stephen since they did not 
possess the power for capital punishment? Canfield is of the opinion that sometimes the Roman 
authorities deliberately refused to interfere in the Jewish-Christian sectarian differences,485 which 
makes sense to the researcher. 
Paul and his companions had several experiences of persecution using mob violence. In 
Iconium, they escaped a mob that was already gathering to stone them (Acts 14:5-6). They fled 
to Lystra, but the Jews from Antioch and Iconium followed them, stirred a mob, and “stoned 
Paul and dragged him out of the city, thinking he was dead” (Acts 14:19). In Ephesus (Acts 
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19:27-41), some Gentiles with economic interests who saw Paul’s preaching and the conversion 
of the Ephesians as a threat to their business of producing idols, stirred up a riot against him. The 
uproar was so loud because of the multitude that filled the theatre it attracted the attention of the 
city clerk. The clerk’s address is important in understanding mob violence. He said, 
You have brought these men here, though they have neither robbed temples nor 
blasphemed our goddess. If, then, Demetrius and his fellow craftsmen have a 
grievance against anybody, the courts are open and there are proconsuls. They can 
press charges. If there is anything further you want to bring up, it must be settled in a 
legal assembly. As it is, we are in danger of being charged with rioting because of 
what happened today. In that case we would not be able to account for this 
commotion since there is no reason for it (Acts 19:37-40). 
 
In mob violence, instigators often have an agenda that may be hidden or not made clear 
to the participants. In the riot instigated by Demetrius and his colleagues, they made the 
participants see themselves engaged in a religious cause while the instigators knew that they 
were protecting their economic interests. There have been cases in norther Nigeria in which 
religious violence had economic roots. For instance, the Zango Kataf violence of 1992 concerned 
the relocation of the market. Its location in Zango Kataf was favorable to the Hausa Muslims. 
However the indigenous Kataf townspeople, who were Christians, wanted the market relocated 
outside of the town where it would benefit them economically.486 
Paul, when he came to Jerusalem, was persuaded by the apostles and elders to perform a 
Jewish ritual to absolve him of the allegation that he taught people doctrines contrary to the law. 
He fell for it and went in to perform the ritual of purification. In the temple he was sighted by 
Jews from the province of Asia, who stirred up the people shouting, “Fellow Israelites, help us! 
This is the man who teaches everyone everywhere against our people and our law and this place. 
And besides, he has brought Greeks into the temple and defiled this holy place” (Acts 21:28). 
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The Jews seized him and were about to kill him, but due to the timely intervention of the military 
commander and his troops, they were unable to kill Paul. 
Tertullian’s cry, “If the Tiber floods the city, or the Nile refuses to rise, or the sky 
withholds its rain, or disasters occur in the shape of earthquake or famine or pestilence, the cry is 
raised at once ‘Christianos ad leones’”487 (Latin for “The Christians to the lions”). This type of 
complaint, the author argues, implies a violent mob to attack the Christians. Mob violence has 
been used and is still being used as an instrument of persecution of Christians. 
Government Sponsored Persecution  
When it comes to government persecution, persecution in Northern Nigeria differs from 
that of the Roman Empire. Nigeria is a secular state, and the constitution of the Federal Republic 
of Nigeria in section 38, subsection 1 provides for freedom of religion.488 Therefore, there is no 
official government persecution. However, leaders who are Muslims especially in Muslim-
dominated areas like Northern Nigeria, use the government institutions and the power vested in 
them to persecute Christians. Persecution of Christians by the Roman authorities is the most 
commonly known type of persecution by contemporary Christians when they discuss early 
Christian persecution. The discussions about these persecutions have been exaggerated to the 
extent that some Christians believe that the Christians who lived during the first three decades 
were constantly persecuted until the reign of Constantine.489 This theory has been debunked by 
the fact that the persecutions by the Roman government in most cases were not empire-wide but 
local and sporadic. There were emperors who did not persecute Christians and, as such, the 
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Christians enjoyed periods of peace and prosperity as can be seen in the reign of Gallienus 
previously mentioned. 
Roman officials persecuted Christians not because they initially hated the religion; in 
their own perspective, they were doing so for the welfare and prosperity of the state. Bryan Liftin 
calls this a clash of worldviews where the Roman authorities are simply punishing criminals as 
they called Christians and the Christians on the other way around are complaining of being 
persecuted by Roman authorities.490 To buttress the point of the Roman view on persecution, 
Canfield shares the following insight. He wrote, “Persecution, viewed from the standpoint of the 
dominant group of society, is the preservation of ancient belief and cult from the attack of 
sacrilege; it is part of the august process of maintenance of the moral order.”491 It is the victim 
who suffers the pain that complains of persecution. 
When the Roman authorities commanded sacrifices to be made to the gods, it was not 
Christians only who were to do so; other groups were included such as the Manicheans and the 
Gnostics. It is when Christians because of their faith refused to sacrifice that they were punished. 
There was an exception for the Jews for they did not sacrifice and were not punished, because 
the Jewish religion was considered an ancient religion, and Romans had respect for ancient 
religions. 
In summary, in the Neronian persecution, if Tacitus’s historical account is used, only 
Christians were targeted. Both government machinery and mob violence were used to attack and 
kill Christians. In Trajan’s rescript, Christians were not to be sought out, but governors were to 
use their discretion to deal with each case. Christians would only be executed when they proved 
stubborn and refused to sacrifice. Trajan also prohibited anonymous accusations. Marcus 
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Aurelius’ imperial rescripts were primarily designed “to safeguard the administration of justice 
and the police against the encroachments of anti-Christian mob as well as against the excesses of 
local councils who desire to evince their loyalty in a cheap fashion by taking measures against 
the Christians.”492 This appears in some extent to favor the Christians. Hadrian had rejected the 
popular petition “to move governor to severe measures against the Christians.”493 In another 
development, Pius in some of his rescripts prevented officials from going beyond Trajan’s 
recommendation of not seeking the Christians out, and anyone who renounced the faith was to be 
set free without any steps taken.494 
On the attitudes of some governors and officials, Harnack said, “Most governors or 
magistrates recognized that there was no occasion for them to interfere with Christians; 
convinced of their real harmlessness, they let go their own way.”495 He further wrote, “Apart 
from the keen anti-Christian temper of a few proconsuls and the stricter surveillance of the city-
prefects, this continued to be the prevailing attitude of the state down to the days of Decius.”496 
This long period of accommodation and peace for the Christians was, however, interjected with 
three attempts at making some stringent policies against Christians. Marcus Aurelius “impressed 
upon magistrates and governors the duty of looking more strictly after extravagances in religion 
including those of Christianity. The results of this rescript appear in the persecution of 176-
180.”497 The next attempt was that of Septimius Severus who in AD 202 forbade conversion to 
Christianity. By this, a stricter watch was kept on Christians.498 The third attempt was by 
Maximinus Thrax “who ordered the clergy to be executed, which implied the duty of hunting 
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them out–in itself a fundamental innovation in the imperial policy.”499 These three attempts were 
all of short duration. 
Harnack pointed this out also: “But the comparative favour shown to Christianity, upon 
the other hand, by Commodus, Alexander Severus, and Philip the Arabian, led to a steady 
improvement in the prospect of Christianity with the passage of every decade, all the more so as 
the fanaticism of the mob and the repugnance shown by society towards Christians gradually 
declined after the opening of the third century.”500 The Roman government persecutions ended 
with the fiercest being under Diocletian and Galerius from 303. Galerius on his deathbed ended 
up revoking the edicts against the Christians, and Constantine ended the persecutions in 315. 
Persecution of Christians by Christians 
There have been minor clashes, disagreements, and bickering among Christians in 
Northern Nigeria, but Nigerian Christians have not taken up arms against each other, thanks to 
the persecution that forces the Christians in Nigeria to unite under the umbrella of the Christian 
Association of Nigeria. This association is the voice of the Christians in Nigeria. Reading the 
Catholic-Donatist schism will help the Christian to appreciate the unity and fellowship under the 
Christian Association of Nigeria and to also see the danger of allowing internal strife within 
Christianity. 
The Christian faith has faced fierce internal battles, probably more than it has faced her 
external enemies. This experience began from early Christianity. Differences arose from certain 
interpretations of scripture, certain flavors in liturgy and practice, power tussles, economic 
interests, and many other factors. It is important to the reader to understand that Christian 
persecution does not only come from outside the church but also from within, and believers 
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should be able to appropriately respond to external attacks as well as internal persecution. In 
early Christianity, dissident groups that were persecuted by Orthodox Christianity included 
Donatists, Montanists, Manichaeans, Arians, Valentinians, Marcionites, and Gnostics. 
Reasons for the Persecution of Christians 
Having discussed types of persecution of Christians in the early church, this discussion 
will further look at reasons why Christians were persecuted. The discussion on reasons for 
persecution will help the reader understand the thinking of the persecutors. Sometimes in their 
own perspectives, the persecutors had good reasons for their actions. However, to the groups of 
people who were suffering persecution, they perceived such actions as injustices. Compared to 
Northern Nigeria, there are religious, political, ethnic, and economic reasons for the persecution 
of Christians. Appendix B, Table 3 and Appendix C, Table 3 show that the reasons for 
persecuting Christians in Northern Nigeria are similar to those of the Roman Empire. Where they 
differ is that the Roman persecution did not have ethnic reasons, while the Nigerian version of 
the persecution does not have legal reasons since it is not an official government persecution. 
This section will, therefore, look at religious, political, social, and legal reasons for the Roman 
persecution of early Christians. 
Religious Reasons 
Religion was a very important element of the Roman society and government. The 
religious reasons for persecution in the Roman Empire compared to Northern Nigeria are similar. 
In Islam, religion and politics are not separated just like in the Roman society where religion and 
politics were so intertwined that it was not possible to separate them (unlike the modern 
separation of church and state in many Western countries today). Persecution in this context will 
always naturally assume religious connotation. Hardy in Christianity and the Roman 
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Government pointed out the interrelationship between the Roman government and her religion. 
Thus, “The Roman religion was essentially and before all things a national religion; its object 
was primarily, not the honour of the gods, but the safety of the state, of which the goodwill of the 
gods was supposed to be the necessary condition.”501 Candida Moss in The Myth of Persecution 
added, “It is simply anachronistic to divide ancient motivations into religious and political. They 
were tangled up together.”502 She understood that “For ancient Romans, the state was both 
political and religious.”503 The writer finds it contradictory for Moss to accept the fact of the 
intertwining of state and politics in the Roman state and still raise objection to the religious 
background of the persecution of early Christians by the Roman state as she wrote, “It is claimed 
that Christians were persecuted for their religious beliefs, as if the treatment of Christians was a 
clean-cut case of religious persecution.”504 The question the writer wishes to ask is that, after 
agreeing that religion and politics are inseparable in the Roman society, is Moss trying now to 
introduce the separation? The writer of this work is of the opinion that if religion and the state 
are inseparable in the Roman society, then it is more logical to conclude that Christians, whose 
sufferings were connected to their faith, experienced religious persecution. 
Arguing for the religious nature of Roman persecution of early Christians, G. E. M. de 
Ste. Croix’s study of the early Christian persecution placed religion at the center of the 
persecutions. He did emphasize the importance attached to the maintenance of proper 
relationship to the gods by the inhabitants of the Greco-Roman world.505 Based on the evidence 
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above, the writer argues that one of the major reasons for the persecution of early Christians by 
the Roman government was religion. 
Jewish persecution of early Christians also has religious reasons. When Christianity 
emerged, it was considered a sect within Judaism; the persecution of the sect was more 
corrective in intension.506 The leaders of the Jews were simply punishing erring members and 
trying to prevent the contagious new teaching from infecting the rest of the Jews. In the same 
vein, the orthodox Catholic church persecuted dissenting groups as heretics in order to preserve 
the unity of the church and the purity of her doctrines.507 Religion by its nature has different likes 
and flavors within it. Added to it are different interpretations of scriptures and rituals. These 
differences easily attract internal conflicts, resulting in persecution. With outsiders, it is 
misunderstanding that easily brings about conflicts. That is why there is need for understanding 
in interfaith relationships. 
Political Reason  
Another reason for the persecution of Christians in the Roman Empire was political. In 
Northern Nigeria too, there are political reasons for the persecution of Christians. The political 
space in Nigeria is highly contested. This was the reason for the violence in 2011, popularly 
known by Nigerians as “Post-Election Violence,” when violence erupted because a Christian 
won the election. Christians are highly persecuted in the workplace so that they will not compete 
favorably in the public space with the Muslims in Northern Nigeria. 
The persecution that had political undertone in the Roman empire was the Neronian 
persecution. Nero wanted to rebuild parts of the city of Rome and decided to set that part on fire. 
To escape the anger of the people, he played a dirty political game of passing the blame onto 
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Christians, a people who were already hated for their perceived evils. The people vented their 
anger on the Christians, and Nero in a show of excessive cruelty, destroyed many Christians.508  
Another emperor that was involved in the persecution of Christians was Marcus Aurelius, 
who ruled the Roman Empire from 161-180. Confronted with the plague that swept through the 
empire, he came to agree with the explanation that the plague was a result of the neglect of the 
gods. The culprits blamed were a notorious group called Christians, who refused to sacrifice to 
the gods.509 The motive of the persecution here is political, because he was looking for a solution 
that would bring healing and restore prosperity to the empire. 
In a similar situation, Decius who became emperor in 249 came to power in a very 
critical period of the Roman Empire. The empire was confronted with impending war because of 
the European invaders that were already making inroads. The dwindling loyalty of the army and 
failing economy were a source of worry. Seeking for an explanation, he also came to the 
conclusion that the gods that made Rome great were affronted and neglected. The solution was to 
embark on a religious revival throughout the empire, “requiring all inhabitants of the Empire to 
sacrifice to the gods, taste the meat and swear that they had already sacrificed.”510 To ensure 
compliance, libelli were produced and used as proof that one had sacrificed. It should be noted 
that it was not only Christians who were required to sacrifice, but Christians were adverse to the 
sacrifices. Many Christians refused and suffered martyrdom though many also compromised 
their faith and sacrificed.511 The last case to be considered, which was a continuation of the 
Decian persecution with the same goal of seeking to restore a ruined empire, is the Great 
Persecution of Diocletian and Galerius. The same method of requiring sacrifice was adopted, and 
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different forms of severe persecutions were unleashed on the Christians who refused to sacrifice. 
This time around, the persecution included the destruction of church buildings, burning of 
scriptures, torture, and murder.512 With Constantine, the political climate changed to favor the 
Christians and the church. 
Social Reasons  
There does not seem to be social reasons for persecuting Christians in Nigeria. Christians 
and Muslims have always mixed in sports, marriage ceremonies, and other activities. In Nigeria, 
soccer is a binding force that easily brings Christians and Muslims together. After some violent 
religious crisis, the first place you will find Christians and Muslims mixing together easily is 
where they gather to watch soccer. Social reasons for persecution, if there are any, are very 
negligible. 
But there were social reasons that made Christians the hated group in the Roman empire, 
attracting persecution both from the authorities and the people. Four issues caused disaffection 
that attracted persecution: the false allegation of incest, cannibalism, and superstition; the 
Christian lifestyle that contradicted a pagan lifestyle; Christians’ refusal to sacrifice to idols that 
was perceived to bring disaster; and Christian loyalty to Christ as King instead of Caesar. 
One of the issues that caused disaffection between the Christians and the Romans was the 
false accusation of incestuous immorality labelled on the Christians because of their secret 
meeting—the Holy Communion of eating “the flesh and blood of Christ,” which was interpreted 
as cannibalism. In addition to the false accusation, it was difficult for the pagans to interpret 
Christianity as a religion since they did not have gods and did not sacrifice. This 
misunderstanding led to the accusation of superstition and atheism. Romans detested these as 
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evil and crimes, and as such, the Christians were severely persecuted.513  However, Pliny in his 
letter to Trajan exonerated the Christians by concluding that the accusation was baseless.514 
As further discussion on social reasons for the persecution, Christians’ refusal to sacrifice 
to the Romans gods resulted in friction not only with the Roman authorities but also with the 
masses of people. Their nonparticipation in social life that revolved around the worship of the 
gods portrayed them as anti-social. When there was any plague or disaster, the Christians became 
objects of attack because they were suspected to be the cause by their refusal to offer sacrifice to 
the gods. Stark reported such an uprising in Alexandria in 248 when pagan mobs “rampaged 
through the streets looting, burning, and destroying property belonging to Christians.”515 This 
violence against Christians went on sometimes with the Roman authorities doing nothing about 
it.516 The authorities were directly or indirectly supportive of the destructive violence against the 
Christians. 
Another contributing factor to social friction was the Christian worldview which 
influenced their lifestyle. The Christians saw themselves as strangers and pilgrims on this earth, 
who eagerly awaited their permanent home in heaven. They lived a new life that was in 
contradiction with the old life of sin which the pagans lived. The writer of First Peter clearly 
states the social conflict this new life brings when it is lived among the pagans: “For you have 
spent enough time in the past doing what pagans choose to do–living in debauchery, lust, 
drunkenness, orgies, carousing, and detestable idolatry. They are surprised that you do not join 
them in their reckless, wild living, and they heap abuse on you” (4:3-4). First Peter was written 
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to Christians scattered all over the empire who were either facing persecution or awaiting 
impending persecution (4:12). 
Legal Reasons 
The persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria differs from persecution of the early 
Christian church in the sense that persecution is not government-sponsored as it was at some 
points in the Roman society. Therefore, the Muslims cannot claim legal reasons for persecuting 
Christians. There were legal reasons for the persecution of Christians in the Roman empire 
because at some point the government was involved in the persecution of Christians. In the 
Roman Empire, there were already policies dealing with other religions before Christianity. 
Hardy wrote, “Christianity was not the only foreign cult with which the government had to deal; 
it was not the only foreign cult with which it had to interfere.”517 Examples of cults crushed by 
the Roman authorities include the cult of Bacchus, the Druids, and the cult of Cybele and Isis.518 
Canfield added that “Christianity by no means presented a new problem in the Roman state. 
Long before this sect was heard of, the state had developed a well-defined policy for dealing 
with foreign religions.”519 If the Roman government already had policies that dealt with new 
religions and Christianity as an emerging religion did not play by the rules, it was a crime, and 
Christians could legally be charged for criminal offenses. In this sense, Moss said that “Romans 
saw themselves not as persecutors, but prosecutors.”520 
However, there is evidence that Christians were singled out for just being Christians. The 
first legal documents that became a reference point for persecution of Christians as a group by 
the authorities was Trajan’s rescript. Though the rescript was not a binding law, subsequent 
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Roman authorities would probably have used it as a legal basis for persecuting the Christians. 
The Pliny-Trajan communication established that the name “Christian” is enough crime that 
could be punished by death. This law existed until the time of Tertullian as he argued in his 
apology: “Why do they call them unjust? Nay, if they punish a name, they are even irrational; 
but if they punish acts, why do this on the ground of a name alone, while in the case of others 
they insist that these acts be proven by evidence, not by a name” (Tertullian Apology 4:11).521 
Tertullian is pointing to the irrationality of punishing Christians based on a name and not on 
crimes committed by the Christians. 
Responses to Persecution 
This section of the research on responses to persecution is very important to the reader 
because it is the core of the research. The writer strongly believes that proper Christian response 
to persecution will go a long way to minimize violence, improve community relationships, and 
aid in effective evangelization and discipleship in Northern Nigeria. Responses of early 
Christians to persecution categorized as Fight, Flight and Fortitude are discussed with the aim of 
drawing implications for Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
Fight 
In Northern Nigeria, there have been cases where young people who are Christians make 
reprisal attacks on Muslims who have attacked a community. This action is not acceptable and 
has been condemned by Christian leaders. The research data also shows that Christians both 
from the northeast and the Middle Belt have rejected the use of attack or vengeance as a response 
to persecution. (See Appendix B and C, Table 4 for the analysis of the questionnaire.) 
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The response of fight, in other words fighting the persecutors, is almost nonexistent 
among the early Christians. Available sources on early Christian persecution accessible to the 
author show that there was no effort by the Christians to fight the Roman authorities; they did 
not even fight the ordinary people who hated and persecuted them. Why were the early 
Christians not fighting back? The writer suggests the following reasons. One possible reason 
could be the early Christians’ obedience to the scriptures—the pacifist teachings of Christ on 
turning the other cheek, loving the enemy, not paying evil with evil. The teachings of the 
apostles were also adhered to on the treatment of the enemy, enduring persecution, rejoicing 
when persecuted, and following the footsteps of Christ in suffering (1 Peter 2:19-21). Obedience 
to scriptures like these leaves no room for vengeance or retaliation. 
Another reason is the early Christians’ view on martyrdom. So many were ready to die 
than renounce their faith; others even volunteered to die so that they could achieve the status of a 
martyr. Frend wrote, “Behind their action lies the whole theology of martyrdom in the early 
church. They were seeking by their death to attain to the closest possible imitation of Christ’s 
passion and death.”522 This type of worldview that seeks death instead of avoiding it gives no 
room for attacks or vengeance. 
A third possible reason could also be the size of the Christian population; there were not 
enough Christians to fight. However, this argument can be countered by the fact that there were 
times in some cities when the Christians formed a very significant population of those cities. 
This is evidenced by Tertullian’s boast of the growth of early Christianity by saying, “We are but 
of yesterday, and we have filled everything you have cities, tenements, forts, towns, exchanges, 
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yes! And camps, tribes, palace, senate, forum.”523 Frend argues that Tertullian exaggerated the 
impact of Christianity in his time.524 Yet if there was no visible growth, he would not have 
boasted of Christianity this way. 
The only evidence of attack and vengeance the researcher found in early Christianity was 
in the schism that involved the Catholic Church and the Donatists. The Donatists’ use of 
Circumcellion to fight and attack their opponents proves that there were elements of attack and 
vengeance in early Christianity. Who were the Circumcellion? They have been described as “the 
strange revolutionary fringe of Donatism”525 and portrayed as “the violent arm of the Donatist 
Church.”526 The way they were structured, in today’s description would we refer to them as 
terrorists? The Circumcellion is further described as “religious fanatics” or the “storm troopers of 
Donatism.”527 This group was used to attack or take vengeance against the opponents of the 
Donatists. On the other hand as previously discussed, Augustine’s use of Roman forces to crush 
the Donatists is another proof that attacks and vengeance existed in some measures in the early 
church between different factions within the church. 
Flight 
Flight, as described in this research, includes all pacifistic responses to persecution, 
which can include literal flight, refusal to take revenge, or even not defending one’s self in the 
face of aggression. Christians in Northern Nigeria are largely pacifists with the largest population 
of pacifists in the northeast. The interviews conducted by the author indicated that Christians in 
the northeast part of Nigeria have never come out to revenge or use arms to defend themselves, 
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which compares with the early Christians.528 In the Middle Belt, there are pacifists, but in 
practice the majority subscribe to self-defense. As a form of response to persecution, this section 
will discuss a sample of early Christians who suffered torture and died without denying the faith. 
Another response to be discussed is of those who literally fled during the persecution. There 
were also those who responded through voluntary martyrdom and finally those who responded 
by sacrificing and/or denying the faith. All the responses above will be discussed. 
The first category of pacifist responses discussed are those who were tortured and died as 
martyrs of the faith. Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch, was arrested and taken to Rome for 
execution. The little that is known of him comes from his letters to Polycarp and to the churches 
in Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralles, Philadelphia, and Smyrna. He also sent a letter to Rome ahead of 
his arrival, requesting the believers in Rome not to interfere with his case in a bid to free him. He 
was set for martyrdom. He said, “May nothing at all, whether of this world or the invisible world 
above, fight against me from reaching Jesus Christ.”529 Though no written information about 
how he ended was accessible to the author, it is believed Ignatius met his goal of becoming a 
martyr for Christ. 
Another martyr to be considered here is Polycarp, the bishop of Smyrna, a reputable 
leader and a godly, aged pastor who had gained respect from churches in the whole of Asia. 
Polycarp is said to be a disciple of the Apostle John. When the governor tried to persuade him to 
renounce Christ and be freed, Polycarp responded, “For eighty-six years I have been his servant, 
and he has done me no wrong. How could I now blaspheme my king who saved me?” He was 
martyred at the age of eighty-six in about AD 156. 
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The martyrdom of Christians from the village of Scilli near Carthage is probably the first 
martyrdom experienced by North African Christians. The twelve Scillian martyrs (seven men 
and five women) were put to death on 1 August 180 by the governor of the African province, 
Vigellius Saturninus.530 After some form of persuasion to recant their faith, these believers 
proved intransigent and were willing to die rather than sacrifice to idols. Liftin commented, 
“Their utter rejection of not only pagan worship but the very world in which they lived would 
become a distinctive of the North African church which was prone to fanaticism and 
dogmatism.”531 The Scillian martyrs became the first “seed of the church” sown on African soil. 
On African soil again, one of the most celebrated martyrdoms in the early church was 
that of the aristocratic Vibia Perpetua and her slave, Christian sister, and friend Felicitas. It is 
important to point to Perpetua’s Montanist background that probably prepared her and her slave 
and Christian sister for the heroic martyrdom. Liftin wrote the following about Perpetua’s 
Montanist background. 
Although its beginnings under Montanus were somewhat cultish, the New Prophecy 
in Africa operated as a theologically orthodox and Spirit-led faction within the 
broader church. It claimed the material things of the world are passing away, God 
was speaking anew to his people, and no price–not even death–was too high to pay 
for the glory of Jesus’s name. These are the ideals for which the smart and virtuous 
daughter of a pagan aristocrat found herself imprisoned in 203.532 
 
Perpetua’s heavenly visions and her readiness to part with earthly things, including 
family, children, and the comforts of life, are evidence of her Montanist faith as described in the 
quote above. These noble and heroic women were arrested and thrown to wild beasts in AD 203. 
The death of the two women proved that Christianity had broken the class distinction that existed 
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between Perpetua and her slave. Perpetua’s aged father’s plea for her to sacrifice to idols and be 
free could not dissuade her, nor even the cries of her infant child. The two women were gored by 
a bull and later killed by gladiators.533 
Persecution in the Roman empire in most cases was sporadic. However, in 177 the 
Christians in the cities of Lyons and Vienna experienced extreme persecution. As in some other 
places in the empire, “The believers were suspected of practicing magic and committing moral 
atrocities, such as orgies and cannibalism.”534 Though the Christians rejected these allegations, 
they were severely persecuted. Liftin added, “The vicious persecution killed Christians from the 
upper ranks of society all the way down to slaves. Lyon’s first bishop, the elderly Pothinus, died 
in prison from the harsh conditions. Others died in the Amphitheater of the Three Gauls, which 
was part of the temple complex that hosted the annual Gallic congress”535 The letter of the 
believers in Lyons and Vienna sent to sister churches in Asia (Eusibius’ Ecclesiastical History 
5.1.1-63) is the primary source of information for the persecution that took place in these Gallic 
cities. 
A summary of the sufferings endured by believers also includes that of Blandina, a 
physically weak and fragile woman whose earthly mistress—herself a Christian—was worried 
would not be able to make bold confession of Christ. All were surprised that she not only 
confessed being a Christian, “But Blandina was filled with such strength that her torturers, who 
worked in shifts from dawn to dusk tormenting Blandina with every possible method, were 
exhausted and finally gave up.”536 All she kept confessing as she was tortured was: “I am a 
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Christian! We don’t do anything wrong.”537 Another woman that was martyred in the persecution 
in Lyons and Vienna was Biblis. In her case, she had denied the Lord. The Roman authorities 
wanted to use her to raise false allegation of cannibalism against the Christians, but she instead 
told the truth saying, “How could the Christians be guilty of eating human children, when they 
aren’t even permitted to consume the blood of irrational animals?”538 She then confessed being a 
Christian and was killed. 
Among the martyrs of Lyons was also Sanctus, who endured terrible sufferings from 
wicked persecutors. When the tribunal was examining Sanctus, he refused to disclose any 
information about himself. The answer he gave to any question he was asked was: “I am a 
Christian.” Because he refused to say anything but his confession, his torturers were angry and 
applied all manner of torture that “Sanctus’s frame was so mangled that he had lost any visible 
resemblance of a human being.” He was able to endure to the end and was numbered among the 
martyrs. From the persecutions of Nero to the Great Persecution of Diocletian, Christians were 
attacked, tortured, and murdered without resistance. 
The second category of pacifist responses are those who fled during the persecution. 
Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, fled during the Decian persecution. When he later came back, he 
took time to defend his action by saying that he weighed the responsibilities of his office against 
his personal desire for martyrdom.539 He later came out to boldly confront death. Bishop Cyprian 
on 14 September 258 appeared before Galerius Maximus, who gave him the option of either 
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denying Christ or facing death. Cyprian stood for Christ and chose the latter. Galerius ordered 
him to be beheaded.540 
Frend added a report about Gregory, who was having effective mission work in Asia 
Minor and gave in to fear that his new converts might give way if they faced the threat of 
persecution. He himself left the mission work and fled.541 In addition to the story of those who 
fled was that of Dionysius, whose flight resulted in church planting. He fled to “Cephro, an Oasis 
in Libya…he built a large Church that became the center of worship for Egyptian Christians.”542 
Those who fled probably followed the instruction of the Lord Jesus Christ who stated, “If they 
persecute you in this city, flee to another…” (Matthew 10: 23). Those who fled ended up 
spreading the gospel. 
Commenting on Matthew 10:23, Clement of Alexandria said it was clear in this passage 
that flight was advised “though not in order that the Christian should seek to avoid death or that 
persecution was a bad thing, but that we should not be authors or abettors of evil, including evil 
to ourselves.”543 He said this to show his preference of flight to voluntary martyrdom. He further 
elaborated this by saying, “If he who kills a man of God sins against God, he who presents 
himself before the judgement seat becomes guilty of his death. The same was true of anyone who 
volunteered capture.”544 Clements’ comment leads this discussion to the next category of 
pacifistic responses to persecution. 
The third category of pacifistic responses is voluntary martyrs. Some early Christians 
were not afraid to die for their faith. Peter Leithart said, “They had been nurtured in the practice 
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of courageous and often defiant witness…to expect to share the cross with Jesus.”545 Frend, 
quoting Eusebius, said that Christians suffered decapitation, punishment of fire, and more. He 
continued that there was a time when “the murderous axe was dulled, and worn out, and was 
broken into pieces while the executioners grew utterly weary….Yet the volunteers of martyrdom 
never ceased and received ‘the final sentence with gladness’”546 Moss in The Myth of 
Persecution cited an episode of voluntary martyrdom in Asia Minor that took place around 185 
when “a mob of Christians marched to the home of C. Arrius Antoninus, the governor of Asia, 
and demanded to be executed. The governor sent the Christians away, telling them that if they 
wanted to die, they have cliffs to leap off and ropes with which to hang themselves.”547 
It is true that the early Christians courted martyrdom. To them, that was the way to 
demonstrate their supreme love for their Lord. In Northern Nigeria although there have been 
martyrs beheaded by Boko Haram for their faith, there is no record of voluntary martyrdom. Paul 
Middleton wrote concerning voluntary martyrs that for them: “To embrace death is a rush 
towards eternal life.”548 It is a fact that some of them demonstrated some form of extremism, and 
Cyprian condemned them for such an extreme position. It is good for one to lay down his/her life 
for the faith when the condition warrants such response. The researcher does not think it is 
appropriate for one to go looking for death. The harvest is still plentiful, and the laborers are few. 
More believers should stay alive and evangelize lost souls and bring them to the kingdom rather 
than choose voluntary martyrdom. 
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In this paper, the strength of mind and character in fortitude is seen as self-defense. As 
such, self-defense as a response to persecution is discussed here. In early Christianity, except for 
the Donatists’ Circumcellion, it is difficult to point to any case of Christians using dangerous 
weapons to defend themselves. Compared to Northern Nigeria, there have been cases in the 
Middle Belt where Christians have used arms to defend themselves, an example being the 
Shari’a violence in Kaduna in the year 2000. In some instances, as in the case of Kautikari in the 
Chibok Local Government of Borno State, the Christians organized a vigilante group, which has 
been helpful to the community in repelling Boko Haram.549 
The major tool of self-defense in the early church was the writings and oral defense of the 
apologists. Chief among these apologists were Justin and Tertullian. Justin Martyr as a 
philosopher argued for reason in defense of the Christians. He said, “…we demand that the 
charges against the Christians be investigated, and that, if these be substantiated, they be 
punished as they deserve. But if no one can convict us of anything, true reason forbids you, for 
the sake of a wicked rumor, to wrong guiltless men.”550 Justin here sees injustice being done to 
Christians because they are not convicted but are punished for crimes against humanity due to a 
name which has been deliberately criminalized. 
In the same line of argument, Tertullian argued as a professional lawyer that there should 
be no segregation in the treatment of Christians and other criminals if the Christians were truly 
criminals. He complained, “When others are accused as we are accused they use both of their 
own and of hired lips to prove their innocence; they have full opportunity to answer and debate, 
since it is by no means permitted that they should be condemned undefended and without a 
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hearing.”551 Christians were not given the opportunity to defend the accusations labelled against 
them in court. Confession of the name “Christian” was the only proof the authorities needed in 
order to punish them by torture and even death. Tertullian further commented, “You believe a 
Christian to be a man guilty of all crimes, an enemy of the gods, of the emperors, of the laws, of 
morality, and of all nature; still you compel him to deny that you may acquit him, which you 
could not do had he not denied.”552 Here, Tertullian is saying, if the name Christian is a criminal 
offense comparable to robbery or murder, you do not acquit someone you arrested committing 
murder just because he/she turns around and confessed not being a murderer. If they do not 
acquit someone for mere confession of not being a murder, then the name Christian is not a 
crime that warrants any punishment. 
Tertullian concluded, “In our case alone you are ashamed or too conscious of error to 
pronounce sentence with precise designation of crimes. If the word Christian is not the name of 
any crime, it is indeed most absurd if there should be crime in the name alone.”553 As a legal 
luminary, Tertullian feels the authorities should be ashamed of such injustices they carry out 
against the Christians. In defense of the growth of Christianity, Tertullian assured the authorities 
that “a Christian is an enemy to none, least of all to the Emperor of Rome, whom he knows to be 
appointed by God, and so cannot but love and honor.”554 
In addition, Athenagoras used philosophy to disprove the accusation of atheism against 
the Christians by equating the monotheism of Christians with that taught by philosophers like 
Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics. He wrote, “If Plato is not an atheist when he considers the one 
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uncreated maker of the universe to be God, neither are we atheists when we recognize and affirm 
him to be God by whose Word all things were created, and by whose Spirit they are held 
together.”555 He argued that Christians were not atheists just because they do not worship visible 
objects, rather they worshipped the Father and creator of the universe who is invisible, immortal, 
and eternal. Another group that used apologetics to defend the faith were the Scillian martyrs 
who, when they appeared before the proconsul, defended the sound morals of the Christian faith 
and the submissive obedience of the Christians in all matters except sacrifice to idols. They were 
at the defense with Paul’s letters in case there was a need to refer to them as evidence of what 
they believed and practiced as Christians.556 
In conclusion, rather than violent resistance, Christians in the second and third centuries 
defended themselves by developing answers to their critiques by using the rhetorical forms of 
their day.557 They did not always agree on the methods that Christians should use.  As Russell 
states:  
In some cases, writers such as Justin Martyr and Clement of Alexandria sought to 
use the intellectual tools of their day to describe, defend, and advance early 
Christianity through philosophical and rhetorical concepts. Tertullian represented the 
opposite extreme by rejecting the use of philosophy and warning that the wisdom of 
the world was foolishness. He was convinced that society was corrupted by demonic 
powers. Irenaeus, on the other hand distanced himself from those who demonized the 
state. He had a more positive attitude toward the state and directed his writings 
toward heretics within the early communities of Christ followers. There was no 
consistent intellectual response by the post-Pauline communities to pagan society.558 
 
This is similar to the present situation for the churches in Northern Nigerian.  There is no 
one response. There are some who believe in absolute pacifism, others who believe self-defense 
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with caution so that it does not become vengeance, there are those who believe self-defense 
requires the use of arms if necessary to protect vulnerable. 
Impact of Responses to Persecution on Evangelism and Discipleship 
Having discussed how early Christians responded to persecution, it is important to the 
reader to see how these responses affected evangelism and discipleship so that Christians in 
Northern Nigeria have lessons to learn from and apply to their own responses and avoid the 
negative responses. Some of the responses are considered positive in the way they contributed in 
bringing souls to the kingdom and those that are considered negative on how they inhibited 
evangelism and discipleship. Positive responses here include the pacifistic attitudes of 
nonviolence in the face of aggression, endurances of torture and martyrdom, and flight that 
resulted in further missionary activities. On the other hand, negative responses included schisms, 
voluntary martyrdom, and denial of the faith. 
Positive Impact of Responses to Persecution  
The positive responses to persecution of the early Christians can primarily be connected 
with their pacifistic attitudes to the persecution when they were led “as sheep to the slaughter” 
and did not resist their persecutors—instead, some rejoicing to be counted among the martyrs. 
Their endurance of torture unto death resulted in the conversion of some pagans to Christianity 
and sometimes even their torturers.559 
This is similar to the finding in interviews of Christians in Northern Nigeria. Pacifism 
was the only response to persecution that was successful in reaching the Muslims. Just recently, 
a well-known Christian leader, Rev. Lawan Andimi, was captured by the Boko Haram. They 
wanted him to deny his faith on video. He instead preached the gospel and was subsequently 
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beheaded. For Christians this has been a triumph of the gospel; for moderate Muslims it is a 
shameful act by Boko Haram. 
On the pacifistic response to persecution and endurance of suffering and martyrdom’s 
impact on evangelism and discipleship, Stark commented, 
Accounts of martyrdom make frequent mention of pagans having gained respect for 
the faith from having observed, or having even taken part in, the torture of martyrs. 
The pagan onlookers knew full well that they would not endure such tribulations for 
their religion. Why could so many Christians do so? Were they missing something 
about the strange faith? These sort of unease and wonderment often paved the way 
for new conversions.560  
 
The observation above about the conversion of pagans as a result of the way the martyrs 
boldly confront death is reinforced by Frend’s comments on the torture of Blandina that the 
sights of the torture invoke thoughts that “proved to be the first stirring towards acceptance of the 
Christian faith.” The martyr death is a re-enactment of the crucifixion and death of the Savior, 
resulting in the salvation of mankind. Frend proves the evangelistic import of the suffering of the 
early Christians as this was what led to the conversion of Tertullian. He wrote, “… the sight of 
men and women prepared to die rather than accept the conventional form of loyalty to the 
Severan age led him to Christianity.”561 Tertullian is an example of a pagan who came to Christ 
as a result of the faithful endurance of torture and martyrdom of the early Christians, hence his 
maxim, “The blood of the Martyrs is the seed of the Church.” 
The other positive response of the early Christians is flight. The literal flight to safety 
when done with the motive of further expansion of the gospel instead of avoiding persecution 
and death is the type being discussed here, though it is difficult to distinguish between the two. It 
should be noted that it is possible for someone running away to avoid persecution to find 
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him/herself in fertile and fruitful soil for missionary work and still do exploits. A good example 
is Bishop Dionysius who refused to worship the Roman gods and was exiled to “Cephro, an 
oasis in Libya…, he built a large church that became the center of worship for Egyptian 
Christians.”562 This type of positive response connects the response of the Christians in Acts of 
the Apostles chapter eleven who scattered as a result of persecution. These disciples spread the 
good news throughout Judea and even to Gentile nations that resulted in the planting the first 
Gentile church in Antioch (Acts 11:19-25). Flight in the case of Dionysius resulted in a positive 
outcome for the gospel. 
In Northern Nigeria, flight has provided an opportunity for the gospel to spread to 
Muslims in the southern part of Nigeria. Boko Haram not only attacks Christians but also 
Muslims who do not adhere to their ideology. Muslims who leave the north have a greater 
openness to the gospel when they are no longer in a predominately Muslim territory. As fellow 
refugees from the north, Christians have a greater opportunity to reach Muslims who have also 
fled the north. 
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Negative Impact of Responses to Persecution 
One of the responses to persecution that negatively impacted evangelism and discipleship 
was that of compromise in early Christianity. This was found to have similar results in Northern 
Nigeria. Some Christians in Northern Nigeria have gone back to idolatry and fetishes to obtain 
power to protect themselves from persecution, and this has had a negative impact on evangelism. 
Although not a part of the response of early Christians, vengeance and reprisal attacks that 
Christians in Northern Nigeria have done occasionally have also had a negative impact on 
evangelism and discipleship. 
Another response that had a negative impact on evangelism and discipleship were those 
who denied the faith as their own response to the persecution. “Thousands of Christians offered 
sacrifices to the gods rather than endure certain torture and death”563 Pliny’s letter to Trajan 
testified that some Christians denied ever becoming Christians and were made to recite prayer to 
the gods before they were released.564 To further buttress this point, Frend specifically spoke 
about the apostates of the North African church stating, “At Carthage, there was mass apostasy. 
The crowd of would-be sacrificers was so great that the priest begged them to return the next 
day.”565 Kalu Ogbu added that Bishop Cyprian said that Christians trampled each other to obtain 
libelli.566 
Describing the level of compromise of certain Christians, de Ste. Croix remarked that 
“some Christians successfully deceived the authorities by inducing pagans to impersonate them 
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at the ceremony of sacrificing, or by sending their own slaves (some of them Christians 
themselves) to sacrifice in their stead.”567 When Christians compromise or deny their faith as 
seen above, they can hardly reach out to their unbelieving neighbors, and if they do, there can be 
no meaningful impact because they have lost their message and integrity before the unsaved. 
Another form of response to the persecution of early Christians that had a negative 
impact on evangelism and discipleship was the Catholic-Donatist schism about the position of 
lapsed priests and bishops. In trying to address this problem, nomenclatures were used: those 
who died for the faith attained the status of martyrs, those who suffered but were eventually not 
put to death were named “Confessors” while the lapsed were labeled “Traditores.” Schism 
started between “the Catholics, who were prepared not to provoke the authorities, and their 
opponents, for whom martyrdom was the highest Christian good”568 and the rigorists who 
insisted that “anyone who had been guilty of cooperating with the persecution could not hold 
office, anyone ordained by them had dubious orders”569 This tension gave birth to the Donatist 
movement that claimed they wanted the church to be pure. “Donatus claimed that his Church 
was the Catholic Church in Africa, ‘sanctified by the martyrs and purified from its errors by their 
leader Donatus.”570 Augustine later stamped out Donatism as a “heresy.”571 
It was almost impossible to have meaningful evangelism and discipleship in the context 
of schism where the Donatists went as far as using “terrorists” in the name of Circumcellion to 
attack the Catholics, and Augustine used Roman forces to crush the Donatists. The response of 
confessors concerning the lapsed in Gaul differed from the Donatists in the sense that the 
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confessors “did not boast over the fallen but shed tears in their behalf to the Father, praying for 
life, and he gave it to them” (Eusebius 5:2). This should be the right disposition of a Christian to 
a fallen sister or brother. 
Voluntary martyrdom also presented a response that had negative impact on evangelism 
and discipleship. Some early Christians voluntarily offered themselves to be killed even when 
they were not sought out and arrested. Some went to the authorities and presented themselves as 
Christians so that they could be killed in order to be listed among the martyrs. De Ste. Croix said 
that Clement condemned the practice of voluntary martyrdom in the most vigorous terms.”572 
Clement further “rebukes volunteers with most ingenious argument: they become accomplices in 
the crime of those who put them to death.”573 Voluntary martyrs’ response acted negatively to 
evangelism and discipleship in the sense that Jesus said, “The harvest is truly plentiful, but the 
laborers are few” (Matthew 9:37). These bold disciples of Christ who could volunteer to die, in 
the researcher’s opinion, would have been good frontier missionaries if they had continued to 
live. 
Implications for Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
This chapter shall conclude by drawing implications from the foregoing discussion on 
fight, flight, and fortitude. What are the implications Christians in Northern Nigeria should draw 
from biblical, historical, and theological responses to persecution? 
First, fight has to do with a Christian carrying out vengeful attacks against his/her 
enemies. Most of the people who claim the Bible encourages violence use the Old Testament for 
support. It should be noted that in the Old Testament the nation of Israel was not dealing with 
 




personal enemies. The Gentile nations were essentially the enemies of God due to their 
abominable and evil practices. God was using Israel to deal with His enemies. In the biblical 
response, the writer concentrates on the New Testament, which encourages loving the enemy and 
doing good to him/her. There is no passage in the New Testament that encourages attacks or 
vengeance. The early Christians in their responses never attacked persecutors. The example in 
the Catholic-Donatist case is an example of how vengeance brought about divisions in the church 
and had a negative impact on the credibility of the church. 
The discussion above hereby implies that Christians in Northern Nigeria should never get 
involved in attacking their enemies or carry out reprisal attacks on Muslims. Some of the 
Muslims are innocent of the evils perpetrated against the Christians in Northern Nigeria. Attacks 
and revenge will never encourage evangelism and discipleship but rather will discourage it. 
Loving the enemy and doing good to him/her is essential to winning enemies to Christ. 
The second implication to look at is pacifism. The pacifistic passages in the New 
Testament of “turning the other cheek,” “going the extra mile,” “releasing the other piece of 
cloth,” and other passages on the treatment of the enemy have popularized pacifism as the only 
valid response of Christians to persecution. The pacifist actions of early Christians to 
persecution—how they endured without resisting their enemies, how some fled instead of putting 
up some resistance—all contributed to making pacifism appear as the only way to respond to 
persecution. The discussions above show that in the New Testament the Bible is in full support 
of Christian pacifism as an approach to tackling the enemy. Historically, the early Christians 
were absolute pacifists who either endured torture and martyrdom or fled except for a few like 
Augustine who advocated the Just War theory.  
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Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a pacifist. Even though he later changed to resistance, he did 
that against the Nazi government and not against personal enemies. In relation to personal 
enemies, in the researcher’s opinion, he must have remained a pacifist. This is evident in one of 
his prison letters to Eherhard Bethge where Bonhoeffer expressed this opinion, “…it is only 
when God’s wrath and vengeance are hanging as grim realities over the heads of one’s enemies 
that something of it means to love and forgive can touch our heart.”574 In addition, Christiane 
Tietz argued that “Bonhoeffer does not reach the conclusion that there are situations in which it 
is permissible to kill, that is, act in disobedience to the Fifth Commandment,”575 he saw his 
action against Adolf Hitler as an extraordinary situation because of the millions of people 
targeted for massacre.576 If Bonhoeffer could still advocate love and forgiveness for the enemy 
while in prison, and also saw his involvement in the attempt to assassinate Hitler as an 
extraordinary case and responsibility not justifiable from scripture in the light of the Fifth 
Commandment, it can be concluded that Bonhoeffer might have retained his pacifism in relation 
to personal enemies since he did not write anything in contradiction to his earlier work on The 
Cost of Discipleship where he taught pacifism based on the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 
chapter five. 
Christians in Northern Nigeria who were pacifists in the 70s and 80s should go back and 
embrace this Christian virtue that will be helpful in carrying out evangelism and discipleship in 
the region. As biblical, historical, and theological as pacifism is, it still leaves Christians in 
Northern Nigeria with unanswered questions. What about the mass murder going on in Christian 
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villages in the Middle Belt of Nigeria? Should the Christians flee? Where will they flee to? 
Presently churches and Christian families are overstretched trying to cope with the care of the 
Christians who have already fled and are in refugee camps in the thousands. Can Christians 
defend themselves when they have a sizeable population that can put up some resistance against 
persecutors? This will lead us to the last implication for Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
Third, is self-defense. Unlike pacifism that has been studied and in some Christian 
denominations has been incorporated into the doctrines of the church, self-defense may be called 
“a child of necessity.” Christians in the face of extreme violence, mass murder, and wanton 
destruction that characterize contemporary persecution of Christians are forced to think whether 
Christians can defend themselves in the face of attempted genocide. Revisiting the discussions 
above, there are no direct passages in the New Testament instructing Christians to defend 
themselves. However, most commentators on the passages of “turning the other cheek” and “not 
resisting the enemy” interpret these as addressing interpersonal relationships and not war or 
genocide. Historically, the early Christians were involved in self-defense apologetically as they 
defended the faith and argued against the injustices done to them. 
The case study of Bonhoeffer provides an example of a person who was committed to a 
pacifist response to persecution but found under certain circumstances that Christians must resort 
to resistance. His case is a valuable contribution to the ongoing discussion in the Northern 
Nigerian church on whether or not self-defense is a legitimate response to persecution. 
In a conference in Denmark in 1934, Bonhoeffer was asked what he would do if war 
came. He replied, “I shall pray to Christ to give me the power not to take up arms.”577 This 
statement underscores his earlier beliefs in pacifism. Bonhoeffer’s pacifistic ideas are articulated 
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in his book The Cost of Discipleship using Christ’s Sermon on the Mount. Commenting on 
Matthew 5:5, he wrote, “‘This community of strangers’ referring to the meek, ‘possess no 
inherent right of its own renounce every right of their own and live for the sake of Christ.’”578 
Disciples of Christ endure all manner of maltreatment and injustices and do not even defend their 
legal rights. 
He continued with interesting thoughts on pacifism as he argued, “The right way to 
requite evil, according to Jesus, is not to resist it.” He added, “The only way to overcome evil is 
to let it run itself to a standstill because it does not find the resistance it is looking for.”579 Jesus 
taught that the believer should not resist evil at all; he/she should be able to turn the other cheek 
to the aggressor. On loving the enemy, he said, “Christian love draws no distinction between one 
enemy and another, except that the more bitter our enemy’s hatred, the greater need for love.”580 
This love, he further argued, includes love for political or religious enemies. This pacifism of his 
was truly absolute pacifism. 
Having discussed Bonhoeffer’s absolute pacifism, one now may tend to ask why did he 
shift his base from pacifism to resistance? This question may find its answer in his involvement 
in ecumenism as a youth secretary of the World Alliance for Promoting Friendship. The group’s 
emphasis on practical and social issues must have influenced him. These discussions resonated 
with his core belief that “one cannot be a Christian just for oneself, but always only in the 
community of the faithful, in the communion sanctorum, the community of the saints.”581 The 
exposure to these practical and social issues made him to begin to raise questions such as: “How 
should this worldwide proclamation be conceived? What should be the nature of church 
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statements on current political, social, and ethical questions, and how should they be reached? 
How in particular should the church speak to the question of peace?”582 These questions and his 
exposure on practical social and political issues became a watershed for young Bonhoeffer. 
As already reflected above, Bonhoeffer had real conflict between killing Adolf Hitler and 
the fifth commandment that says, “You shall not kill.” He came up with the theory of 
“Extraordinary Necessity.” The theory is interpreted in the light of the tension between 
disobeying the law, which leaves you guilty, and obeying it, which equally leaves you guilty, in 
the context of the present realities in Germany.583 The reality was either to obey the law not to 
kill and spare Hitler’s life and see millions of people massacred or disobey the law, kill one 
person (Hitler), and save millions. It was because of the millions of souls he envisioned would 
perish and for the preservation of the church against Nazi infiltration that compelled Bonhoeffer 
to change his position in these particular circumstances from pacifism to resistance. 
Looking at the discussions above, there is compelling reasons to conclude that Christians 
in Northern Nigeria can defend themselves as it is a constitutional right accorded to them in the 
constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. In the face of mass murder and genocide going 
on in Northern Nigeria, Christian self-defense should be seen as a responsibility on behalf of the 
weak and vulnerable. The main problem with self-defense in this context is the dividing line 
between vengeance and self-defense, which church leaders and scholars should work on and 









TOWARDS A PROPER RESPONSE TO PERSECUTION 
 
Introduction 
As the research comes to a conclusion, it is important to summarize the work and point 
out the findings. Since the 1980s, Christian persecution in Northern Nigeria has become a source 
of concern to all Christians and Muslims who want to see peace and progress in the region. The 
violence that is being experienced is so devastating that it has affected the social, economic, 
religious, and political life of the nation negatively and impedes development in the nation, 
especially Northern Nigeria. Religious persecution of Christians has moved from casual insults, 
to marginalization and discrimination, to mob violence and targeted attacks on Christians by 
Muslim groups that have resulted in massive loss of lives and property. Responses to persecution 
by Christians have changed from pacifism, to self-defense, and to occasional vengeance. What 
has caused concern for the researcher and motivation for this research is the future of 
Christianity and the church in Nigeria in the midst of the escalating intensity of the persecution 
and how the changes in responses to persecution by Christians affect evangelism and 
discipleship. 
This chapter focuses on the summary of research findings and conclusions. It also 
features recommendations for responses to persecution for the church in Northern Nigeria. 
Summary of Findings 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the experiences of persecution of 
Christians in Northern Nigeria, their responses to persecution, and the effect responses to 
persecution had on evangelism and discipleship. The researcher also investigated the response of 
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the early church to persecution to provide information that would enable him to make 
recommendations for responses to persecution that would have a positive impact on evangelism 
and discipleship. To effectively compare the responses to persecution by Christians in Northern 
Nigeria and the early church, Penner’s framework of responses to persecution of Fight, Flight, 
and Fortitude has been used. The researcher believes that the proper response to persecution will 
go a long way in minimizing the violence experienced in the region, restore good community 
relations, and enhance evangelism and discipleship so that the church in Northern Nigeria will 
continue to experience growth even when it is experiencing extreme persecution. 
In order to be able to compare responses to the persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria with the responses of early Christians, a study of the background of the conflicts taking 
place in the region was important. Findings from this research found that legacies of Islamic 
colonization and the continuation of it under British rule empowered the Hausa-Fulani Muslims 
over the non-Muslims in Northern Nigeria and has been a major source of conflict in Northern 
Nigeria. The struggle to break free from this oppression by non-Muslims and the effort of the 
Hausa-Fulani Muslims to maintain the status quo remains a source of conflict in Northern 
Nigeria. Another major source of conflict is the incompatibility of Shari’a ideology with 
democracy. Christians in Northern Nigeria resisted the implementation of Shari’a, and this has 
affected Christian-Muslim relations, especially in Kaduna State. The bloody violence in Kaduna 
in the year 2000 attests to this claim.584 Another factor in the conflicts is the emergence of 
Islamic fundamentalist and terrorist groups that have their roots in the ideology of Uthman dan 
Fodio’s 18th-century jihad. These conflicts have resulted in persecution of Christians in Northern 
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Nigeria. The most active groups in the persecution of Christians are Boko Haram and Fulani 
herdsmen. 
The data obtained from the field research discussed the experiences of persecuted 
Christians in Northern Nigeria which ranged from mild to extreme persecution. Mild forms of 
persecution included discrimination in places of work, denial of government services, denial of 
rights, and oppression of ethnic minorities in Northern Nigeria who are Christians. The findings 
of the data also revealed that many forms of mistreatment and suffering experienced by 
Christians in Northern Nigeria go unreported. Extreme persecution, including mass murder by 
Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen, is ongoing while the government ignores it. The widespread 
destruction of church buildings, houses belonging to Christians, and businesses of Christians has 
not been quantified. Many Christian villages have been attacked on night raids, which have 
resulted in the deaths of hundreds of Christians in a single attack. 
In this research, efforts were made to uncover the reasons why Christians in Northern 
Nigeria are being persecuted. The reasons advanced for the persecution are the Christian faith, 
political reasons, economic reasons, ethnic reasons, or a mixture of some or all of these. 
Respondents from Borno State are of the opinion that the reason for the persecution is because of 
their Christian faith.585 Although in Kaduna State, the Christian faith and all other reasons 
combined together are seen as the reason for persecution.586 However, the reasons for 
persecution are complex because Islam, the source of the persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria, does not practice the separation of “mosque” and state. Therefore, political, economic, 
or ethnic reasons can have religious undertones. This compares to the environment of early 
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Christians in which Roman society was religious, and every sphere of life was connected to 
religion. 
Although there has been some discussion as to whether the persecution is the result of 
ethnic conflict or religious conflict, Northern Nigerian Christians who were interviewed clearly 
state that they are suffering persecution because of their faith.587 This is similar to the experience 
of early Christians who were also persecuted just for being Christian as noted in Trajan’s rescript 
in his reply to Pliny’s letter.588 
The research also showed that there have been different forms of responses to persecution 
by Christians in Northern Nigeria, and some differences are by region. Some Christians are 
pacifists, and most of the Christians in northeast Nigeria align to pacifism. There are also 
pacifists in the Middle Belt, but a sizeable number in this region stated that self-defense is the 
best response to persecution. The Christians in Northern Nigeria totally reject the idea of 
Christians initiating attacks on the Muslims or carrying out vengeful attacks.589 Christians in both 
Borno and Kaduna States do not approve of attacks. This is similar to the response of early 
Christians who did not fight or attack their persecutors. 
One of the major contributions of this study is examining how responses to persecution 
impact evangelism and discipleship so that the church can continue to grow in the midst of 
persecution. The research discovered in interviews of Christians in Northern Nigeria shows that 
there are responses that have a positive impact, and there are responses that have a negative 
impact. Christians in Northern Nigeria overwhelmingly agree that the pacifistic approach as a 
response to persecution aids in the continuation of evangelism and discipleship. Pacifistic 
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responses were noted as having a positive impact while attacks and vengeance were noted as 
having a negative impact. Negative Christian responses to persecution have brought about 
enmity, suspicion, and broken relationships to the extent that in some quarters Christians and 
Muslims live in separate communities.590 In Borno State, the responses show that the people of 
the northeast still live in peace with their Muslim neighbors, though a good number of the 
respondents indicated that there are broken relationships.591 
Self-defense is a growing response to persecution, especially the defense of the weak and 
vulnerable, which is seen as a Christian duty. There is an emerging discussion among Christians 
as to whether defense can be an option for Christians experiencing extreme persecution that 
results in mass murder or genocide. Christian leaders from the Middle Belt who have seen the 
horrors of mass murder from Fulani herdsmen have advocated self-defense. 
After reporting the experiences in Northern Nigeria, the researcher examined Bible 
passages in the New Testament to establish the biblical basis for responses to persecution and to 
examine how they were practiced by the early church. The scripture passages are all in support 
of pacifism. Some are interpreted to encourage flight in times of persecution, but flight motivated 
by mission not by fear. Other passages advocate loving the enemy, doing good to enemies, 
praying for enemies, and not resisting the evil person. 
However, it is argued by Christians in Northern Nigeria that such treatment of the enemy, 
if well interpreted, is limited to interpersonal relationships which are a different context than war 
and genocide. Brown O. in an interview argued that what Jesus was addressing was quarrels and 
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not war.592 He advocated self-defense because the killings in Northern Nigeria are more similar 
to war than a quarrel. 
The early church’s responses to persecution were also examined as an example to 
Christians in Northern Nigeria and to spot pitfalls in their responses to evangelism and 
discipleship that should be avoided. It was discovered in the study that the early majority of 
Christians were pacifists, which is similar to the response of Christians in northeast Nigeria. Self-
defense in the early church was mainly apologetic. There was never a response to fight against 
the aggressor except in the case of the Catholic-Donatist schism, which was an internal crisis 
within Christianity. Christians in Northern Nigeria can learn from the patient endurance of early 
Christians in times of persecution. In early Christian experiences, the patient endurance through 
suffering and even death had a positive impact on evangelism while those who denied the faith, 
the schismatics, and voluntary martyrs all had a negative impact on evangelism and discipleship. 
Self-defense was also evident in the early church through the defense of the faith by 
apologetics in which apologists presented a case for Christianity. Today its advocates are 
supporting self-defense through ethics. Bonhoeffer calls this type of action “Extraordinary 
Necessity.” Ethically, the believer is left with the choice of either resisting a few criminals, even 
if it means killing them, or allowing hundreds or thousands of innocent people to perish in the 
hands of those criminals. If nothing is done, Kenneth C. in an interview called this type of 
inaction irresponsibility. 
Another aspect of self-defense is caring for the vulnerable, which was one of the 
hallmarks of the early Christians. Stark notes that invasions and disasters often created 
populations in cities that were impoverished and homeless, similar to vulnerable Christians in 
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Northern Nigeria.593 Like the early Christians, churches in Northern Nigeria can reach out and 
offer assistance, community, and hope. 
However, not all was well with the early Christians in their responses to persecution. As 
such, there are some pitfalls to avoid. The pitfalls included Christians who feared torture and 
death in the hands of Roman authorities and who went ahead and sacrificed to Roman gods in 
order to avoid suffering and death. When proof of sacrificing to the gods was required from 
citizens of the empire, some Christians lied, and some gave bribes to evade the sacrifice. These 
are not good examples to be emulated by Christians in Northern Nigeria. Another negative 
response to persecution that contemporary Christians should avoid is voluntary martyrdom, 
condemned by some of the early Christian leaders. Death for the cause of Christ should be 
accepted but not sought after. 
Implications and Recommendations 
Evangelism and discipleship are ingrained in the life, ministry, and theological 
understanding of John Wesley. It is important to establish a background before recommending to 
the church appropriate responses to persecution that can positively impact evangelism and 
discipleship. This is an important connection with the vision of Asbury Seminary and the 
researcher’s understanding of the vision of “The Bible for the Whole World.” Evangelism and 
discipleship are what sustains the growth and development of the church in every context. 
James C. Logan made this remarkable comment about John Wesley and evangelism: 
“Wesley’s evangelism was marked by a vision of the wholeness of authority, motive, and goal. 
He proclaimed Christ in his fullness: the Christ of Bethlehem (incarnation), the Christ of Galilee 
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(ministry), the Christ of Calvary (atonement).”594 Logan emphasized that “A theology of 
evangelism would do well to check itself constantly with this criterion of the fullness of 
Christ.”595 What is interesting in the quote above is that in evangelism, Christ should be 
presented wholly to the world, and it is this type of evangelism and discipleship ministry that 
will make an impact. This perspective provides an important motivation for recommending 
responses to persecution that have a positive impact on discipleship and evangelism. 
Response to Persecution in Northern Nigeria through Evangelism 
Proclamation of the gospel through word and deed is important in the midst of 
persecution. Proclamation, though difficult in the context of persecution, is an important 
response to persecution. Paul declares that “faith comes by hearing the word of God” (Romans 
10:17). This underscores the need to proclaim the word of God. For example, Larai U., a woman 
from Chibok, has not stopped speaking about Jesus in spite of the persecution from Boko Haram. 
She recommended that Christians use the Bible to respond to persecution.596 Scot McKnight also 
supports proclamation as he said, “The gospel, I am arguing, is declaring the story of Israel as 
resolved in the story of Jesus.”597 In McKnight’s use of declaring, proclamation is implied. 
Proclamation in the context of persecution can involve the use of mass media wherever 
the media is accessible for evangelism. In the early church, mass media was primarily in written 
form. Writings included apologetics as defense of the gospel, testimonies both of what Jesus did 
and also how his followers lived as well as instructions for missional living. Writings also 
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recorded messages of hope, courage, and perseverance in the biographies of the saints.598 The 
gospel was also presented in a visual way through signs, symbols, and decorations in the home 
and church.599 The goal of the message was always who Jesus is and what salvation is.600 
Digital media in the modern world has a vast reach and as Jones notes, “inescapable  
tools for communicating the gospel.”601 They are particularly important where physical contact is 
impossible, which is often the case in Northern Nigeria. However, for effective communication 
the right media must be chosen. In the case of Northern Nigeria among the Hausa-Fulani 
Muslims, the most effective media for evangelism is the radio. In Northern Nigeria the radio is 
one of the primary ways people receive information about political events, religious teaching, 
and social events. Many times the researcher has seen Hausa-Fulani Muslims in their fields and 
homes listening to radio. Because its effectiveness for reaching this group of people, the 
researcher became a part of a radio program broadcast in the Hausa language from 2010-2013. 
The program was part of the Kaduna State Broadcasting Corporation titled “Filin a 
Tombayi Fasto,” meaning a forum to ask pastors some questions. The 30-minute program was 
aired once a week. The writer sought themes that attempted to answer Muslim’s questions about 
the Christian faith such as “Is Jesus the Son of God?” The questions were answered in a dialogue 
format in which pastors broke down the question and answered them in a dialogue. Listeners 
were given a phone number to text to ask questions. Each program generated several comments 
(not always positive) and questions. These questions often formed the dialogue for future 
programs. Texts also informed the program of conversions to Christianity. Although the 
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researcher has been in the United States, he has been informed that the programs he recorded are 
still being played. 
However, one-way proclamation, whether through mass media or personal, is not 
enough.602 Rather, people are more responsive to two-way conversations.603 George Hunter notes 
that evangelism through conversation is not new. The majority of converts in the early church 
were through conversations across social networks.604 Many of these social networks were in the 
family itself—husband converting wives, wives husbands, and so on.605 Other conversations took 
place through hospitality, chance encounters in daily life, and visiting.606 Through these 
conversations, people were able to see a new quality of life in the early Christians.607 Hospitality 
into a community or home was a “central witness to the truth of the gospel and its transforming 
power.”608 Hunter also notes the powerful role hospitality played in Celtic evangelism.609 
In Northern Nigeria, networks with Muslim neighbors are an important means of 
evangelism. Like the early church, many Christians and Muslims are related to one another. 
These natural kin relationships provide Christians with opportunities to have conversations about 
the gospel with their Muslim relatives. Hospitality also provides opportunities to welcome 
Muslims. Invitations to meals, festivals, and religious celebrations allow people to connect on a 
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deeper level. Christine Pohl notes, “We see fresh expressions of welcome when congregations 
make a place for unchurched children, international students, and isolated older people.”610 
There are also natural places where people connect in Northern Nigeria such as work and 
at the market, which are shared by both Muslims and Christians. Conversations also happen in 
places where people gather, and for Northern Nigerians this is the soccer field, either to play 
together or to watch a game. 611 Several churches have sports ministries and use soccer as a 
means for evangelism. One church denomination; the Mountain of Fire and Miracle church even 
sponsors a national soccer team that plays at the national level in Nigeria. 
Doing good is also a form of proclamation. Proclamation, as mentioned earlier, is 
difficult in the context of extreme persecution. However, a strategic use of good works as a 
means of reaching out with the gospel to communities in the midst of persecution is important. 
From the very beginning of the church in Acts, charity had a part in the life of the church.612 The 
early church was committed to loving God and loving people which was evidenced in supporting 
the poor and needy.613 Good works, especially reaching out to the poor, was the hallmark of the 
early church and an effective witness.614 As Myers notes,  
Therefore, in dealing with the gospel message, we cannot separate word, deed, and 
sign without truncating our message. Words clarify the meaning of deeds. Deeds 
verify the meaning of words. Most crucially signs announce the presence and power 
of the One who is radically other and who is both the true sources of all good deeds 
and the author of the only words that bring life in the fullest.615 
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Christians in Northern Nigeria should plan and sponsor social ministry outreaches in 
Muslim communities to demonstrate Christ’s love to the “enemy.” Where Christians are able, 
they can carry out development projects in the name of the church to Muslim communities in 
order to demonstrate the love of Jesus to them. Christ’s ministry was primarily taking the gospel 
to the poor (Luke 4:18-19), hence his involvement with the poor and the marginalized of society. 
In the footsteps of Jesus, John Wesley was involved in ministry to the poor and marginalized.616 
In Nigeria where the government has failed to provide social services to the citizens, it would be 
good news to have a Christian organization or church provide a well in a Muslim community or 
build a bridge that links two or three Muslim communities. 
Another way to witness through social concern is to rally around victims of violent 
attacks. When Christians are attacked, those who survive have often lost almost everything. It is 
recommended here that Christian churches in Northern Nigeria form support groups to raise 
support to help those in need. The support could be in terms of food, medical care, trauma 
counseling, or prayer support. Bonhoeffer’s community motif resonates with the support 
persecuted Christians need. He is “convinced that one cannot be a Christian just for oneself, but 
always only in the community of the faithful.”617 In community, persecuted Christians would be 
able to receive necessary encouragement and support. 
Proclamation can also be done through flight in times of persecution. This way of 
response can be facilitated through intentional and strategic movement of bi-vocational 
missionaries to areas of extreme persecution. As Rundle and Steffen note, “Using business as a 
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vehicle for missions and ministry is not new.”618 In the early church businessmen, merchants, 
colonialists, and soldiers played a significant role in the spread of the gospel.619 
When Christian professionals flee persecution, they find themselves in new places where 
their professions are needed. They are accepted in a community where they can brightly shine 
the light of Christ in the dark corners of the earth by showing the light and love of Christ. When 
convenient, they proclaim the gospel. In the early church, the Nestorian Christians who fled 
persecution from their homelands provided an example of this kind of response to persecution. 
Edward Smither wrote about them this way: “The Nestorians were distinct in history because of 
their ability to do business well in the central Asia market place. As they worked with 
excellence, they also apparently had a robust verbal witness.” The Nestorian Christians were the 
first to reach China with the gospel.620 Christian professionals from Northern Nigeria should be 
proactive by moving into Muslim communities with their professions and living the life of Christ 
among them, which will prompt them to ask who they are and why they behave differently, thus 
providing a door for witness. 
The introduction of bi-vocational ministry introduced in the Nigerian Baptist convention 
by the immediate past General Secretary Dr. Ademola Ishola is a good example. Professionals 
who feel they have the call of God are encouraged to seek theological training and to enter the 
ministry while continuing with their professions. The motif behind this is for strategic church 
planting where these professionals can break new grounds where the traditionally trained pastors 
and missionaries can’t. They go to areas where their professions are needed and will not be 
solely dependent on the salary from the church.  
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A practical example is the ministry of Rev. Gibson Tal, the General Overseer of Back to 
God Bible Church in Kano Nigeria who answered God’s call as a trader and maintains his 
profession. He has used his profession as a source of his family income as well as a primary 
contact for ministry to the unsaved. The success in ministry Tal has recorded shows that integral 
ministry is doable in Northern Nigeria. The researcher has been a mentor to Gibson Tal for over 
ten years. 
Another response to persecution that has evangelistic implications is interfaith dialogue. 
S. Wesley Ariarajah defines dialogue as “an attempt to help people to understand and accept the 
other in their “otherness.”621 Christians in Northern Nigeria can initiate interfaith programs 
where both Christians and Muslims would be at the table as equal partners in search for peace. In 
such interfaith meetings, each religious tradition should be respected. The researcher prefers to 
use respect for the other rather than tolerance. Interfaith meetings can promote understanding and 
also provide contacts for further evangelistic discourses. The researcher also recommends 
interfaith sports, feasts, celebration, and potlucks initiated by Christians in order to promote 
understanding. Christians should also accept reciprocal invitations if such gestures are extended 
to them by Muslims. There are people who are already doing great work of dialoguing with 
Muslims in Northern Nigeria.622 Churches and Christian organizations can build upon what is 
already happening. 
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Response to Persecution in Northern Nigeria Through Discipleship  
The need for discipleship in Northern Nigeria cannot be overemphasized. Discipleship is 
one of the greatest needs in the church in Nigeria. When the gospel is presented and the converts 
are left without discipleship, the converts soon return to their old ways. Jay Moon echoed the 
need for discipleship in the church as he wrote, “Several leaders have openly decried the lack of 
discipleship in the church to transform individuals and communities. While many ‘decisions for 
Christ’ are made, few of these decisions results in further discipleship.”623 To buttress this point, 
Dallas Willard calls the neglect of discipleship by the church the “great omission.”624  
The need for discipleship in the church in Northern Nigeria is evident in the way some 
Christians respond to persecution. Some Christians respond to persecution negatively by going to 
witch doctors or to idols to obtain powers in order to protect themselves and the church. Why 
should people who profess faith in Christ still go back to their traditional beliefs? Moon answers 
the question by saying that the life of discipleship when properly done “forms mature followers 
of Christ who overcome the extremes of syncretism (in which culture is not critiqued, thereby 
blending two faith systems) and split-level Christianity (in which culture is ignored, thereby 
pushing people to find solutions to intimate issues elsewhere).”625 The Northern Nigerian 
Christians who fall back into traditional religious practices fall into the category of split-level 
Christianity. The lack of trust in the Lord demonstrated by these Christians underscores the need 
for discipleship among Christians in Northern Nigeria. Pastors and church leaders should design 
discipleship programs and emphasize them strongly for their members. Discipled Christians trust 
the power of God to protect them rather than seek power from the spirits. 
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Christian leaders in Northern Nigeria have a responsibility to design discipleship 
programs for four categories of Christians in the light of their responses to persecution. The first 
are secret believers; second, unfaithful Christians; and third, faithful Christians. The goal of 
discipleship is to prepare Christians to remain faithful to the Lord even while undergoing 
persecution. 
Secret Christians in the context of Northern Nigeria are new believers from the 
background of Islam whose lives are under threat should the Islamic community or their family 
know that they have been converted to Christianity. For such new Christians, a model of “Secret 
Discipleship” should be designed to help them grow in the faith. In Northern Nigeria new 
believers were lost back to Islam because they were soon exposed to persecution by the open and 
flamboyant advertisement of Christians of the new believers from Islam. The persecution 
becomes too severe, and they go back to Islam. The concept of secret discipleship has its biblical 
basis from the parable of the sower where the seed that fell on rocky ground germinated and had 
rapid growth, but when the heat of the sun descended on it, it dried up (Matthew 13:1-13). The 
Lord Jesus said that the scourging sun is persecution. 
The writer proposes a dimension of discipleship that will enable Muslim converts to 
stand in the Lord and that is secret discipleship. In this, the new believer keeps secret his 
profession of faith and is provided with a small group of Christians who provide him/her with 
community, fellowship, and spiritual nourishment until the new believer feels strong enough to 
damn the possible consequences of proclaiming his new faith. In this period of liminality, he 
may occasionally appear in the mosque and pray to Jesus in his heart while he/she continues with 
the secret small group, growing as a disciple. Don Little in his book Effective Discipling in 
Muslim Communities envisioned “discipling new believers and planting of churches that express 
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uncompromisingly bold and culturally appropriate witness for Christ by believers and churches 
that remain inside Muslim communities.”626 The writer believes that the model of secret 
discipleship will make this vision possible. 
The method currently practiced by many Christians in Northern Nigeria is to take a new 
believer to a place of safety and disciple him/her there. This has created more enmity between 
the family of the new believers and the Christians. The new believer is not given the opportunity 
of witnessing to his family and community with his /her new lifestyle. It is important to note that 
effective discipleship of a new believer from the background of Islam is best done in community, 
because in Islam, he/she was in community. Jay Moon reinforces this fact by saying, “…holistic 
discipleship recognizes that individuals do not exist in isolation; rather, they are part of larger 
systems. Healthy, maturing disciples often arise from healthy, maturing communities.”627 The 
small group and subsequently the larger church fellowship should provide such community. 
The second category of Christians are those who were unfaithful when they experience 
persecution. In Northern Nigeria, it has been noted that some Christians in their bid for self-
defense have gone back to African traditional religion and fetishes to seek for diabolical power 
in order to protect themselves or even to protect the church. This evidence indicates that either 
the person is not yet converted or lacks discipleship. These are two types of unfaithful Christians 
which need to be approached differently for discipleship. 
The first type of unfaithful Christian are casual Christians. Casual Christians are those 
people who do not have deep commitment to follow Jesus and abandon their faith during 
persecution, in some cases converting to Islam. These are people who Rodney Stark refers to as 
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“free riders,” people who want to enjoy benefits of the faith community without commitment.628 
A biblical example of free riders are Ananias and Sapphira in Acts chapter five who wanted to be 
known as great givers without the commitment. For these people, they should be taught about 
salvation with the goal that they will become committed followers of Jesus. For them, the ritual 
of baptism marks their decision of leaving their old life and incorporation into the church as 
followers of Jesus. Brenda Colijn wrote this about the new birth experience: “The new birth 
makes possible a new way of living, but it also calls believers to cooperate with the Word and 
Spirit to make that new life an experiential reality.”629 The new believer will continue in his/her 
discipleship in the form of church programs of teaching and prayer that can guide them to 
maturity. The new believers can also benefit from a close relationship with mature believers in 
the church. 
The second type of  unfaithful Christian, are backsliders, those who have been baptized 
but were unfaithful in persecution. For these there is a need for them to rededicate their lives to 
the Lord. Those in this category are to be placed under church discipline for a period of time. 
Within this liminal period, they should be placed under a mature Christian family for 
discipleship. When there is evidence of repentance, the persons should be brought to the front of 
the church and accepted back into fellowship in a ritual of reincorporation. This acceptance gives 
them a sense of a new beginning. Then further discipleship can continue until they become fully 
mature. Bonhoeffer believes in the discipline of erring believers as part of discipleship. He 
wrote, “When punishment is meted out to the stubborn and refractory, it must be administered in 
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the Spirit of meekness and patience.”630 The church should aim at the recovery of the erring 
member back to fellowship rather than mere punishment. 
The third category of Christians are those who remained faithful during persecution. The 
response to persecution demonstrated by people who have been discipled is patient endurance 
during discrimination, torture, and even martyrdom. There are Christians in Northern Nigeria 
who have endured suffering for Christ unto death. There is a case of eleven Christians in 
Northern Nigeria beheaded by Boko Haram on Christmas Day in 2019.631 On January 20, 2020, 
a Christian leader, Rev. Lawan Andimi, was beheaded by the same Islamic terrorists in Northern 
Nigeria.632 This faithful endurance to the end is comparable to the early Christians who endured 
martyrdom for their faith. It was this endurance that some pagans saw and consequently were 
then converted to Christianity.633i Christians in Northern Nigeria are encouraged to persevere to 
the end. 
The need for pastors and Christian leaders to design discipleship programs and emphasize 
their importance to their members in Northern Nigeria has been noted. Most of the programs for 
discipleship have the traditional training model adopted from the west. In the Nigerian Baptist 
Convention for example, a member seeking to be discipled has a wide range of discipleship 
materials the he/she needs to undergo training for, which include: 1. Believer’s Handbook, 2. Six 
Lessons, 3. Follow the Master, 4. Serve the Master, 5. Master Life, 6. In God’s Presence, 7. 
Experiencing God, and 8. The Mind of Christ. These trainings end up with an award of 
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certificates after completion. The impact of such westernized discipleship model is little, because 
they do not touch the core of the culture of the people being discipled. Smart sinners can enroll 
in the program and pass with distinction and be certified as disciples. This might account for the 
split-level Christianity of those who still go back to African Traditional Religion to seek 
protection against persecution. 
This paper wants to encourage pastors and church leaders to look around for discipleship 
resources from the culture and context of the disciple. Such resources might include songs, 
proverbs, stories, rituals, symbols etc., which are already in the culture. In Northern Nigeria, 
Church Women Fellowship choirs have been so creative in composing songs that are being 
dramatized during presentation which are resources that can impact both the literate and oral 
learners. There are also Hausa traditional music contextualized into gospel songs with rich 
proverbs and idiomatic expressions which can be used in the discipling Hausa-Fulani Muslim 
Background Believers. Moonlight story telling model where children gather around an elderly 
man or woman in the night to listen to or share stories. Through this medium, moral lessons and 
family history is passed down to younger generation. This model can be used for discipleship in 
the rural areas among oral learners. 
With the numerous tribes and ethnic groups existing in Northern Nigeria and the cultural 
diversity these presents, it is advisable for pastors and church leaders to look for discipleship 
resources within the culture of each people group around naming ceremonies, traditional 
weddings, cultural festivals, burial ceremonies, initiation ceremonies, rites of passage etc. These 
will provide rich resources that will be more useful in discipling Christians in Northern Nigeria 




The researcher feels highly blest and enriched by this research on responses to 
persecution. Interaction with the literature and human subjects on the field has been awesome. 
The researcher is hereby concluding with the following final notes in regard to the threefold 
response to persecution. 
Fight: In view of the abundant data and literature evidence, attack and vengeance should 
be rejected as a Christian response to persecution. The Bible does not encourage it, and early 
Christians did not practice vengeance and attacks in their response to persecution. This research, 
therefore, concludes that vengeance should not be practiced by Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
Flight: Pacifism as an age-old Christian response to persecution has been studied again 
and still remains a valid form of Christian response to persecution. Abundant data supports 
pacifism, the literature reviewed supports it, and the majority of early Christians studied were 
pacifists. Thus, this research concludes that pacifism should be practiced by Christians in 
Northern Nigeria. Within the context of persecution, it has been shown to aid evangelism and 
discipleship and further improve interfaith and community relationships in Northern Nigeria. 
Fortitude: As used in this research, this is self-defense and is a new conversation on the 
theme of Christian response to persecution. The research data shows that some of the 
respondents agree that self-defense can be a valid option for Christian response to persecution, 
and that came mainly from the Middle Belt region. Others who reject it are mainly from the 
northeast. The researcher is of the opinion that self-defense can be a valid option for Christians 
on the grounds that self-defense is not limited to armed conflict; there are other means of self-




Self-defense is also important to maintain a Christian witness in Northern Nigeria, 
especially for the weak and vulnerable who need to be defended. In the case of violence in 
Northern Nigeria where women and children are raped and killed, it is a Christian’s duty to 
defend them when the government is not providing any defense for them. Self-defense is also 
important for maintaining a Christian witness in Northern Nigeria so that the church can thrive. 
Recent attacks are based on an ideology that seeks to make Nigeria an Islamic state. Self-defense 
is needed to allow churches to remain and continue our rich Christian heritage. 
This research has made three major contributions to knowledge. First, there are abundant 
resources on Christian persecution, but very few focus attentions on responses to persecution. 
The particular attention given to the effect of responses to persecution on evangelism and 
discipleship is a unique contribution of this research to the field of Christian persecution. This 
dimension of understanding about persecution will help promote kingdom values and the growth 
of the church through evangelism and discipleship even within the context of persecution. 
Second, most Christians facing persecution in different parts of the world have not been prepared 
for it. Jesus prepared His disciples for persecution. This research will be an additional resource 
for the preparation of Christians on how to face and respond to persecution. Third, self-defense 
has not had extensive discussion by scholars to determine whether it could be a valid response to 
persecution. The attempt of this research to address self-defense is to provide a contribution to 
the ongoing conversation on it. 
The researcher, however, does not claim to have exhausted the theme on Christian 
responses to persecution. There still need for further research on the subject specifically on self-
defense as a response to persecution. There needs to be further research on self-defense and its 
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EARLY CHRISTIAN RESPONSES TO PERSECUTION AND THEIR 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIANS IN NORTHERN NIGERIA 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The researcher on the above-mentioned topic is a student of Asbury Theological 
Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky USA on his PhD dissertation research. He is requesting you to 
kindly fill this questionnaire for him. The information filled will be used purely for the purpose 
of this research and he promises to maintain confidentiality on them. 
 
Name (optional): ………………………………………………………………………… 




Leadership Position: Church Elder/Deacon (  ); Pastor (  ); Missionary (  ); Evangelist (  ); 
Denominational Leader (  ); Ecumenical Leader (  ); Others (specify) …………………… 
 
QUESTIONS 
1. What do you understand by the term Christian Persecution?  
2. Christians in Northern Nigeria are being persecuted for their faith in Christ.  
(a) Strongly Agree, (b) Agree (c) Disagree (d)Strongly Disagree (e) Neutral  
3. If Christians in Northern Nigeria are being persecuted, it is (a) A Mild Persecution (b) 
Extreme Persecution (c) Both Mild and Extreme (d) No Persecution 
4. What do you think are reasons for the persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria? 
(a) Christian faith (b) Political reasons (c) Ethnic problems (d) Economic reasons (e) 
All of the above. 
 
 262 
Briefly explain the reason for your choice above 
5. In their responses to persecution, you will consider Christians in your state as; (a) 
Pacifist (no revenge and no defense) (b) Defensive (c) Avengers (d) Attackers 
6. What do you consider to be Biblical Christian response to persecution? (a) Pacifism 
(b) Defense (c) Revenge (d) All of the above 
7. What impact has the responses to persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria had 
on Evangelism and discipleship? Why?  
8. What do you consider to be the future of Christianity in Northern Nigeria should the 
persecution continue? (a) Christianity will survive the storm (b) Christianity will 
grow stronger (c) Christianity will be wiped off (d) Christianity will be weakened and 
will remain weak. 
9. What do you think has been the result of Christian responses to persecution in terms 
of relationship with their religious neighbors in Northern Nigeria? (a) Peaceful co-
existence (b) Enmity and Suspicion (c) Broken relationships  
10. Describe in your opinion how proper Christian response to persecution can be a 
necessary bridge to peaceful co-existence between Christians and people of other 
faiths in Northern Nigeria.  
 
Thank you very much for taking your time to respond to these questions. 
 







ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES: KADUNA STATE 
 
Item 1. Christians in Northern Nigeria are being persecuted for their faith in Christ. 
Table 1. 
RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. Disagree 












TOTAL 85 100% 
 
Item one above tried to find out whether Christians in Northern Nigeria perceive that the 
persecution they are going through is because of their faith in Christ. Out of eighty-five 
respondents, sixty-nine strongly agree that Christians in Northern Nigeria are persecuted for their 
faith in Christ, which represents eighty percent. Sixteen agree, which represents twenty percent. 
There were no responses for Disagree, Strongly Disagree, and Neutral. The responses above 
show that Christians in Northern Nigeria perceive the persecution they are experiencing is 




Item 2. If Christians in Northern Nigeria are being persecuted, it is: 
Table 2. 
RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. A Mild Persecution 
b. Extreme Persecution 
c. Both Mild and Extreme 









TOTAL 83 100% 
 
Item two tried to find out the degree of persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria, 
whether it is mild or extreme persecution. Out of the eighty-three respondents to this item, two 
responded that the persecution in Northern Nigeria is mild, which represents two-point-four 
percent; thirty-three feel it is extreme persecution, which represents thirty-nine-point eight 
percent; and forty-eight responded that it is a mixture of both mild and extreme persecution, 
which represents fifty-seven-point-eight percent. There was no response for No Persecution, 
which represents zero percent. The responses to Item two in Table two above show that 





Item 3. What do you think are reasons for the persecution of Christians in Northern Nigeria? 
Table 3. 
RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Christian faith 
b. Political Reasons 
c. Ethnic Reasons 
d. Economic Reasons 











TOTAL 84 100% 
 
Item three attempted to discover the reasons for the persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria. Twenty-eight who responded are of the opinion that Christians in Northern Nigeria are 
persecuted solely for their Christian faith, representing thirty-three-point three percent of the 
eighty-four persons who responded to this item. Four respondents, representing four-point- eight 
percent, say it is for political reasons. Fifty-two respondents, representing sixty-one-point nine 
percent, are of the opinion that the reasons are a mixture of politics, ethnic, economic, and 
religious reasons. The responses above show the complex nature of the reasons for the 






Item 4. In their responses to persecution, you consider Christians in your state as: 
Table 4. 













TOTAL 83 100% 
 
Item four above sought to uncover the kind of responses of Christians to persecution in 
Kaduna State in Northern Nigeria. Twenty-six respondents say Christians in Kaduna are 
pacifists, representing thirty-one-point-three percent. Fifty-five respondents are of the opinion 
that Christians in Kaduna state are defensive when they are attacked, representing sixty-six-
point-three percent of the eighty three respondents. One respondent said they take vengeance 
when attacked, representing one-point-two percent. There was also one response for Attackers, 
which represents one-point-two percent. The responses above show that Christians in Kaduna 





Item 5. What do you consider to be a biblical Christian response to persecution? 
Table 5. 













TOTAL 79 100% 
 
Item 5 above tried to discover what Christians in Northern Nigeria consider the most 
biblical response to persecution. Thirty-five out of the seventy-nine respondents to this question 
consider pacifism to be the biblical response to persecution, representing forty-four-point-three 
percent. Self-defense was responded to by thirty-four persons, representing forty-three percent. 
Two responses were for revenge, which represented two-point-six percent of all those who 
responded. All of the Above had eight respondents, representing ten-point-one percent. The 





Item 6. What do you consider to be the future of Christianity in Northern Nigeria should the 
persecution continue? 
Table 6. 
RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Christianity will 
survive the storm 
 
b. Christianity will 
grow stronger 
 
c. Christianity will be 
wiped out 
 

















TOTAL 83 100% 
 
Item 6 above sought to understand what Christians in Northern Nigeria think of the future 
of Christianity in the region if the persecutions continue. Nineteen of the eighty-three who 
responded to the question were of the opinion that the Christian faith will survive the storm of 
the persecution, and they represent twenty-two-point-nine percent. Thirty-one were optimistic 
that Christianity will grow even stronger, which represents thirty-seven-point-four. Four 
respondents were of the opinion that Christianity will be wiped out, which represents four-point-
eight percent. Twenty-nine responded that Christianity will be weakened, and it will remain 
weak if the persecutions continue, which represents thirty-four-point-nine percent. The responses 
for Item 6, Table 6 indicate that Christians in Northern Nigeria are optimistic that the Christian 




Item 7. What do you think has been the result of Christian responses to persecution in terms of 
relationships with religious neighbors in Northern Nigeria? 
Table 7. 
RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONSES PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Peaceful co-existence 
b. Enmity and suspicion 







TOTAL 82 100% 
 
Item seven above tried to find out what Christians in Northern Nigeria think has been the 
result of their responses to persecution in terms of relationships with people of other faiths in the 
region. Twenty-one respondents are of the opinion that the responses have resulted in peaceful 
co-existence, which represents twenty-five-point-six percent of the eighty-two that responded. 
Forty-two replied that the responses to persecution have generated enmity and suspicion, which 
represented fifty-one-point-two percent. Nineteen respondents are of the view that the responses 
have brought broken relationships between Christians and their religious neighbors, which 
represents twenty-three-point-two percent of the responses. The responses above show that 
responses to persecution by Christians in Northern Nigeria have brought enmity and suspicion in 





ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES: BORNO STATE 
 




RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. Disagree 












TOTAL 78 100% 
 
Item one above tried to find out whether Christians in Northern Nigeria perceive that the 
persecution they are going through is because of their faith in Christ. Out of seventy-eight 
respondents, sixty-three strongly agree that Christians in Northern Nigeria are persecuted for 
their faith in Christ, which represents eighty-point-two percent. Fourteen agree, which represents 
seventeen-point-four percent. One response was for Strongly Disagree, representing one-point-
two percent, Disagree had one response also, representing one-point-two percent, and there was 
no response for Neutral, representing zero percent. The responses above show that Christians in 









RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. A Mild Persecution 
b. Extreme Persecution 
c. Both Mild and 
Extreme 
 











TOTAL 76 100% 
 
Item two above tried to find out the degree of persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria—whether it is mild or extreme persecution. Out of the seventy-six respondents to this 
item, four responded that the persecution in Northern Nigeria is mild, which represents five-
point-two percent. Thirty-two feel it is extreme persecution, which represents forty-two-point-
one percent, and thirty-nine responded it is a mixture of both mild and extreme persecution, 
which represents fifty-one-point three percent. There was one response for No Persecution which 
represents one-point three percent. The responses to Item 2 in Table 2 above show that Christians 








RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Christian faith 
b. Political Reasons 
c. Ethnic Reasons 
d. Economic Reasons 











TOTAL 78 100% 
 
Item three attempted to discover the reasons for the persecution of Christians in Northern 
Nigeria. Fifty-three who responded are of the opinion that Christians in Northern Nigeria are 
persecuted purely for their Christian faith, representing sixty-six-point-seven percent of the 
seventy-eight persons who responded to this item. Four respondents, representing five point-one 
percent, say it is for political reasons. Twenty-two respondents, representing twenty-eight-point-
two percent, are of the opinion that the reasons are a mixture of politics, ethnic, economic, and 






















TOTAL 71 100% 
 
Item four above sought to uncover the kind of responses to persecution of Christians in 
Borno State in Northern Nigeria. Forty-five respondents say Christians in Borno are pacifists, 
representing sixty-three-point-four percent. Eighteen respondents are of the opinion that 
Christians in Borno State are defensive when they are attacked, representing twenty-five-point-
four percent of the seventy-one respondents. One respondent said they take vengeance when 
attacked, representing one-point-two percent, There were seven responses for Attackers, which 
represents nine-point-eight percent. The responses above show that Christians in Borno State 





















TOTAL 73 100% 
 
Item 5 above tried to discover what Christians in Northern Nigeria consider the most 
biblical response to persecution. Forty-nine out of the seventy-three respondents to this question 
consider pacifism to be the biblical response to persecution, representing sixty-seven-point-two 
percent. Self-defense was responded to by six persons, representing eight-point-two percent, and 
three responses were for Revenge, which represented four-point-one percent of all those who 
responded. All of the Above was indicated by fifteen respondents, representing twenty-point-five 











RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE SCORE 
a. Christianity will survive 
the storm 
b. Christianity will grow 
stronger 
c. Christianity will be wiped 
out 
d. Christianity will be 















TOTAL 76 100% 
 
Item 6 above sought to understand what Christians in Northern Nigeria think of the future 
of Christianity in the region if the persecutions continue. Thirty-four of the seventy-six who 
responded to the question were of the opinion that the Christian faith will survive the storm of 
the persecution, and they represent forty-four-point-eight percent. Twenty-two were optimistic 
that Christianity will grow even stronger, which represents twenty-eight-point-nine percent. 
Seven respondents were of the opinion that Christianity will be wiped out, which represents 
nine-point-two percent. Thirteen responded that Christianity will be weakened and will remain 
weak if the persecutions continue, which represents seventeen-point-one percent. The responses 
on Item 6 in Table 6 indicate that Christians in Northern Nigeria are optimistic that the Christian 





Item 7. What do you think has been the result of Christian responses to persecution in terms of 




RESPONSES NO. OF RESPONSES PERCENTAGE SCORE 
d. Peaceful Co-existence 
e. Enmity and Suspicion 







TOTAL 75 100% 
  
Item seven above tried to find out what Christians in Northern Nigeria think has been the 
result of their responses to persecution in terms of relationships with people of other faiths in the 
region. Thirty-four respondents are of the opinion that the responses have result in peaceful co-
existence, which represents forty-five-point-four percent of the seventy-five persons who 
responded. Eleven replied that the responses to persecution have generated enmity and suspicion, 
which represents fourteen-point-six percent. Thirty respondents are of the view that the 
responses have brought broken relationships between Christians and their religious neighbors, 
which represents forty percent of the responses. The responses above show that responses to 
persecution by Christians in Northern Nigeria have brought peaceful co-existence in community 









The researcher is a student of Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky, USA, 
doing his PhD dissertation research on Early Christian Responses to Persecution and Their 
Implications for Christians in Northern Nigeria. He is requesting you to please grant him some 
time and audience for an interview. The information you give will be used purely for the purpose 
of this research, and he promises to maintain confidentiality with them. 
 
Name (Optional): …………………………………………………………………… 




Leadership Position: Church Elder/Deacon (  ) 
Pastor (  ) Missionary (  ) Evangelist (  ) Denominational Leader (  )  




1. Tell me your experience with Christian persecution. 
2. How have you personally responded to persecution? 
3. How have you observed other Christians respond to persecution in Northern Nigeria? 
4. How have you seen responses to persecution impact your witness to your non-Christian 
neighbors? 




6. What do you consider as the worst responses to persecution you have observed by 
Christians in Northern Nigeria that will impact negatively on evangelism and 
discipleship? 
7. Tell me some theological issues you struggle with when it comes to response to 
persecution as a Christian in Northern Nigeria 
8. Is there any specific response to persecution required of Christians? 
 
 









INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
   
EARLY CHRISTIAN RESPONSES TO PERSECUTION AND THEIR 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIANS IN NORTHERN NIGERIA  
You are invited to be in a research study being done by Yakubu Jakada from the Asbury 
Theological Seminary. You are invited because you are a Christian Leader in Northern Nigeria 
who are the subjects of his study on “Early Christian Responses to Persecution and Their 
Implications to Christians in Northern Nigeria.” This interview may last for about one hour. 
 
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to answer questions by filling a 
questionnaire or be directly interviewed by the researcher on how Christians in Northern Nigeria 
respond to persecution and your valuable opinion on how they should best respond in the way 
that will positively impact on evangelism and Discipleship will be appreciated. 
 
Confidentiality is very important in this research. Understanding the possible risk that 
may be involved in a research like this such as criticism at place of work or from fellow 
Christians who may misunderstand your view, the researcher has assigned a code to represent 
your name. For example, KD009 will represent a respondent from Kaduna State, while BO009 a 
respondent from Borno State. Your Code is………. This promising research which has as one of 
her key objectives to prepare Christians on how to respond to persecution will be of immense 




If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, please tell Yakubu Jakada. 
If you decide at any time you do not want to finish the study, you may stop whenever you want. 
The researcher wishes to get as much as possible from this discussion, as such he wishes to 
record this interview with an audio recording device. If you do not want this discussion recorded, 
check the box below. If you do not check the box it means you have permitted the discussion to 
be recorded. 
/  / I do not want this discussion recorded with a recording device. 
 
You can ask Yakubu Jakada questions any time about anything in this study. You can 
also ask leaders of Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) Kaduna/Borno Branch (as applies to 
your location) any questions you might have about this study. 
 
Signing this paper means that you have read this, or had it read to you, and that you 
want to be in the study and your responses can be published. If you do not want to be in the 
study, do not sign the paper. Being in the study is up to you, and no one will be mad if you do 
not sign this paper or even if you change your mind later. You agree that you have been told 
about this study and why it is being done and what to do. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                            
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study                              Date Signed 
 
Yakubu Jakada 





RESEARCH PERMISSION LETTER 
 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
204 N Lexington Avenue 




Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) 
Kaduna State Branch 
Kaduna, Kaduna State 
 
Dear Sir, 
PERMISSION TO CONDUCT ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AMONG CHRISTIAN 
LEADERS IN KADUNA STATE. 
I hereby write to request for permission to conduct a research among Christian leaders 
who are affiliated to the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) in Kaduna State. CAN being the 
largest ecumenical body in Nigeria will give me opportunity to research among a wide variety of 
Christian denominations. I am currently studying at Asbury Theological Seminary a PhD in 
Intercultural Studies. My Dissertation topic is, “Early Christian Responses to Persecution and 
Their Implications for Christians in Northern Nigeria.” The aim of the study is to investigate 
responses to persecution among early Christians in order to learn from them and to provide 
 
 282 
recommendations for appropriate responses to persecution that will impact positively on 
evangelism and discipleship among Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
The participants in this research will be Christian leaders of different denominations who 
are age 25 and above. These participants will include elderly men, young men and women 
leaders who shall participate voluntarily. The research method will include one-on one 
interviews, administration of questionnaires and participant observation in public places. 
Confidentiality will highly be observed. I will destroy both raw data and digital files that will be 
encrypted with passwords twelve months after graduation. 
I want to specially request for permission to study archival related to my study that may 
be found in CAN Secretariat of Kaduna State Branch. I will appreciate if you will refer me to 
any church or Christian organization in Kaduna State that may have materials that will be useful 
to this study. The field research will cover the period of September to December 2018. 
Sir, if my request is granted, I will love to receive a letter of approval to conduct the 
research among Christian Leaders that are affiliated with the Christian Association of Nigeria, 
Kaduna State Branch. You may contact me on +1(859) 295 9983 or 
yakubu.jakada@asburyseminary.edu  
 






RESEARCH PERMISSION LETTER 
 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
204 N Lexington Avenue 




Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) 
Borno State Branch 
Maiduguri, Borno State 
 
Dear Sir, 
PERMISSION TO CONDUCT ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AMONG CHRISTIAN 
LEADERS IN BORNO STATE. 
I hereby write to request for permission to conduct a research among Christian leaders 
who are affiliated to the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) in Borno State. CAN being the 
largest ecumenical body in Nigeria will give me opportunity to research among a wide variety of 
Christian denominations. I am currently studying at Asbury Theological Seminary a PhD in 
Intercultural Studies. My Dissertation topic is, “Early Christian Responses to Persecution and 
Their Implications for Christians in Northern Nigeria.” The aim of the study is to investigate 
responses to persecution among early Christians in order to learn from them and to provide 
 
 284 
recommendations for appropriate responses to persecution that will impact positively on 
evangelism and discipleship among Christians in Northern Nigeria. 
The participants in this research will be Christian leaders of different denominations who 
are age 25 and above. These participants will include elderly men, young men and women 
leaders who shall participate voluntarily. The research method will include one-on one interview, 
administration of questionnaires and participant observation in public places. Confidentiality will 
highly be observed. I will destroy both raw data and digital files that will be encrypted with 
passwords twelve months after graduation. 
I want to specially request for permission to study archival related to my study that may 
be found in CAN Secretariat of Borno State Branch. I will appreciate if you will refer me to any 
church or Christian organization in Borno State that may have materials that will be useful to this 
study. The field research will cover the period of September to December 2018. 
Sir, if my request is granted, I will love to receive a letter of approval to conduct the 
research among Christian Leaders that are affiliated with the Christian Association of Nigeria, 
Borno State Branch. You may contact me on +1(859) 295 9983 or 
yakubu.jakada@asburyseminary.edu  
 
Thanks for your support, 





RESEARCH ASSISTANT CONFIDENTIAL AGREEMENT 
 
 I ____________________, the Research Assistant working with Yakubu Jakada on 
“Early Christian Responses to Persecution and Their Implications for Christians in Northern 
Nigeria” understand that I will have access to data on surveys that is strictly confidential. The 
participants who will participate in this research project will reveal information in good faith 
anticipating the information to remain strictly confidential. I hereby agree to: 
 
1. Keep all the research information shared with me confidential by not discussing or 
sharing the research information in any form or format. 
2. Keep all research information in any form or format secure while it is in my possession. 
By this, I will provide a cabinet in my house or office that I will keep the document and 
lock them and only myself will have access to the documents as long as they will be with 
me before onward submission to the researcher after my job is done. 
3. Return all research information in any form or format to the researcher when I have 
completed the research tasks. 
4. After consulting with the researcher, I will erase or destroy all research information in 
any form or format regarding this research project that is not returnable to the researcher 
(e.g. information stored on computer hard drive). 
 
 Any violation of this agreement would constitute a serious breach of ethical standards, 





__________________________   __________________________   _________________ 





DEBATE ABOUT THE MYTH OF PERSECUTION 
Contrary to popular views on early Christian persecutions, Candida Moss in her book The 
Myth of Persecution: How Early Christians Invented a Story of Martyrdom raised objections on 
the authenticity of the persecution stories. Moss holds that it is a myth that “only Christians are 
martyred, that being a Christian means being persecuted, and that experience of being persecuted 
is a sign both that one is right and that one is good.”634 She asserts that “Christians are not the 
first to have martyrs” and that “the Greeks, Romans and the Jews”635 had them. She blamed 
Eusebius of Caesarea for distorting the stories of the martyrs and “using the history of the 
martyrs as a means of drawing battle lines for the established church’s orthodoxy against 
heresy.”636 One of her conclusions of interest to this research paper is that “the Romans rarely 
persecute the Christians, and when they did, they had logical reasons that made sense to any 
ancient Roman.”637 She further argued that the martyrs were violent, aggressive, and suicidal, 
who sought to die violently.638 
Niels Hyldahl in her book Studies in Religion and History of Early Christianity is in 
agreement with Moss and wrote, “With the exception of Nero’s persecution of the Gentile 
Christians in Rome, which was probably limited to the capital itself, real mass persecutions are 
unlikely to have occurred during the post-apostolic era. Not even the dramatic representation in 
 
634 Luke Timothy Johnson, “Persecuting the Persecuted” Commonweal. Vol. 140 Issue 13 (August 2013), 28-30 
635 Ibid. 
636 Ibid. 




Revelation suggests this: only one martyr, Antipas, is mentioned by name (Rev. 2:13, 6:11 & 
20:4)”639 
Moss raises some valid objections which are being supported by some scholars in this 
field. Many scholars are in agreement that not all persecution and martyrdom stories we have 
today are all true stories. There are so many spurious and romantic stories developed over the 
years by those who want to promote the cult of martyrdom. Leon Hardy Canfield buttresses this 
point as he said that the stories of persecution and martyrdom have been exaggerated by 
historians and “has been emphasized and worked over in every history of the Church.”640 To 
support this point, Anders Bergquist wrote, “It is popular misconception that early Christian 
communities lived a hidden ‘catacomb’ existence and were subject to constant persecution by the 
Roman State until the conversion of Constantine introduced…a period of prosperity, privilege 
and establishment.”641 It has been argued that the persecutions were mostly sporadic and local 
and sometimes there were emperors who did not persecute Christians. To reinforce this 
argument: “Out of the 54 emperors who ruled between 30-311 AD, only about a dozen went out 
of their way to persecute Christians”642 and “Christians experienced 129 years of persecution and 
120 years of toleration”643 between 64 AD and 313 AD. That means there were periods when the 
church had peace and the opportunity to flourish and grow. 
Moss blames Eusebius for distorting the stories of martyrdoms to promote his personal 
agenda of drawing a battle line between orthodoxy and heresy. She seemed to have weakened 
her argument about Eusebius’ alleged distortion of history when she admitted, “If we take away 
 
639 Niels Hyldahl, Studies in the Religion and History of Early Christianity (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1997), 273.  
640 Leon Hardy Canfield, The Early Persecutions of the Christians (New York: AMS Press, 1968), 18 
641 Anders Bergquist, “Persecution” Encyclopedia of Christianity. John Bowden ed. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2005), 914 





Eusebius out of the equation, then our knowledge of the second and third centuries becomes very 
clouded.”644 It is true that every writer, including historians, has reasons why they write, and it is 
difficult not to blame a writer for a personal agenda, including Moss in her Myth of Persecution. 
Church historians of the second and third centuries depend on Eusebius as a primary source. 
Unless Moss has earlier or contemporary sources to Eusebius that disprove him, in the 
researcher’s opinion, his stories should still be taken as authentic and valuable. 
The claim by Moss that there are those who say that only Christians were persecuted and 
martyred—if there is such a claim at all—is not true. There has been an uncountable number of 
people who have died for what they believe is the truth, and these truths may or may not be 
religious truths. In scripture, Naboth was killed by Jezebel, and we can consider him a martyr for 
the truth (I Kings 21:11-14). Several prophets were killed by the same Jezebel. Jesus in Matthew 
23:35 rebuked the Jews for shedding the blood of the prophets and gave the example of the 
martyr Zechariah, the son of Berachiah, who was “murdered between the temple and the altar.” 
Even during early Christian persecution, there were times when non-Christians were included in 
the persecution. Anders Berquist supported this claim that non-Christians sometimes suffered 
martyrdom saying, “The resulting riots in Lyons and Vienne forced authorities to act to re-
impose order. Although this action is presented as persecution of Christians, it is clear that non-
Christians were also arrested and tried.”645 The fact that non-Christians were also massacred in 
Lyons does not negate the fact that Christians were the primary target in the persecution. 
Persecution of Christians in the early church is real. The fact that Moss herself after her 
criticism accepted the martyrdom of Polycarp, Acts of Ptolemy and Lucius, Acts of Justin and 
 
644 Candida Moss, The Myth of Persecution: How Early Christians Invented a Story of Martyrdom (New York: 
HarperCollins Publishers, 2013), 216 
645 Anders Bergquist, “Persecution” Encyclopedia of Christianity, 915 
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Companions, Martyrs of Lyon, Acts of Schillitan Martyrs, and Passion of Perpetua and Felicity 
as authentic accounts, proves the reality of the persecution stories.646 Hyldahl, quoted above, 
raised some objections in her book Studies in Religion and History of Early Christianity but still 
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